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Terms of Reference 
Professor C. T. Gaunt of the University of Cape Town initiated and supervised the research 
undertaken for the completion of this thesis. He requested that a novel, patentable, fault-tolerant 
technology be tested in a medium voltage laboratory to determine its efficacy and viability. 
The specific requirements were to: 
., Develop the theory governing a fault-tolerant, series resonant network 
., Design and implement an appropriate test protocol 
., Test the effect of the technology on power arcs caused by transient earth faults 
., Test the success of the technology under various load conditions 
., Determine the stability of the proposed system 
., Record and interpret the results of the tests performed on the network 
., Draw relevant conclusions 
., Produce a dissertation based on the theoretical research and the tests carried out in the 
medium voltage laboratory. 
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Synopsis 
Faults on distribution lines are frequently caused by transient events such as lightning and 
storms. A direct lightning strike to a line causes a flashover, which may result in a power arc, 
leading to breaker intervention for protection purposes. This, in turn, increases the customer's 
exposure to voltage variations and interruptions, resulting in poor quality of supply. The proposed 
fault-tolerant technology aims to negate the sustainability of power arcs, thereby preventing the 
need for interruption of supply, which will improve power quality. An arc will self-extinguish if the 
magnitude of the fault current flowing through it is too small to support the large voltage gradient 
required to ionise a gap of a specific length. The technology proposes to limit the short-circuit 
current by means of a large series reactance in the phase conductor of the source transformer. 
This large reactance causes a significant volt drop in the supply circuit, resulting in an 
unacceptably low voltage across the circuit's load. It is a "series resonant" concept because this 
decreased load voltage is regulated by means of an active capacitive load-end compensator. 
The active capacitive compensator is connected in parallel across the load and injects reactive 
power into the circuit which replaces the reactive power required by the supply reactance, and 
supplied by the source. Because less total current is therefore flowing through the supply 
impedance, the volt drop across it is not as large and the load voltage is maintained at a level 
equal to that of the open circuit supply voltage. 
The theoretical response of the power arcs to the added reactance in the supply circuit was 
tested in a medium voltage laboratory. The proposed testing circuit simulates a medium voltage 
distribution line using a 32kVA ±240/19000V step-up transformer. A large supply impedance is 
created by means of reactors that are added to the supply circuit. Arcs are initiated on the MV 
line and measurements of arc duration and arc current magnitude determine the effects of the 
added impedance on the arcs. The voltage is stepped down by means of a 16kVA 19000/240V 
transformer. A load is connected to the LV side of the step-down transformer, and the effect of 
the high source impedance on the load voltage is determined. The compensator is then 
connected in parallel with the load and its efficacy is determined by means of comparing the 
compensated load voltage with the source voltage. The effect of loads of varying magnitude and 
power factor on the power arcs and compensator is then determined by connecting resistive. 
complex and motor loads. The stability of the system is also tested by means of connecting an 
unloaded, inductive motor load. 
The tests show the proposed technology to be successful in its attempts to reduce the magnitude 
and duration of transient short-circuit currents. In steady-state conditions, the compensator is 
able to maintain the load voltage at the required value so that no apparent volt-drop in the 
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network is evident. In fault conditions, the magnitude of the load voltage decreases while the 
power arc is burning but increases rapidly, returning to its desired value within a few seconds. 
The compensator is able to respond to changes in load. If a load of larger magnitude, or lagging 
power factor is connected, the compensator switches in more capacitors so that the large volt 
drop in the supply circuit is negated. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
This thesis presents the development and testing of a fault-tolerant series resonant distribution 
network. The system was proposed by C. T. Gaunt of the University of Cape Town. The 
objective of the scheme is the improvement of quality of supply because it aims to reduce the 
number of interruptions on overhead distribution lines. Faults on distribution lines are frequently 
caused by non-controllable, transient events such as lightning, storm winds and pollution 
flashover. 
When lightning strikes an overhead distribution line, it causes a significant overvoltage on that 
line. This overvoltage may lead to flashover to ground which may, in turn, result in a power arc. 
If the arc burns for long enough, the feeder's protection will see an earth fault on the system and 
will respond by tripping the feeder breaker. This will cause a brief interruption for the customers 
supplied by that distribution line (until the ARC has re-closed the breaker). These transient 
interruptions are preventable if the duration of current flow in the power arc is sufficiently short 
that the feeder protection does not respond. 
The duration of arc-burning can be reduced significantly if the short-circuit current flowing through 
the earth fault has insufficient magnitude to sustain the power flow through a gap of adequate 
length. A limited arc current will be unable to support the voltage required to ionise the air in the 
arc gap and the arc will self-extinguish rapidly. Earth faults that appear on a feeder or distribution 
line are registered by the earth fault relay on the protection system. The earth fault relay sends a 
message to the feeder breaker which causes it to trip. The earth fault relay functions according to 
an Inverse Definite Minimum Time (IDMT) curve. This curve essentially functions according to a 
current magnitude-time function in which a smaller fault magnitude will cause the feeder breaker 
to trip in a longer time. Thus, if the proposed technology can limit the earth fault current 
suffiCiently, the trip time of the breaker will be longer than the burning time of the earth fault 
arc. [9] 
The most effective means of limiting a fault-current is by adding a large impedance in the series 
path of current flow. This increased impedance will, however, increase the volt drop in the supply 
circuit, providing an unacceptably low load voltage at the on the LV system. This problem can be 
solved by the inclusion of a load-end compensator which will regulate the load voltage in order to 
maintain it at a required magnitude. The technology that is proposed by this thesis is novel and 
viable because the load-end compensator is active; in other words it is able to respond 
immediately to changes in load magnitude or power factor. 
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This chapter will introduce the topic in further detail by examining the background to the study. It 
will state the objectives of the research and the questions that must be answered in order to 
prove or disprove the central hypothesis of the thesis. The chapter will also present the scope 
and limitations of the research conducted for this thesis, and will describe the plan of 
development for the rest of the thesis. 
1.1 Background to the problem 
The compensator's contribution to the proposed technology is based on the principle of 
resonance. This principle states that at a certain frequency, the capacitive and inductive 
reactances "cancel each other out" and this leaves only the resistive part of the total impedance 
to limit the current in the circuit. 
The concept of resonance in feeders is well-known. It is applied in Petersen coil earthing of 
system neutrals to reduce disruption of supply by single-phase-to-earth faults [36]. The neutral 
earthing reactor is selected to produce resonance with the feeder conductor capacitance. This 
reduces the fault currents to very small values. Harmonics and unbalance between the phases of 
three-phase systems do, however, modify the performance of Petersen coil earthing [36]. 
The concept has also been exploited in the "Captap" design which seeks to tap power from the 
shield wires of HV lines. This concept is achieved through the insulation of shield wires from the 
line towers of lines operating at 132-400kV, for distances of tens of kilometres. The shield wire is 
then connected to earth through a capacitance, creating a high impedance capacitor divider. The 
voltage regulation of this "source" is achieved by connecting an inductance into the circuit to 
compensate for the capacitance. This circuit is sensitive to variations in power factor, such as 
during motor starting [42]. 
These previously-researched technologies have advantages and disadvantages. The aim of the 
research conducted for this thesis is the development of an effective, financially-viable technology 
that will improve quality of supply of electricity. The benefits will be most evident on rural 
networks, where customers often suffer the lowest quality of supply. 
The technology that is described in this thesis can basically be summed up as follows: 
./' A reactance is placed in series in the supply circuit of a distribution network . 
./' The purpose of the reactance is to limit any short-circuit currents flowing in the 
network due to transient faults on the MV overhead lines . 
./' This is done so that power arcs caused by faults are rapidly self-extinguished 
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./' This will reduce the number of interruptions of supply on that distribution network, 
resulting in improved quality of supply . 
./' The now-large supply reactance will be compensated for by means of load-end 
compensators that are rated at customer supply voltage . 
./' The compensator will be active (as opposed to passive and static) so that it can react 
to changes in load current and power factor. 
1.2 Hypothesis and objectives of the thesis 
The central hypothesis on which the research presented in this thesis is based, is: "A resonant-
based distribution network with a large supply reactance and active capacitive load-end 
compensator is tolerant to transient faults, and will improve the quality of supply of electricity by 
reducing the number of interruptions on that distribution system." 
In order to prove or disprove this hypothesis, a number of research questions must be answered. 
This will then lead to the development of the research objectives. 
The first objective is to understand fully the concepts laid out in the hypothesis. Some questions 
concerning these concepts are: 
• What is a distribution network? 
• What is a fault? 
• What is fault tolerance? 
• Why should a network be fault tolerant? 
• What is resonance? 
• What is significant about series resonance? 
• How does series resonance result in fault tolerance? 
These theoretical questions can be answered by means of a literature survey. 
In order to prove or disprove the hypothesis, research and tests must be conducted in a 
laboratory. These tests aim to answer the following questions: 
• Does the technology cause rapid arc extinction when transient faults occur on an MV 
distribution line? 
• Does the compensator meet its requirements, in terms of compensating for the extra line 
impedance, responding to changes in load, and maintaining a relatively constant voltage 
across the load before, during and after a line fault. without instability? 
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In orderto answer these research questions, the laboratory set-up and tests must achieve the 
following objectives: 
.. Simulate an MV line 
.. Create arcs on the MV line 
.. Create a large supply impedance 
.. Test the effects of the impedance on the arcs in a variety of conditions 
.. Ensure that the compensator maintains a constant and desirable load voltage 
.. Test the efficacy of the compensator in a variety of conditions 
.. Measure the duration and magnitude of the arc current 
.. Measure the load voltage 
.. Switch in a variety of loads to test their effects on the arc duration and compensator's 
efficacy. 
III Determine the stability of the system 
1.3 Research scope and limitations 
The research was conducted in a medium voltage laboratory. The MV line was created using a 
step-up SWER transformer and the maximum obtainable voltage was 19.1 kV. One load-end 
compensator was available for the tests. It was rated at 32kVA at 460V and BkVA at 230V. The 
loads were connected to the LV side of a 16kVA SWER transformer and were supplied at 230V. 
The load-end compensator was connected in parallel with the load. The compensator was 
designed and built by Clinton Siabbert and Professor Malangret of the University of Cape Town. 
The tests aim to measure the duration of the power arcs initiated across the arc gap, and the 
magnitude of the load voltage. These values were measured and observed. The tests were 
conducted on a single-phase system, which means that it can be assumed that nothing is known 
of the technology's behaviour on three-phase systems (although assumptions, based on the 
results obtained from these tests. can be made). 
The "various conditions" in which the technology was tested was the changing of the proposed 
circuit's load. These loads were limited to: 
.. A resistive load 
.. A complex load with a lagging power factor of 0.B7 
.. A singe-phase unloaded induction motor 
The testing system included only one load supplied from a single step-down distribution 
transformer. Further tests will confirm the behaviour of the technology when more step-down 
transformers and loads are connected to the system. 
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The "various conditions" did not include changes in the environment of the laboratory or of an 
adjoining distribution I transmission system. The tests were conducted in the ideal conditions of a 
laboratory where there is no wind. moderate heat and light, and little humidity. The results 
obtained from the tests cannot be assumed to reflect the behaviour of the technology in the field. 
1.4 The structure of the thesis 
Chapter two presents the literature survey. This chapter will explain the basic concepts 
governing the proposed technology. and will examine relevant research already conducted on 
these concepts. 
Chapter three discusses the complex resonance and voltage regulation theory on which the 
proposed technology is based. It explains why the proposed concept is able to achieve its goals 
of fault current limiting, and load voltage regulation. 
Chapter four develops the laboratory protocol and demonstrates how the laboratory set-up 
enables the required tests to be conducted. These required tests will attempt to answer the 
central research question posed in section 1.2. 
Chapter five presents in detail the tests conducted in the MV laboratory, and their results. 
Chapter six puts forward a comprehensive discussion of the results that were presented in 
chapter five. 
Chapter seven draws conclusions and makes recommendations based on the findings presented 
in chapter five. 
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Chapter Two: literature Survey 
This thesis will present an analysis and the laboratory testing of a load end compensator for a 
series resonant fault tolerant network. Although these tests and their results are the main focus 
of this work, a number of other topics need to be discussed and understood in order to 
understand the context of the investigation. In chapter one, a number of questions relevant to the 
thesis' research were posed. They are: 
• What is a distribution network? 
• What is a fault? 
• What is fault tolerance? 
• Why should a network be fault tolerant? 
• What is resonance? 
• What is significant about series resonance? 
• How does series resonance result in fault tolerance? 
In this chapter, these questions will be answered. This will give the reader a greater 
understanding of the relevance and general purpose of the research conducted in order to prove 
or disprove the stated hypothesis. 
2.1 The definition of a distribution network 
The system of electricity supply is divided into three main categories: generation, transmission 
and distribution. Essentially, these categories are defined in terms of the voltage levels with 
which they are concerned. Distribution networks are generally defined at low voltage levels of 
88kV and below and include "reticulation" systems which are responsible for reticulating power to 
customers at 11 kV and 400V. While generation is concerned with the creation of electrical 
energy. transmission is responsible for the transmission of large quantities of power over great 
distances and distribution is essentially responsible for the delivery of that power to customers. 
Distribution networks, then, are the connection between step-down substations (considered to be 
a supply at a particular voltage) and loads. The customer, in the form of domestic, commercial 
and industrial loads, is the driving force behind all electricity creation and supply. 
2.2 The definition and causes of transient faults 
This section will answer the question: "What is a fault?" There are three types of faults in a power 
system: permanent, persistent and transient faults. Because this thesis is concerned with the 
prevention of (or the minimisation of the effects of) transient faults, these will be examined in 
detail. 
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A "transient fault" is 'quick' and temporary, or momentary. In other words, although a fault occurs, 
thereby establishing a need for circuit breaker action, the cause of this fault (or short circuit) is 
temporary and does not have any long-term damaging effects on the distribution network. Most 
faults on overhead lines are transient.[10] 
Faults, or short circuits, typically occur when equipment insulation fails, due to 
• system overvoltages - which in turn are caused by events such as lightning and switching. 
• contamination of insulation 
• other mechanical causes. 
Faults are also caused by events such as fires, storm winds and small objects which may cause a 
temporary path to ground. 
Power frequency overvoltages are temporary overvoltages that are caused by events such as the 
shedding of a large load. This will lead to voltage increases on the system as the resistive and 
reactive volt drops disappear. The equipment on a power system should be able to cope with 
these power frequency overvoltages. In table 2.1 the typical magnitudes and durations of various 
overvoltages are given.[10] 
Magnitude (p.u.) Duration 
Temporary (50Hz) 1 . .5 50s 
Switching overvoltage 4.0 10ms 
Lightning overvoltage 6.5 1OOI-lS 
Table 2.1: Typical magnitudes and durations of overvoltages 
A large overvoltage. such as that caused by lightning, will cause a flashover from the affected line 
to ground or to another phase conductor. The result would be an arcing fault between 1 phase 
and ground or between 2 or more phases with or without ground. This arcing fault (following 
flashover) causes a short circuit on the network. This short circuit will cause an extremely large 
short-circuit current which will cause protection to operate and remove the faulted line from the 
system. This action will cause the arc to disappear. Any small object causing a temporary path 
to ground (e.g. a small branch that has fallen from a tree) will also cause a transient short circuit. 
The object will either drop to the ground or evaporate due to the high current during the fault. 
This would leave only an arc which, once again, will disappear as soon as protection 
intervenes.[10] 
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In order to understand what causes a fault (and therefore how it could possibly be prevented). it is 
important to study the physical characteristics of that fault. The main insulating material for 
overhead outdoor power systems is air at ambient pressure and temperature. The gases of 
which air consists, namely nitrogen and oxygen. are excellent insulators in "normal conditions". 
However, under certain conditions, notably a high electric field. the gases can become ionised 
and therefore conducting. Electrical discharges develop in high field regions. leading to sparks 
(low current discharges) or power arcs (high energy discharges).[11] In an overhead network, an 
electric field will always exist between any live phase and ground, and between any two live 
phases. The space between the live phase and ground is filled with gas atoms or molecules with 
free space between them. There are always some free electrons in this space, caused by cosmic 
radiation. If the existing electric field becomes strong enough, this initial free electron will 
experience a large acceleration in the field away from the negatively charged part towards the 
positively charged part. This accelerating electron may attain a high speed if the acceleration is 
great enough. If this speed is high enough, the moving electron may collide with a molecule of 
gas, transferring its kinetic energy to the molecule. If this energy exceeds the ionisation energy of 
that particular molecule, one or more electrons will leave their orbits causing the molecule to 
become a positive ion. This is 'ionisation'. 
The free electrons are, in turn, accelerated towards the positive electrode and may cause further 
collisions. The number of electrons that are 'freed' increases exponentially. This discharge of 
electrons is called an 'avalanche'. The fast moving, low-mass electrons are at the tip of the 
'avalanche', moving towards the positive electrode. This process continues, aided by other 
similar processes (such as photo ionisation and cathode bombardment by the resulting positive 
ions) until the gas in the space between the 'electrodes' becomes so ionised that its conductivity 
allows a discharge current to flow, and a flashover occurs.[11] Simply put, a flashover is the flow 
of current through ionised air. This flashover can be caused by a large overvoltage on an 
overhead distribution line because this large voltage causes the electric field between the line and 
ground to become very large. The equation that describes an electric field is 
V E=-
d 
where E is the electric field strength, V is the voltage across the gap, and d is the distance of that 
gap. 
In normal conditions, the electric field is low because the distance between a live overhead line 
and ground is large enough relative to its rated voltage. If this voltage increases dramatically, 
then E becomes such that ionisation of the air occurs, causing a breakdown of the gap, which in 
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turn causes a flashover to occur. Empirical values show that the flashover voltage (ie the 
minimum voltage that will lead to a flashover) for a uniform 1 cm gap is about 30kV. 
As soon as a flashover has occurred, the resulting feature is an "arc". An arc has a very high 
current density (typically 104 - 106 Alcm2) and extensive thermal effects. An important property of 
the arc is the "negative resistance" characteristic. In other words, the arc voltage decreases with 
an increase in arc current.[11] 
Looking again at transient faults, it can be seen that because the cause of the fault is temporary, 
the overall resulting fault will also be temporary. The arc itself mayor may not be temporary, 
depending on the characteristics of the arc and the system in which it is burning. However, in 
most cases the protection of the system operates so rapidly that it extinguishes the arc. In the 
case of a transient fault, the supply will be restored by automatic devices, namely the ARC, or 
auto-recloser. Because the initial cause of the fault is no longer present, the fault will not re-occur 
and has, effectively, been temporary in nature. The interruption (or voltage dip, depending on the 
definitions) caused by the temporary fault will thus also be temporary. In summary, if there is a 
fault on a feeder, the feeder breaker will trip after a small time delay (the duration of which 
depends on the magnitude of the fault current) and will close again after a "reclosing interval" or 
"dead time" ranging from less than 1 second to up to several minutes. If the fault is in fact 
permanent, the protection will again notice large overcurrent after reclosure leading to a second 
trip.[10] 
Although supply will often be automatically restored, these transient faults will cause voltage 
depressions which will be experienc d by all the consumers connected to that distribution point. 
The severity of the voltage depression will depend on the system fault level, position and type of 
fault in the network, and the fault impedance and is also a function of the particular protection. 
These depressions may be considered "dips" or "interruptions" depending on the severity and 
length of the depression and the definitions of these terms. The term "interruption" is defined 
specifically as being of certain duration and as causing a specific decrease in the magnitude of 
the supply voltage. This will be examined further in the section covering quality of supply of 
electricity. Typical voltage depression durations are from 0.1 to 1.0 seconds but can be longer.[9] 
Motor drives, computers and other electronic equipment are most susceptible to interference by 
voltage depressions. 
2.2.1 Transient faults caused by lightning 
Lightning is one of the most common causes of transient faults and is of particular concern in 
South Africa where thunderstorms are frequent, and long overhead distribution lines are in 
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abundance. Its characteristics and its effects on power networks will thus now be discussed in 
great detail. 
Lightning is the greatest single cause of overhead transmission and distribution line 
outages.[9] The electrical phenomena that occur within clouds leading to a lightning strike are 
complex and not totally understood. Most theories agree that discharges within clouds initiate 
downward negative ion movement which eventually establishes a channel to earth called a 
leader. It reaches the earth in about 1 Oms.[11] 
As the leader approaches the earth, positive charge is induced on the earth and a positive 
leader travels upwards from close-by, high, conducting, and often sharp, objects such as 
masts and electricity lines. Once the distance between the downward leader and the object 
reaches a certain value (the striking distance, r), flashover takes place to the nearest object. 
After the leaders make contact, a travelling wave moves upwards and is accompanied by 
intense light. The flash lasts for approximately 50l-ls and has a current of about 20 to 100 
kA.[11] 50% of all strokes have a peak current that is greater than 45kA.[9] 
The number of ground f1asheslkm2/year is known as the ground flash density, Ng. The 
average ground flash density at about 400 locations in South Africa has been recorded in an 
11-year research project started in the 1970s by the CSIR. The ground flash density in South 
Africa varies widely. Notably, the Southern Cape records less than 1 flash/km2/annum, while 
most of the Drakensberg escarpment experiences density values of 8 flashes/km2/annum and 
some parts of Mpumulanga have recorded density values of up to 14 flashes/km2/annum. The 
ground flash density at any place is extremely variable and depends on the number and 
severity of thunderstorms from year to year.[13] 
Lightning can affect an overhead distribution line either by a direct strike or by an induced 
voltage. The probability of a line receiving a direct stroke depends on the ground flash 
density, the line length and height, and also on the unpredictable nature of flash incidence. 
Analysis of data collected from 11 kV lines in South Africa indicates that equations used to 
predict the number of direct strikes to a line per year, although otherwise fairly accurate, 
underestimate the large number of strikes that may be experienced by a distribution line in 
completely open country.[13] The number of strikes to a line is, however, reduced in 
proportion to the extent that the line is shielded by nearby tall structures such as buildings, 
trees etc. In rural South Africa, shielding structures are virtually non-existent and can be 
ignored. 
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When lightning strikes a line directly, the voltage on that line rises very quickly because of the 
characteristic fast rise of the lightning current. If, for example, a typical overhead distribution 
line has a surge impedance of 4000 and a lightning current of peak value SOkA is injected into 
it, an overvoltage of 10 MV peak will theoretically be produced. The voltage will, however 
never actually reach this value because a flashover to ground (and thereby a discharge of 
energy) will occur as soon as the voltage has built up to a value that causes breakdown of the 
air (increased corona, followed by flashover) across the distribution line insulation. In fact, a 
direct strike to an unshielded distribution line almost always causes flaShover to earth of one 
or more conductor at the pole nearest the strike.[13] When lightning strikes a line, it normally 
flashes over at the earest structure when the stroke follows over the insulating string and 
Is down the pole to the ground. This route does not supply a good 
ground, so the rate of dissipation of energy is quite slow. This leaves a travelling wave of high 
magnitude which p opagates along the line and may flash over a number of successive 
structures in both irections from the stroke point.[11, 14,1S] 
Due to electromag etic coupling, the voltages in the healthy phases of the line increase to a 
level that can be a sessed using the conductor coupling factor. These induced voltages are, 
however, not as hi h as that for the line that was struck. Nonetheless, the insulators of the 
healthy phases wi! be stressed and may be flashed over.[14,15] 
Lightning flashes lose to overhead lines are also able to induce voltages in it. This is due to 
electromagnetic c upling.[13] Due to the fact that most lightning strikes are negatively 
charged, the indu ed surges or overvoltages, are positive. The number of induced 
overvoltages that xceed 100kV is about the same as the number of direct strokes to an 
overhead line. If line is shielded by tall structures, any induced surges will be of a higher 
voltage. 
Typically, on an u shielded overhead line 8-10 m high, the voltage induced by a nearby 
lightning strike wi! sometimes exceed 200 kV and will have a maximum value of about 250 
kV.[10] Because he induced voltages have the same wave-shape and very similar 
magnitudes on all of the phases of the line, one would not expect flashovers between phases; 
but flashover to g ound would be expected at structures which have an insulation strength that 
is lower than the alue of the induced voltage.[13] 
The frequency of occurrence and the magnitude of lightning overvoltages can be somewhat 
controlled by the se of shield wires on bare overhead lines, surge arresters, and grounding 
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with a low ground resistance which will allow for quick dissipation of the current injected into 
the line by the lightning. 
2.3 The characteristics of power arcs 
The aim of the technology examined in this thesis is to reduce the effects of faults on distribution 
systems. The physical manifestation of a fault is the power arc. In order to determine how the 
arc can be controlled or prevented, it is important to understand its nature. A thorough 
investigation into the dynamics and characteristics of power arcs has been performed by M. 
Jojozi. His thesis looked extensively at the behaviour of arcs under various conditions which has 
led to a more comprehensive understanding of the nature of power arcs in distribution systems. 
The work was, however, restricted to arcs with high impedance in the supply. This section will 
attempt to give the reader a fundamental understanding of arcs by summarising his findings. 
It should first be established that a flashover that results from a lightning strike to a distribution 
line will not necessarily lead to power follow current, and therefore a sustained power arc. 
Although the initial effect of a lightning strike will be the breakdown of the distribution line 
insulation, leading to a flashover, this mayor may not extinguish rapidly. If the flashover 
extinguishes immediately, it has been self-extinguishing, and some characteristic has prevented it 
from developing into a full power arc.[16] An arc will extinguish itself when the power frequency 
current has a momentary magnitude of zero (in other words, when the alternating current 
experiences a zero-crossing), if the circumstances are correct. "Power follow· implies that the 
current flowing in the arc channel is at power frequency and is large enough in magnitude to be 
self-sustaining. 
Power follow occurs when the instantaneous power frequency voltage exceeds the 'minimum arc 
voltage'. The 'minimum arc voltage' is the minimum voltage required to establish a power arc. If 
a flashover results in a power arc, there will be an 'arc discharge' at the fault point. This arc 
discharge has a very high current, high temperature and strong light emissions. It is able to 
cause extensive damage at the fault pOint and also to electrical power equipment. It is in every 
way preferable to limit the effects of a power arc by ensuring that it extinguishes rapidly.[17] Arcs 
are often caused by overvoltages but may also be caused by the separation of contacts. 
The static volt-ampere characteristic of an arc has a negative slope and is shown in the figure 
that follows. 
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Figure 2.1: The static characteristic of an arc in air [19] 
One of the consequences of the volt-amp characteristics is that an arc cannot be maintained in a 
constant source circuit without the presence of a series resistance. In Figure 2.1 the solid straight 
line has the following equation: 
V= 250 - 201 
This equation shows the voltage that is available at the terminals of the arc in a circuit that has a 
250V source supply and a series resistance of 20ft Stable arc conditions can only exist in this 
particular circuit at points A and B where the arc voltage and the available terminal voltage are 
equal. Lowering the series resistance would move the stable operating point A to the right which 
would result in a higher arc current and a lower arc voltage. As the series resistance is 
increased, the arc current would decrease and the upper limit for the circuit resistance at this 
source voltage is shown by the dotted line tangent to the arc characteristic at C. As the 
resistance is increased from 200 to 360, the stable operating point A and the operating point B 
approach each other until they meet at point C. At this stage, the conditions for stability no longer 
exist. At this point, the arc would extinguish and the arc current would drop to zero. The terminal 
arc voltage would return to the open circuit voltage value .. [19] 
The above describes the basic characteristics of an arc in a DC circuit which gives a simplistic 
explanation of the fundamental behaviour of arcs in general. The more complex volt-amp 
characteristic of an AC arc is shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: An AC arc volt-ampere characteristic showing arcs at (1) low frequency; (2) 
high frequency; (3) static (dc) [20][21][22] 
The voltage across an arc is characterised by a re-ignition voltage Vr• a relatively constant 
burning voltage e and an extinguishing voltage Ve. If the current flowing in the arc channel is 
alternating, then it will experience two zero crossings every cycle. At each zero-crossing, the 
current has an instantaneous magnitude of zero which allows for the de-ionisation of gas in the 
arc channel and a cooling of the arc 'electrodes' so that a considerable re-ignition voltage may be 
required to re-ignite the arc. After this period of de-ionisation and cooling. the burning voltage of 
the arc during the period of increasing current will be greater than the static characteristic value. 
After the maximum current has been reached, the ionisation of the air in the arc channel is in 
excess of that required for low currents. Thus, when the arc current is decreasing, the burning 
voltage is lower than the static characteristic value. Figure 2.3 shows the effect of increasing the 
arc length on the volt-ampere characteristic, if the applied voltage and circuit resistance remain 
the same. 
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Figure 2.3: the effect of arc length on the volt-ampere characteristic [21] {/1<12<1:J 
The precise modelling of the features of a power arc, and the various equations that describe 
them, are not in the scope of this thesis. What is of more interest is the behaviour of AC arcs in 
various conditions; more specifically their extinction and re-ignition properties. 
2.3.1 The re-ignition and extinction of power arcs 
As explained, the current waveform of an AC power arc will experience a zero crossing at 
the end of each half cycle and there will be a momentary period during which the arc 
current is zero. During this period, the arc technically does not exist or has briefly 
"extinguished" and must be re-ignited. This is because when the arc current is zero, de-
ionisation of the gases in the arc column will take place, thereby reducing the conductivity 
of the column. As the next half cycle begins. the conductivity that existed just before the 
instant of zero current must be re-established if the arc is to continue "burning". This 
requires a large voltage (to allow for the re-ionising. or break down, of the air in the arc 
column). especially if the de-ionisation was rapid. This voltage that is required to re-
ignite the arc will be considerably larger than the "steady-state" arc burning voltage and is 
called the re-ignition voltage. The process of re-ignition is fundamentally a race between 
the deionisation process in the arc gap and the increasing recovery, or re-ignition. voltage 
which is determined largely by the external circuit. In the case of short arcs «1000mm). 
the behaviour at the "electrodes" of the arc consumes a considerable portion of the total 
voltage (in other words. a large volt drop is experienced at the electrodes). which is 
significant in the period of re-ignition.[20] 
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The arc recovery and arc conducting characteristics play an important part in determining 
the duration and probability of arc extinction. The extinction of an arc is dependent on 
the rising time and magnitude of the recovery voltage and the magnitude of the fault 
current.[20] If an arc does extinguish, it will do so at the zero-crossing of the arc current. 
After this time, the arc gap recovers considerable strength immediately and will increase 
further at a relatively slow rate.[20] If. however, a sufficient flashover voltage is not 
obtained straight after the current zero-crossing, the arc will not re-ignite and will 
extinguish fully. To allow the recovery voltage to reach a critical magnitude for arc 
sustainability, the arc (or short-circuit) current must be appropriately large. If the fault 
current is small, the voltage at the arc terminals will not be able to maintain an ionised 
channel for the arc. 
A number of network and external parameters affect the stability of a power arc and 
therefore dictate whether or not it will self-extinguish. The exact effects of these 
parameters in various conditions are not yet fully understood, but research has 
established a number of findings. The arc will behave diversely due to the influences of 
the type of gas surrounding the arc and its pressure, temperature and velocity (Le. wind). 
The atmosphere will affect not only the electric field of the arc but also the behaviour of 
the arc column.[17] If all other parameters are constant, a higher source impedance in 
the distribution network will reduce the magnitude of the fault current and may therefore 
cause an arc to be unsustainable. If the power frequency current flowing in the arc is not 
reduced. the arc may well not extinguish. The length of the arc is also of importance. A 
longer arc path will often cause a flashover to self-extinguish very rapidly, thereby 
preventing sustained power follow. The material of the arc path is relevant because 
research shows that a wood path is more likely to lead to arc extinction than an air 
path.[16] 
It is important that the reasons as to why a flashover mayor may not lead to a power arc, 
and as to why that arc mayor may not extinguish are fully understood. The nature of 
arcs in these scenarios allows us to understand how the arc burning time can be reduced 
significantly, which may in turn reduce the need for protection whenever a transient fault 
occurs on a distribution line. On a typical overhead distribution line, the earth-fault 
protection relays are set to operate instantaneously at a minimum current magnitude of 
40 - 60 A (to prevent operation due to load imbalances). However, in reality, protection 
schemes take a finite period of time, in the region of 5 - 20 cycles (or 100 - 400ms). to 
operate.[9] If the burning time of the arc can be reduced to below these values, 
protection schemes will not need to operate. 
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Brookes et a/ [24] performed a number of air flashovers in the laboratory and in air, and 
they found that the probability of power follow was small if the impulse flashover was 
timed to occur near a power frequency voltage zero. Burgsdorf [25] found that the 
probability of power follow after flashover was virtually zero if the voltage gradient was 
less than 7kV/m for air gaps and 10kV/m for paths involving wood. Armstrong at al [26] 
found that the arc quenching phenomena were dependent on the magnitude of the 
positive short circuit current. Significantly, it was determined that quenching was less 
likely for larger currents. According to Daverniza [16] the probability of an outage 
following a flashover of air or porcelain insulation is 0.85. This probability can. however. 
be smaller for lines which use wood cross-arms and poles. It was also found that if the 
operating voltage gradient is less than 14kV/m, there is little probability that a power arc 
will develop following a lightning flashover. These findings were, however, valid only for 
resistive sources. little research has been conducted on systems with reactive sources. 
It is clear that a lower voltage gradient across the arc path will dramatically reduce the 
probability that the arc will be stable. The basic factors that influence the arc gap's 
electric field are the fault current value and the "transport property" in the atmosphere 
around the arc (e.g. the electrical and thermal conductivity, weather conditions such as 
rain or wind).[17] According to Daverniza, lithe phenomena subsequent to breakdown of 
insulation is directly influenced by test circuit parameters and the arc extinction 
capabilities of the insulating media surrounding the arc channel." He provides an 
equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 2.4, which may represent a generalised voltage source 
and test circuit. 
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent voltage source and test circuit. Cs represents stored energy 
which is available immediately from the test source to the external circuit e.g. the 
transformer capacitance in an alternating voltage test set, a filter, or a storage 
capacitance for a surge generator; Z8xt is the external test circuit (protective) impedance; 
Cp is stray or test object capacitance. Rh and Ch form the spark heating circuit. 
The following features would be observed for all types of test voltages; 
Ch 
a) If Zs and leX! are large, a breakdown of the air in the gap 
will result in the discharge of only the test object 
capacitance, Cp, and will thus not be sustained. 
b) If only Zs is large, the breakdown, which will also be non-
sustained. will discharge the energy stored in both Cs 
and Cpo 
c) If Zs and lext are small, breakdown of the gap will result 
in a sustained arc which will give rise to the flow of 
current from the source, at least until the first natural 
current zero. 
2.3.2 Arc extinguishing techniques 
Arcing faults are very damaging in nature. both to equipment, and to human safety. They 
enable the flow of short circuit currents in a network, and therefore contribute to a large 
number of the outages or voltage dips experienced by customers (due to breaker action). 
It is thus imperative that arcs are extinguished as rapidly as possible. A number of 
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techniques have been developed to fulfil that need. A few of these techniques are 
discussed briefly: 
.. Compensated neutral grounding makes use of an inductive compensation coil 
in parallel with a capacitive reactance which represents the phase to earth 
capacitances of the system. If the two reactances are 'tuned', the earth fault 
current will have only a resistive component. This residual current will now 
depend only on the resistances of the suppression coil and network lines, 
together with the leakage resistances of the system. This reduced fault current 
will be unable to sustain an arcing fault.[28] This concept can be further applied 
in the Petersen coil which will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 
• High resistance grounding will reduce the short circuit current of earth faults in 
distribution systems with little capacitive charging current (less than 10A).[29] 
.. A Magnetically Controlled Reactor (MCR) is a "device in which DC pulsing 
through a part of the power winding or through a special control winding changes 
the duration to period ratio of the magnetic core saturation, thereby changing the 
inductance and inductive susceptance of the MCR as a whole." [30][31] The 
principle of their operation is based on the "generation and control of the direct 
component of the magnetic flux in the MCR's two winding cores· and on the 
"profound saturation of the two cores under rated conditions, when the saturation 
magnetism generated by the direct component of the magnetic flux is achieved 
over about half or more of the grid frequency period." 
.. A darverter (arc-quenching device) exploits the ability of wood to extinguish a 
large proportion of lightning flashovers, thereby preventing the development of 
power arcs. The darverter makes optimum use of the wood's insulating and arc-
quenching properties by the effective line design and correct co-ordination of 
pOle-tops.[16][31 ] 
• Diverter gaps were proposed in the 1940s by Rorden as a means of preventing 
power follow arcs. The function of the gap is to "divert lightning strokes that hit 
the conductor so that they will be directed down the pole without flashing over the 
insulators or cross-arm". This achieved with the use of an arcing horn connected 
to a steel wire running along a wood brace to the pole, terminating just below the 
pOint of support of the brace on the pole. At the base of the H-frame type 
structure on which the equipment sits, an 8 metre ground rod is driven in at each 
pole, the function of which is to dissipate the energy of the lightning strike 
rapidly.[15] 
• Arrestors are used to protect distribution lines from direct lightning strikes. They 
are installed at frequent intervals along the line and are spaced to limit the pole-
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top voltage at the unprotected structures to "a value less than the phase-to-
phase insulation level of the line, thus preventing flashover".[31] Arresters are 
applied to all the phases on the same structure and are connected to a common 
ground so that a stroke of lightning that hits the line close to an arrester will be 
"drained from the line". [261[31] 
2.3.3. The main experimental findings of M. Jojozi regarding the stability of short arcs 
Tests were performed in a medium voltage laboratory which aimed to investigate the: 
• Effect of arc length, voltage and voltage gradient on arc stability 
(8 Volt-time and current-time characteristics of the material in question 
(8 Volt-current characteristics 
(8 Effect of arc paths in air and along a wood surface 
(8 Effect of changing the supply circuit impedance 
(8 Arc resistance 
These tests were performed at voltages ranging from 10kV to 40kV and using air gaps 
and wood lengths ranging from 100mm to 1000mm. Because there was no surge 
generator, arcs were initiated using a fine thread of Eureka, a copper-nickel alloy with 
high electrical resistance and low temperature co-efficient. Numerous arcs were initiated 
in a variety of conditions. The main results and conclusions of interest will follow in brief. 
(8 If an arc is unstable, it will go through the following phases: 
1. arc initiation 
2. full arcing (which includes the processes of ionisation, arCing and de-
ionisation) 
3. arc extinction 
(8 Stable arcs experience the following phases: 
1. Pre-arcing. This is the period during which the arc voltage is building up 
to allow full ionisation of the arc gap 
2. Initial arcing. This includes the burning and evaporation of the fuse wire, 
coupled with the initiation of the arc 
3. Full arcing. This is illustrated in the V-I characteristic shown in Figure 
2.5. 
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Figure 2,5 V-I characteristic of full arcing phase [31]. 
4, Near extinctiol'l. Thi, ph~"" ",,,'u"~' th e ~rG ~Itempts to sell-ext",guish 
as the air in the gap de~onises but the mmroum arc vc>tage (MAV) still 
exceeds recovery vc>tage Thus, arcing contirJUes 
5 Continued arcing. Once th e arc has recovered It is -stab le" and Will 
continue blXning until interrllPted manually 
FigJres 2.6 3>ld 2.1 show the voltage and current traces of a stable aM an lJIlstable arc. 
The traces depicting a stable arc de"r~ illustrate the attempts of the arc to self-
extinguish before recovery and continued arcing (the gap voltage rises slightly before 
dropping in mag-litudej 
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path. As the supply voltage increases. the resliiting arc current ", creaSes provided the 
supply circuit impedance remains coostant At a spec,fic voltage, a larger arc gap 
,eqlJi',," a current of freater magnitude to n itiate an arc. Thus an arc burn,ng ~cross a 
long gap (e.g. 500mm) \'oill be characterised by a higher current. or ,t would not be 
burning at all. Th,s figure shows arc current to be d"ect~ proportoonal to arc length. 
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F>;lure 2.9 present~ ~ summary of the stab il ity of arcs 0/ varklus lengtl1s at different voltages 
across a p~tl1 of airlwood by sho\'oi ng the probabi li ty of arc extil1Ction vs length in air i wood. 
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Figure 2.9 Prob~bility of arc extinction vs. length in air and wood 
Of particular inte rest is tM Hne depicting th e probability of arC extinction vs ar~ length III 
20kV through air, According 10 these results, if the arc through air is initiated at a voltage 
of 2OKV, an arc gap of 300mm will Clluse the arC to be self-extinguishing in 1 (XJ\, 0/ 
cases Althoogh JoiOZI does not actUIIII~ demonstrate II direc:1 , nk between the stability 
of short arcs and the magnill1de of the s uppl~ network impedance, the l ol owing 
observatK.>ns are made 
• At II pa~i~LJlar voltage, a longer arc gap leads to a greater probability 01 arc 
extinc:1ion 
• For a particular gap lengt~ as the supply voltage IncreaseS, so th e short c;rcuit 
current magnitude increases , ti1ereby reducing the '",stability of arcs, 
• If, at a pa~icular voltage, that short-c;r~u~ currenl were reduced, the likelihood of 
arc stabi lity would be reducoo. 
• At a particular voltllg<l . ll iooger arC gap and a limited circuil current would 
together reduce the i kelillood of arc stllbilit~ extenSive '.! 
• Thus if an appropril\\e gap length and current-redLlCing comp-onent (,mpedanceJ 
were prOVIded, arc instability could De guaranteed 
• The average afC in itiated at 20kV across a 30cm gap burned lor approx'rmately 
350ms 
2.4 Quality of supply of electricity 
Transient faLJlts and their causes have been examined in detail in previous se~tioos The next 
qLJestions wnkoi1 Si100ld be asked are; "Why are these fllults undesirable, and why shoukf 
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research be conducted in order to reduce their effects on a network?" These questions can be 
answered by considering concept of quality of supply of electricity. 
Historically, the definition of "quality of supply" has been vague and relatively evasive. While the 
concept clearly refers to the customer's perception of the quality of their electricity supply, it is 
often difficult to quantify and adequately define 'quality'. For some customers and providers, 
'quality' may refer to the number and duration of outages experienced each year. For others, it is 
desirable that the voltage and frequency of their supply remain within defined limits. In other 
words, 'quality' is not only to be understood as the physical quality of the electricity delivered but 
also as the experienced degree of agreement between the expectations of a product and the 
product delivered.[1] If service dependability is poor, everything else a utility does will be viewed 
as poor by customers. 
It is, at present, widely accepted that a reliability index should be based on a probabilistic 
approach and should include three fundamental attributes [2]: 
• Frequency of events 
• Duration of events 
• Severity of events 
According to Eskom standards[44], an outage or event is defined by its duration being longer than 
2 minutes. Any voltage dip of duration less than 2 minutes and more than 3 seconds is defined 
as an interruption. It is therefore likely that transient faults will not lead to outages, only to 
interruptions. 
Generally, the following power quality parameters are defined (in EN 50160):[1] 
• Voltage fluctuations: Cyclic variations of the voltage envelope, or a series of random voltage 
changes less than 10% of the supply voltage 
• Supply voltage dips: Sudden reductions of the voltage with a magnitude between 10% and 
100% followed by voltage recovery after a short period of a duration of 10ms to 1 minute 
• Supply interruptions, which can be 
2. Prearranged (which. if longer than 2 minutes in duration, are outages or 
events) 
3. Accidental, short: less than 2 minute duration 
4. Accidental, long: more than 2 minute duration (an outage, or event) 
• Temporary overvoltage: Characterised as being an power frequency overvoltage of relatively 
long duration, and which is undamped or weakly damped 
• Transient avervaltage: A short duration oscillatory or non-oscillatory overvoltage usually 
highly damped and with a duration of a few milliseconds or less 
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These attributes can be summarised by the following table which defines several types of voltage 
dips or interruptions based on their duration and severity and has been taken directly from the 
NRS 048~2 guidelines. It is clear from this table that differentiating between a "dip" and an 
"interruption" is not always an obvious task. However, the table also shows that some "dips" 
(such as those defined as "Y") are preferable to others (such as those defined as "T"). The 
shorter and less severe the dip or interruption, the better the quality of supply will be. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Range of dip Range of Duration 
depth residual voltage t 
V (expressed as U (expressed as 20 < t:::, 150 150 <: t:::, 600 0.6 <: t:::, 3 
a %) a %) ms ms s 
10<V:::,15 90>U.2:85 Y Y Y 
15 < V:::, 20 85> U.2: 80 Y Y Z1 
20 < V:::, 30 80> U.2: 70 Y S Z1 
30 < V:::,40 70> U.2: 60 X1 S Z2 
40< V:::, 60 60> U.2: 40 X2 S Z2 
60 <V:::, 100 40> U.2: 0 T T Z2 
. Table 2.2 Characterisation of depth and duration of voltage dips 
The IEEE Std 1159-1995 provides further definitions which distinguish specifically between 
momentary, sustained and temporary interruptions.[10] A "momentary interruption" is defined as 
being between 0.5 cycles and 3 seconds. A sustained interruption is longer than 3 seconds and 
a temporary interruption is between 3 seconds and 1 minute. All of the interruption definitions are 
summarised in Table 2.3 for clarity. 
Most faults on overhead lines are transient: they require operation of protection, but do not cause 
permanent damage to the system. The moment a circuit breaker opens due to a short circuit 
current, the faulted feeder and the load fed from it are removed from the system. The effect of 
this is that the voltage drops to zero very fast. When the voltage is zero (even during a short 
interruption), there is no supply of power at all to equipment. The overall consequences of a 
transient fault (an interruption followed by the auto~reclosing of a breaker) will last for only a few 
seconds or less, but the overall effects can last much longer. Some effects include the slowing of 
motors, momentary dimming of lights, disruption of production processes, the loss of computer 
memory contents, and even the evacuation of buildings due to fire alarms going off.[10] 
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Term Definition Source 
Voltage dip Sudden reduction of voltage with a magnitude EN 50160 
of between 10% and 100% followed by voltage 
recovery 
Outage Reduction in voltage of magnitude 100% for a Eskom Standard 
duration greater then 2 minutes DISASACT3 
Interruption Reduction in voltage of magnitude 100% for a Eskom Standard 
duration of between 3s and 2 min DISASACT3 
Momentary interruption Interruption lasting between 0.5 cycles and 3s IEEE Std 1159-1995 
Sustained interruption Interruption lasting longer than 3 seconds IEEE Std 1159-1995 
Temporary interruption Interruption lasting between 3s and 1 minute IEEE Std 1159-1995 
Transient interruption An interruption caused by a transient or non- Eskom Standard 
permanent event. This type of fault may result DISASACT3 
in an "interruptionn or an "outagen depending 
on its cause 
. .. . Table 2.3 Summary of definitions of voltage behaviour 
When defining quality of supply, the term 'reliability' may also be used as a 'quality indicator'. The 
North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC). the main custodian of reliability in North 
America, defines reliability as "the degree to which the performance of the elements of the system 
results in power being delivered to consumers within accepted standards and in the amounts 
desired". 
The following reliability levels have also been defined [4J: 
• Reliability up to 99.9%: This corresponds to one day of outage in every three years (or 
about 8 hours of power interruption per year). This total outage may consist of both 
"outages" and "interruptions· over a period of time. This has been the accepted reliability 
level of transmission and distribution systems for more than a century. 
• Reliability up to 99.9999%: This level of reliability is associated with high technology and 
manufacturing processes that are very sensitive to power interruptions. When industry 
was built largely around incandescent bulbs and electric motors, a reliability level of 
99.9% was more than adequate. But microprocessor-based controls, computer 
networks, financial networks, flight control centres and other modern industries demand a 
higher level of reliability. It amounts to no more than a minute of allowable outage (or 
interruptions) a year. 
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Higher levels of reliability are particularly necessary in the electronic and automated 
manufacturing industries where the electricity-consuming equipment is much more 
susceptible to power-quality problems and poor reliability than older equipment, such as 
conventional lighting and motors [45]. According to Eto at ai, "the changing structure of the 
U.S. economy, coupled with the proliferation of electronic equipment in all sectors, has 
increased the economy's vulnerability to electricity-reliability and power-quality problems. 
Estimates of the annual costs of this vulnerability range consistently in the $10s of billions" 
[45]. 
It is clear that many commercial and even residential customers are demanding "more 
reliable" power supply with fewer interruptions per year. In most cases, the meeting of this 
need provides "quality". 
Generally. there is a large growth in the use of electronic loads that are sensitive to low 
power reliability. At the same time there is large growth in the use of power electronic 
devices which produce power qu"!lity disturbances. Business and industry normal operations 
are becoming increasingly dependent on the consistent and predictable performance of their 
electric and electronic equipment.[4] But there are other factors that are increasing the focus 
on power quality: 
.. Decentralised (or distributed) electricity-generating equipment such as wind-
turbines generate voltage transients and fluctuation; electronic motor control 
units raise the general harmonics level; the growing number of computers in 
offices and private homes adds to the dependence on a continuous supply of 
high Quality electricity. 
.. The changing structure of the electricity-providing industry (ie a movement 
towards a competitive market) may also contribute to the interest in power 
quality. In this case, the emphasis would be on the necessity of objectives, 
general definitions and standards for quality levels. 
Electrical and electronic equipment, in particular, are designed to operate from a "clean and 
constant" source of supply of AC voltage. Large deviations from the nominal value or 
continual voltage fluctuations cause overheating, halts in production, machining defects, loss 
of data memory and programs, failures etc. Electricity providers cannot always prevent the 
degradation of electrical energy along distribution lines, as they are subject to load variation 
and interference. For this reason, voltage stabilisation and protection against electrical faults 
are needed. Voltage regulation is a vital characteristic of a power system in order to limit 
voltage deviations.[aJ 
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it is in an electricity provider's best interests to reduce the number of interruptions 
experienced by customers, and to keep output voltages regulated. These are the two main 
quality characteristics that are focused on in this thesis. The technology proposed in this 
work aims to improve power quality by increasing the fault tolerance of distribution networks. 
2.5 The principle of resonance and its application in compensation techniques 
This section will start with a review of some basic power system theory and will go on to 
expand this theory by applying it to various compensation techniques. 
2.5.1 The fundamental concept of power factor correction 
This section aims to introduce the concept of power factor correction. The theory behind 
this concept is fundamental in the understanding of reactive compensation in general. 
Let's assume that a load with a lagging power factor is absorbing Pl walts of real power 
and OL vars of reactive power. If one wanted to decrease the number of vars absorbed 
by the load, thereby reducing total complex power and increasing the source power 
factor, one would connect a capacitor in parallel with the load. The capacitor will absorb 
negative reactive power and will reduce the magnitude of the reactive power required 
from the source (because it is delivering reactive power and reactive current to the 
system). Thus, the capacitor is supplying some reactive power to the load in place of the 
source. This will decrease the reactive power supplied by the source and increase the 
source power factor. This will ultimately result in a decrease in total source current which 
will in turn result in lower line losses and lower line-VOltage drops. The improved power 
factor will aid in the efficiency and voltage regulation of the circuit. This can be 
summarised in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. 
v 
'----'y"""---' 
load 
tOe 
C 
capacitor 
Figure 2.10 Circuit showing power flow in power factor correction 
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Qc 
Qs 
Figure 2.11 Power triangle showing capacitive power factor correction 
This concept can also be viewed by means of the calculation of sending and received 
voltages in terms of power and reactive power. This will now be examined so that a more 
comprehensive understanding of reactive power flow and its effect on source power 
factor can be gained. 
Although the determination of voltages and currents in a power network can be achieved 
by means of complex notation, usually in power systems. power (P) and reactive power 
(Q) are specified, and the resistance of lines is often negligible compared with the 
reactance. [32] For example, if R::: 0.1 X. the error in neglecting R is 0.49%. Figure 2.12 
shows a simple network and its phasor diagram is shown in Figure 2.13. 
E 
R+jX P+jQ 
----------, 
I , 
, 
~-i 
: :L 
'.,-' 
, 
, 
'---------------(,. -- -------_. 
Figure 2.12 Simple transmission link [32] 
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Figure 2.13 Phasor diagram for the transmission of power through a series impedance [32] 
From the phasor diagram: 
therefore 
Hence 
And 
If 
and 
£! :: (V + Ii. V)2 + is\/"' 
:: (V + Rlcoscp + X/sincp)2 + (X/coscp - Risincp)2 
£! == (V + [RP]/V + [XQ]/V)2 + ([XP]/V - [RQ]/V)2 
Ii. V == (RP + XQ)/V 
is V == (XP - RQ)/V 
iSV« V + li.V 
£! == (V + [RP + XQJ/V)2 
E - V == (RP + XQ)/V== li.V [32] 
Therefore. the arithmetic difference between the voltages is approximately given by 
IfR =0. 
XQ E-V=-
V 
RP+XQ 
V 
In other words, for networks where X»R, i.e. most power circuits, li.V is determined by 
Q. If a scalar voltage difference exists across a largely reactive link, the reactive power 
flows towards the node of lower voltage. In summary, if in a network. there is a 
deficiency of reactive power at a point, it will have to be supplied from the connecting 
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lines, and the voltage at that point falls. On the other hand. if there is a surplus of 
reactive power generated (e.g. by a capacitor bank). then the voltage will rise. [32] 
2.5.2 Resonance theory 
In this section, the question: "What is resonance?" is answered. The concept of 
resonance is central to the thesis which aims to test the fault-tolerance of a series 
resonant network. 
Essentially. resonance theory is another manifestation of reactive power flow, and 
capacitor voltage regulation. In the previous section, it was shown that a capacitor 
connected in parallel to a load with a lagging power factor could "inject" reactive current 
into the circuit, thereby reducing line losses and raising the voltage across the load.[33] 
In a series resonant circuit, a resistor, inductor and capacitor are connected in series. At 
low frequencies. the capacitive reactance is larger than the inductive reactance. There 
will thus be a larger volt drop across the capacitor. This large capacitive reactance will 
allow only a small current to flow in the circuit and it will lead the applied voltage by 
almost 90·. At high frequencies, the opposite will be true. In this case, the large 
inductive reactance will also limit the current in the circuit, but it will lag the applied 
voltage by almost 90'. Between these two extremes, a frequency exists at which the 
capacitive and inductive reactances are exactly equal. This will occur when 
jwL :::: 1/jwC or 
wL:::: 1/wC 
Solving for the frequency in the above relationship yields 
w :::: 1/~(LC) or 
f:::: (1/21T~(LC» [3OJ 
This is known as the resonant frequency. At this frequency, the capacitive and inductive 
reactances "cancel each other out" and this leaves only the resistive part of the total 
impedance to limit the current in the circuit. In this case, 
IRESONANT :::: V APPLlEoIR [33] 
This could also be described in the following way: at power frequency, any volt drop 
experienced across the inductive reactance can be "undone" by adding a capacitor in 
series with the inductor which has a reactance that, at power frequency. is equal to that 
of the inductor. The reactance of the capacitor is seen by the circuit as being in the 
"opposite" direction to the inductive reactance. Ina series circuit. the voltage across the 
inductor would be: 
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And the voltage across the capacitor would be: 
Vc ::: (1/jwC)1 
::: -j(1/wC)1 
If wL ::: 1/wC, then VL ::: -Vc and thus there is zero resultant volt drop across the reactive 
components of the circuit because the voltage phasors are 180· out of phase.[33] 
2.5.3 A review of load voltage compensation 
The aim of the technology in this thesis is to increase the fault tolerance of a distribution 
network by applying the concept of "resonance" to a load-end compensator. The main 
objective of the load-end compensator is to reduce the system's reactive power 
requirement. While it is worth noting that load current and load power factor cannot be 
altered, the source or system currents (power requirements) and power factor can be 
changed with the use of a load compensator. 
Load compensation is the management of reactive power to improve the quality of supply 
in ac power systems.[34] In load compensation, the compensating equipment is usually 
installed near to the load and its main objectives are power factor correction and 
improvement of voltage regulation. Load balancing is a further benefit of load 
compensation but is not relevant to this thesis. 
As explained previously, power factor correction is the practice of generating reactive 
power as close as possible to the load which requires it. Most industrial loads have 
lagging power factors (in other words they absorb reactive power) and the total load 
current is therefore larger than is required to supply only the real power component.[34] 
Only real power is ultimately useful and the excess load current is a waste to the 
customer, who has to pay the costs for its transmission, and the utility, whose generators 
and distribution networks cannot be used at full efficiency.[34] 
Voltage regulation is a critical issue in the presence of loads which vary their demand for 
reactive power. The variation in demand for reactive power causes variation in the 
voltage at the supply point. This can interfere with the efficient operation of all plants 
connected to that point. The utility is thus usually bound by statute to maintain supply 
voltages within defined limits. The most practical and economic way to improve voltage 
regulation is to "size the power system according to the maximum demand for real power 
and to manage the reactive power by means of compensators."[34] 
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An ideal compensator is one that will correct the source power factor to unity. In 
practice, this is not possible and there are a variety of factors that must be weighed up 
against each other (especially cost) in developing the "optimum" compensator for a 
specific context.[34] This section will attempt to explain the relationship between the 
power source, the load and the compensator by looking again at reactive current and 
power factor in single-phase. 
Load ::.: Y :: G + jB 
IR : VG : Icosq> 
Supply bus v 
------.------------Ix: VB:: Isinq> I: VY 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.14 Complex single-phase load and Its current and voltage phasors [34] 
Figure 2.14a is a Thevenin model. It shows a single-phase load with admittance, Y, 
which is comprised of a conductance G and a susceptance B. This load is supplied with 
a voltage, V and this results in I, the load current. [34] 
Therefore, 
I: V(G + jB) : VG + jVB :: IR + Ix 
Figure 2.14b is the phasor representation of 2.14a. The voltage, V. is the reference. The 
current, I, is lagging the voltage. In other words, this load has an inductive susceptance 
and a resistive conductance. The load current has been decomposed into two parts. IR 
is the active current (which is due to the conductance) and is in phase with the supply 
voltage. Ix is the reactive current (which is due to the susceptance) and is in quadrature 
with the supply voltage. The angle between the supply voltage and load current is q>. If S 
is the total apparent power supplied by the voltage source, then 
S == vI" == V2G - jV2B : P + jQ [31 J 
Here, P is the real power (or physically useful) component of S and is Q is the reactive 
power component. And the power factor is the ratio of P to S (or cosq». 
As mentioned before, the concept of power factor correction is to find a substitute for the 
reactive power that is being supplied by the voltage source. The source will then only 
have to supply the useful real power, P. This is the task of the compensator. [34J If the 
reactive part of the load is jB, then compensation is done by connecting, in parallel with 
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the load, a pure susceptance of an equal but opposite value, -jB. [34] The current 
supplied by the system to the combined installation of load and compensator is now: 
Is:: I + IV 
:::: V{G + jB) - V(jB) :::: VG ::: IR 
IR is in phase with the supply voltage, making the system power factor unity. The supply 
current Is now has the smallest value capable of supplying the full active power of the 
10ad.[34] 
Before a compensator can be developed, existing compensators and their theoretical 
bases should be examined in an attempt to determine their advantages, disadvantages 
and efficacy. In a power system, a number of compensation methods are used in an 
attempt to reduce source reactive power contribution, thereby improving efficiency and 
increasing voltage control. Various components in a power system have the ability to 
generate and absorb reactive power. Obviously, inductors absorb reactive power and 
capacitors generate reactive power. Synchronous generators can be used to generate or 
absorb reactive power. Their ability to supply reactive power is determined by the short 
circuit ratio. [32] lines. when fully loaded, absorb reactive power (higher loads result in 
larger currents leading to greater volt drops across the series line reactance). With a 
current I amps for a line with X 0 of reactance per phase, the vars absorbed are fx per 
phase. On long lines that are lightly loaded (low load current results in small reactive volt 
drops), the shunt capacitances may become predominant and the lines may become 
reactive power generators. Transformers always absorb reactive power. Cables 
generate reactive power due to their high capacitance. Loads are generally reactive 
power absorbers. If a load has a power factor of 0.95, this implies a reactive power 
demand of 0.33 kVAr per kW of power.[32] 
Voltage control can also be achieved by using automatic voltage regulators. When there 
are changes in load, this will result in automatic adjustment of the terminal voltage by an 
automatic change in excitation of a synchronous generator, by tap-changing transformers 
or by the injection of reactive power into the system. By changing the transformation 
ratio on a transformer, the voltage in the secondary circuit is varied and voltage control is 
obtained. This is a common method of voltage control in distribution systems. However, 
this thesis will focus on the final method of voltage control mentioned: that of reactive 
power injection. 
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It is evident from the equation discussed earlier: 
f,.V = RP+XQ 
V 
that the volt drop in a network is largely determined by the reactive power. [32] The 
resulting line currents are larger, leading to increased 12R losses. In general, three 
methods of reactive power injection are available, involving the use of 
• static shunt capacitors 
• static series capacitors 
Shunt capacitors can be used to deliver reactive power and incre~se transmission 
voltages during heavy loading conditions. This leads to lagging power factor circuits. 
When the system is lightly loaded, resulting in a leading power factor circuit. shunt 
reactors may be used to absorb reactive power and reduce overvoltages. In both cases, 
the effect is to supply the requisite reactive power to maintain the values of the voltage. 
Capacitors are connected either directly to a busbar or to the tertiary winding of a main 
transformer and are the disposed along the route to minimise voltage drops and 
losses.[32] Unfortunately, as the voltage falls, the vars produced by a shunt capacitor 
also falls. This means that their effectiveness wanes when they are most needed. 
Series capacitors are sometimes used on long lines to increase their loadability. [6] 
Capacitor banks are installed in series with each phase conductor at selected points 
along the line. They have the effect of reducing the overall series impedance of the line. 
This in tum reduces the line voltage drops, giving rise to a steadier load voltage 
magnitude. A major disadvantage of series compensation is the high overvoltage 
produced when a short-circuit fault current flows through the capacitor.[32] Thus, 
automatic protection devices must be installed to bypass high currents and to reinsert the 
capacitor banks after fault clearing. [9] Series compensation could also cause sub-
synchronous resonance which is a phenomenon that occurs when the series capacitors 
excite low-frequency oscillations. These oscillations may damage turbine-generator 
shafts.r6] With series capacitors, the reduction in line current is small. Thus if thermal 
considerations limit the current, shunt compensation should be used. If, however, 
voltage drop is the limiting factor, series capacitors are effective. They are also very 
effective if the total line reactance is high and they may improve stability.[32] 
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2.5.4 A review of distribution network methods which make use of the resonance 
concept 
This section will look in detail at methods that are used in distribution networks which 
make use of the concept of resonance. The two methods that will be presented are: 
,. the Petersen coil 
,. Capacitor tapping (Captap) 
Petersen coil 
The Petersen coil is essentially an earthing method. One of the main and vital purposes 
of an earthing system is the reduction of earth fault currents which occur when there is a 
phase-to-earth fault on a distribution network. In Petersen coil-earthed networks, arcs are 
self-extinguishing. This improves reliability of supply as there are fewer interruptions on 
the system. Petersen coil earthing reduces the magnitude of short fault currents.[36] 
A Petersen coil is sometimes called an arc-suppression coil, or a ground fault 
neutraliser.[36] Figure 2.15 shows the connection of a Petersen coil. 
Neurtm=I_~ ____ -{======~ ____________ -r __ -t ___ 
Petersen 
coil 
i1 i3 
Figure 2.15 Three phase system with Petersen coil earthing 
Load 1 
Load 2 
Load 3 
The Petersen coil resembles a single-phase transformer. It is connected between the 
neutrals of a transformer and earth.[36] When "normal" conditions prevail, there is no 
voltage across the Petersen coil. However, when an earth fault occurs at any point in the 
system, the phase neutral voltage of the system is applied across the coil. The reactance 
of the Petersen coil is causes a lagging current to flow through the coil (or neutraliser) 
and transformer to the fault and hence the ground. At the same time, the capacitive 
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currents will be flowing from the healthy lines to ground. The reactance of the coil is 
chosen such that the lagging current from the reactor and the leading current from the 
line capacitors are virtually 180' out of phase (this is applying the concept of resonance). 
The actual current flowing to the ground will therefore be the difference between the two 
"opposing" currents.[40] 
By properly tuning the reactor, the difference between the two currents can be equated to 
zero. This results in a fault current of zero magnitude. If the fault current is reduced, any 
arc that has resulted from the earth fault will not be sustained. During the arcing stage, a 
parallel resonant circuit is established.[41J 
If the earth fault is transient (which is most often the case), once the fault has been 
suppressed, the system continues to function as normal without an interruption of supply. 
If the fault is of a more permanent nature. the system may continue to operate with one 
phase earthed at the fault. The voltage between the other phases and earth will, 
however. increase from phase voltage to the line voltage of the system. In this case, a 
fault current would continue to flow and the system protection would operate to 
disconnect the faulty line from the supply. Petersen coils are often included in systems 
that have overhead lines which are subject to transient faults due to lightning, birds, 
falling tree branches and so on.[35] 
The Petersen coil has many advantages, and new compensation technologies should 
strive to offer similar benefits, some of which are presented below.[36, 41] 
110 Earth faults are reduced 
• Arcs are self-extinguished 
• There are no power supply interruptions on Petersen coil earthed systems 
• The voltage increase after arc extinction is slow, thus reducing the risk of arc re-
ignition 
• Power quality is continuous with Petersen coil earthing as there are fewer 
interruptions to the system due to self-extinguishing arcs 
• Negligible fault to ground currents 
The Petersen coil has several disadvantages. These will not be discussed in detail, but it 
should be noted that these disadvantages have prevented the Petersen coil from being 
used extensively in distribution networks. EXisting compensation techniques do not fully 
meet the needs of the electrical system and this has created an opportunity for further 
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research to be conducted in an attempt develop a usable and viable compensation 
technique. 
A few of the Petersen coil's disadvantages follow [36, 41]: 
.. The reliability and sensitivity of relays are reduced in protection systems 
.. Petersen coil tuning is a problem in expanding networks 
\II Difficulty in locating faults due to the fact that earth fault currents are reduced to 
very low values 
\II With respect to lightning, ungrounded neutral service arrestors are applied at 
sacrifice in cost and efficiency (I.e. the two lines are at fulll-l voltages when a 
fault occurs) 
\II Feeders cannot be interconnected unless the interconnected system is resonant 
grounded or isolating transformers are used. 
.. Central co-ordination in neutraliser settings in interconnected systems is required 
in order to determine the proper neutraliser tap. 
\II Taps on neutralisers must be changed when major system Switching is 
performed, and difficulties may arise in interconnected systems. 
\II There may be a high total cost unless the arc-suppressing characteristic is relied 
on to eliminate duplicate circuits. 
Power tapping (Captap) 
In countries which have large but sparsely-populated regions. such as South Africa, 
many small rural communities do not have access to mains electricity. This is partly due 
to the associated high costs. This is a difficult scenario and is particularly frustrating for 
those people living close to high voltage transmission lines. The Research Institute of 
Hydro Quebec (IREQ) in Canada developed a system that CQuid tap small amounts of 
power from high voltage transmission lines. These systems use the lightning shield wires 
which, when insulated from the towers, have a capacitively induced voltage on them. 
This capacitively-induced energy is then converted into usable electriCity by means of 
reactive compensation.[391 In 1994, l. Stubbs [42] investigated this concept and studied 
its application in South Africa. This section summarises the findings reported in the 
resulting dissertation. 
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In order to achieve a suitable power supply from the insulated shield wire, a regulating 
system must be developed that delivers a standard output voltage that is relatively 
constant with varying load magnitudes and phase angles. 
l. Stubbs proposed a control in the form of series reactive compensation. "This 
technique uses a fixed inductive coil (reactor) in series with the shield wire source. The 
value of the inductive impedance is chosen to be equal in magnitude to the source 
capacitive impedance at power frequency. This gives an output voltage which is 
independent of load magnitude or power factor at steady state power frequency. This 
method of voltage regulation relies on the ability to accurately determine the source 
parameters, as the reactor has a fixed value and has to be specified up front." [42] 
Figure 2.16 summarises the concept. 
The advantages of this passive compensation technique are: 
• No need for electronic control of output voltage 
• Few components and thus higher reliability 
• Low cost 
The disadvantages of this technique are: 
,. There is a need for accurate values for the equivalent source parameters 
• The reactor needs to be designed specifically for each system 
• There can be no control of the system output voltage fluctuations due to 
transmission line conductor geometry variations 
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Shieldwire 
Thevenin 
equivalent Series compensation 
reactor 
figure 2.16 Proposed series compensated source 
Vout 
In order to investigate the technique, a prototype power tap-off system was developed 
using a 9.6km insulated section of one shield wire of the Kendal Minerva 400kV line. A 
420kV source was applied to one end of the transmission line under steady state 
conditions. 
The results of tests performed on the prototype showed a voltage regulation of 1.3% 
when the system was loaded to 17kVA which is satisfactory. When the system was 
loaded with a non-linear load, the output voltage was distorted almost to a square wave 
shape because the non-linear load generates a large percentage of the harmonic 
currents, and the source has a high impedance at frequencies other than series resonant 
frequency. [42] 
This general technique has also been used in capacitive coupling substations. The 
substation hooks up directly to all three conductors of 115kV to 245kV transmission lines, 
through a capacitor bank. It provides a three-phase power output of up to 2MVA at 
voltages ranging from 11 kV to 35kV. The substation is easy to install and maintain and is 
a low cost, environmentally-friendly power supply. It may also provide compensation on 
heavily loaded transmission lines where it is installed (because it is a capacitor bank). 
The system includes components which work as a damping circuit to eliminate the risk of 
sustained ferroresonance (which can occur when a capacitor divider is placed in series 
with an inductor). The system has, however, been experiencing the effects of sub-
synchronous resonance when it is loaded with non-linear, transient loads such as 
unloaded inductive motors. [43] 
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Although the above results are specific to the "captap" technology, they present the 
possibility of instability in resonant systems which are loaded with non-linear or motor 
loads. In the testing of the technology presented in this thesis, these loads were 
specifically tested in order to determine its stability in various conditions. This will be 
examined in more detail in chapter five. 
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Chapter Three: The theoretical development of a "series resonant" fault-
tolerant network 
As explained in Chapter two, a "series compensator" is a reactive component that is placed in 
series with an "opposing" reactive component. In this way, their reactive impedances "cancel 
each other out" and the effect of the initial reactive component becomes negligible. This concept 
is often made use of on long lines which experience significant volt drops due to the line 
inductance. By placing series capacitors in that line, the magnitude of the problematic inductance 
is minimised and volt drops are decreased. This chapter discusses the complex resonance and 
voltage regulation theory on which the proposed technology is based. These concepts are based 
on mathematical principles and equations. The development of this theory paves the way for the 
manifestation of this theory in a practical laboratory environment. 
3.1 An introduction to the aims of the voltage regulation in the proposed technology 
The compensative concept discussed in this thesis is described as "series resonant" because its 
essential function is to compensate for added reactance in the supply line, which limits any short-
circuit currents flowing in the network due to transient faults on the MV overhead lines. This extra 
inductance naturally causes an unacceptable volt drop which must be negated in some way. 
The load-end compensator must be able to react to changes in load power factor and magnitude. 
A higher-rated load will draw a larger current which will lead to an increased volt drop across the 
added supply inductance (and across the inherently-present line impedances). A load with a 
lower power factor will induce the need for load compensation (or power factor correction) in the 
form of reactive current injection close to the load itself. Thus, the compensator is a load-
compensator and is, in fact. placed in parallel with the load. Thus, its main function is that of 
reactive power (or current) injection. This reactive power will compensate both for the load (with 
a non-unity power factor) and the added series inductance in the supply. 
The ultimate aim of the compensator is voltage regulation. In other words, its function is to 
maintain a defined voltage across the load even though the series inductance causes a large volt 
drop, and the load has a variable magnitude and power factor. As explained, a load with a larger 
magnitude (higher rating) will draw a larger current, causing volt drops on the line to increase. A 
load with a lower power factor (but constant power rating) will draw a greater total current 
because it will have a greater apparent power need. The current drawn will increase because its 
reactive component will rise in magnitude, which increases the magnitude of the resultant current. 
This implies that a larger component of the current that the load draws is "unuseful" and, indeed, 
wasteful. The reactive component of the total current supplied by the source can be replaced by 
the reactive current injected by the compensator at the load. This decreases the resultant (or 
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total) current drawn by the load from the source. This means that a current of smaller magnitude 
will flow through the supply circuit, and the supply impedance (including the added reactance). 
This. once again, reduces the volt drop experienced by the system. Thus, the compensator will 
inject the amount of reactive current required to maintain a constant load voltage magnitude. If 
the load has a large magnitude and low power factor, the compensator will need to inject more 
reactive power into the system, and vice versa. 
This implies that the compensator should be able to respond almost instantaneously to changes 
in the load. In other words, the compensator needs to be active, not static. In essence, it 
constantly monitors the voltage across the load. If the voltage (or load) remains constant, at the 
defined magnitude, then the compensator remains static. If the voltage magnitude goes below a 
set value. the compensator must inject more reactive current (or power) into the system. The 
compensator essentially consists of a number of capacitors in parallel which supply the reactive 
power, power electronics (thyristors) which switch the capacitors in and out as more or less 
reactive power is required, and a DSP (Digital Signal Processing) board which acts as the control 
system and monitors the value of the load voltage magnitude. Thus, the thyristors will "switch 
more capacitors in" when more reactive power is needed. It will continue to switch capacitors in 
until the DSP board determines that the magnitude of the load voltage is within acceptable (or 
pre-defined) limits, at which stage the thyristors will stop switching in capaCitors. 
Turning attention to the series inductance, its function, as explained, is to reduce the magnitude 
of short circuit currents due to transient faults. If the inductive impedance is large enough, the 
short-circuit current can be reduced significantly so that its magnitude is less than that required to 
sustain a power arc caused by the fault. Thus, flashovers resulting from transient faults such as 
lightning will always be rapidly self-extinguishing, possibly negating the need for protection 
operation. This depends on the settings of the protection relay responding to the fault. Earth 
fault relays function according to an IDMT curve which means that the smaller the fault current 
magnitude, the longer the feeder breaker will take to trip. [9] A fault current magnitude of only two 
times the full load current of the system will have a relay response time of well over 1 second (the 
exact response time depends on the design of the speCific relay).[9] Thus, if the inductance can 
both Significantly limit the magnitude of the transient fault current, and reduce the duration of the 
arc burning time, the earth fault relay will not respond at all, and its corresponding breaker will not 
trip. Assuming the fault is transient, the system will then continue to operate as normal, with the 
customer experiencing a "mild" and extremely short voltage dip when the arc is briefly burning. If 
the fault is in fact of a more permanent nature, the arc will continue to re-ignite after it has 
extinguished at each current zero. In this case, it will be known that the fault is permanent and 
the feeder breaker will open to prevent any damage to the system. 
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One of the significant characteristics of the proposed technology is the magnitude of the fixed 
series inductance. When an earth fault occurs in a system, the short-circuit current that flows 
through the fault can be up to 10 times greater in magnitude than the expected load current that 
the network is designed to carry [9]. For purposes of the laboratory and the investigation 
presented in this thesis, it was decided to include an inductance with a magnitude that resulted in 
a "fault current" of approximately two times the magnitude of that under rated conditions. If, for 
example, the supply transformer is rated at 10A on the low voltage side, then the expected 
current during fault conditions (with the added inductance) should be 20A. The value of the 
inductor is calculated to fulfil this expectation. The current in fault conditions should be larger 
than it is in steady-state conditions so that monitoring of the line currents will still give an 
indication of a fault having had occurred. It should be realised that this "larger" current will flow 
for only a short period of time, namely while the arc is burning. 
Figure 3.1 gives a single-phase line diagram of the proposed circuit. 
MV 
distribution 
line 
Series line 
inductance 
Transient 
fault 
Step-down 
distribution 
transformer 
Is 
t= Is + Ie 
Load R + jX 
Load-end 
compensator 
Figure 3.1 A line diagram of the proposed circuit 
The diagram shows the added inductance {Xd in the source supply circuit. Transient faults that 
occur on the MV part of the distribution line will be extinguished rapidly. There will be a 
significant volt drop across the reactor. In fault conditions, I should be 21L• In the circuit, IL• the 
current required by the load, is complex because the load has a lagging power factor. The 
complex current is made up of a real part which is drawn by the active power demands of the 
load, and an imaginary part which is drawn by the reactive component of the load's demand. If 
the compensator is ideal, then all of the load's reactive power will be supplied by the 
compensator, and the voltage across the load will be fully regulated because the compensator 
will compensate for the voltage drop experienced across the supply reactance. The concept of 
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reactive current injection is relatively straight~forward. The voltage regulation that takes place in 
the circuit is slightly more complicated. The next section looks in detail at the theory behind it. 
3.2 Voltage regulation: general concepts, and its application to the circuit. 
Although this has been discussed briefly in chapter two, a full explanation of the concept of 
voltage regulation and its application in the proposed circuit will now be presented. Voltage 
regulation can be defined as the proportional change in supply voltage magnitude associated with 
a defined change in load current (e.g. from no load to full load). It is caused by the voltage drop 
in the supply impedance carrying the load current.[34] Consider a supply system. represented in 
Figure 3.2 by a single-phase Thevenin equivalent circuit. Figure 3.3 shows the phasor diagram 
for the supply system when it is uncompensated.[34] 
Is 
E V 
figure 3.2 Single-phase Thevenin equivalent circuit of a supply system [34] 
I 
I 
---~tNR 
jXg1s 
figure 3.3 Phasor representation of the supply system [34] 
The supply voltage change caused by the load current IL is shown in Figure 3.3 as b.V and can be 
expressed as follows: 
b.V::: E - V::: Zsll 
The voltage change has a component b.VR in phase with V and a component b.Vx in quadrature 
with V. Both the magnitude and phase of V, relative to the supply voltage E, are functions of the 
phase and magnitude of the load current. In other words, the voltage change depends on both 
the real and reactive power of the load. [34] 
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By adding a compensator in parallel with the load, it is possible to make lEI::: IVI. This is 
equivalent to maintaining the load voltage magnitude constant, at the value E, even with load 
connected. This is shown in Figure 3.4 for a purely reactive compensator. 
Figure 3.4 Phasor diagram for the compensated system (compensated for constant 
voltage) [34] 
The reactive power drawn by the load (Od is replaced by the sum Os ::: OL + Oc where Oe is the 
reactive power provided by the compensator. Oc is "adjusted" in such a way as to rotate the 
phasor AV until lEI ::: IVI. Figure 3.4 shows that the lagging current phasor drawn by the load is 
"vector-added" to the purely reactive current injected into the system by the compensator (Ie). 
The resultant phasor, Is. is the actual system current, and its phase is such that the supply and 
load voltage are equal in magnitude. The magnitude of the reactive current phasor can be 
adjusted if the load current has a different magnitude and phase, so that the aim of voltage 
regulation is always met. 
The required value of Oc is found by solving the following equation for Os with lEI::: V; then Oe ::: 
Os - Q.. The equation is obtained through various algebraic manipulations.[34] 
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The most significant concept is that there is always a solution for Os whatever the value of PL. In 
other words, no matter what the real power requirements of the load may be, it is always possible 
to determine the value of the reactive compensation needed to maintain a constant load voltage 
(which is also equal in magnitude to the supply voltage). We can therefore draw the following 
important conclusion: "A purely reactive compensator can eliminate supply-voltage variations 
caused by changes in both the real and reactive power of the load." [34] And if the reactive 
power of that compensator can be controlled smoothly, over a sufficient range, and at an 
adequate rate, it can perform as an ideal voltage regulator.[34] It is, however, vital to note that 
only the magnitude of the load voltage is controlled. Its phase varies continuously with the load 
current. 
3.3 The voltage regulation of the proposed fault-tolerant network 
This section will apply the voltage regulation concepts explained in the previous section to the 
specific circuit proposed in this thesis. 
3.3.1 The simplification of the proposed network for analysis 
As shown in Figure 3.1, the proposed concept is "defined" over two different voltages: the 
medium voltage of the distribution line and the low voltage of the load reticUlation. If, 
however, we remove the transformer by "bringing the primary·side voltage and 
impedances over to the secondary side", the circuit, at its most basic level, is shown in 
Figure 3.5. Essentially. the circuit consists of a supply voltage, a series impedance with a 
large XlR ratio and a capacitor in parallel with a load. For simplification, assume that the 
series impedance is a pure inductance and that the load is purely resistive. 
jwL::: jXL 11 12 
V, 1 ~ v'l 
VL 1/jwC::: -JXc R 
.. 
Zp;allel 
Figure 3.5 A simplified circuit showing the proposed technology 
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3.3.2 Simulations of voltage regulation in the proposed circuit 
The reactive-compensation voltage regulation of this simplified circuit (and the voltage 
regulation concept in general) is demonstrated using Matlab's Simulink package. The 
resulting circuits and waveforms are shown in the next few figures. The structure of the 
simulated circuit is the same as that of the circuit in Figure 3.5 and the specific values of 
the components are not relevant to the demonstration of a concept but were selected to 
be sensible in the context of the theoretical development thus far. 
The Simulink simulations were carried out using a complex series impedance (Le. the 
impedance consists of a resistance and inductance) and purely resistive load. The 
supply voltage in the simulations was set at 230V which was also the desired magnitude 
of the load voltage. 
Figure 3.6 shows a simulated circuit without the load-end compensator. It shows that the 
volt drop across the series impedance is significant and that the resulting magnitude of 
the load voltage is unacceptably low. 
Vs 
(Soulce) 
Soyrce impedance load 
source 
voltmeter 
r--~ In! Out! 
RMS oalculator 
223.11 
soyrce volt .. ge 
display 
'-----lIIIoIln! Out! I----;~ 183.'I'V 
load voltage displ .. y 
RMS caloulator1 
Figure 3.6 The uncompensated circuit as simulated in Simulink 
Figure 3.7 below shows the same simulation but with the load-end compensator included 
in the circuit. This demonstrates that by adding a capacitor in parallel with the resistive 
load, it is possible to "raise" the load voltage up to 230V (magnitude). The actual output 
voltage in the simulation is 232.3V. This is because the standard capacitors available in 
the laboratory for testing had a capacitance of 50J,JF and the values used in the 
simulations were thus multiples of 50. This limited the absolute accuracy of the regulator. 
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Although this was a restriction in the testing for this thesis, it is not necessary to use 
standard components if a wider range of capacitors of variable values is available. 
Vs 
(Sou." .. ) 
souroe 
impedanoe 
Load and cap .. citiv" 
oompensllltor 
.----lii0i in 1 Out 1 r----I~ 
RMS oaloulato, 
-= G ound (input) 
I"dld voltm"t., 
230V 
sou,o" display 
'-----IIIoIlnl OUil 1-----IIOi 232.3V 
load voltage display 
RMS calculator1 
Figure 3.7 The compensated circuit as simulated in Simulink 
3.3.3 An explanation of voltage regulation as applied in the proposed circuit 
The results of the simulations shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 indicate that the load voltage 
is being regulated by the load-end compensator. In other words, they show that the 
concept of voltage regulation is being applied in the proposed circuit. The specific effect 
of the compensator as a regulator in the proposed circuit will now be explained in further 
detail. Consider the circuit in Figure 3.8 which represents the simplified uncompensated 
network. 
G 
•• ---------1 l • 
• 
Figure 3.8 A simplified circuit representing the uncompensated network 
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In the circuit diagram, VG is the generator voltage, Zs is the line impedance and ZL is the 
load impedance. When no load is connected, VG::: VL• When a load is connected, it 
draws a current 'L' This results in a line voltage drop Vs ::: ILZS . Therefore, Vl :: VG -ILZs 
or OG ::: OL + LG. This vector (phasor) relationship is shown in Figure 3.9. 
Figure 3.9 The phasor representation of the circuit in Figure 3.S 
The magnitude and phase of Zs are always constant. Therefore, if Zl is a linear, constant 
magnitude, complex load, it will draw a current, t. of constant magnitude, and the volt 
drop across Zs will then also always be constant in magnitude. However, the phase 
angle of the load may very and result in a corresponding phase angle change in the line 
volt drop (due to a change in the phase of IL drawn by the load). 
If it is, for the sake of example, assumed that SL :: 8kVA (in other words, the rating of the 
load is always 8kVA), then the power drawn by the load can range, theoretically, from 
-8kVAr (in the case of a purely capacitive load), through 8kW (in the case of a purely 
resistive load), to 8kVAr (in the case of a purely inductive load). It could have any phase 
angle "in between" these extremes, but the magnitude of the apparent power drawn will 
remain constant. This implies that the current drawn by the load can also vary in phase 
in a similar manner. This will result in a corresponding change in the line voltage drop. 
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o 
Figure 3.10 A phasor diagram showing the possible line volt drops for the circuit 
In Figure 3.10, the circle represents the locus of all possible values of line volt drops for 
the full complex load range. (Note the magnitude is the same, only the phase angle 
changes). As the volt drop follows its locus around the circle, it will "take on" a particular 
value that will result in VL equalling VG (in magnitude). The circle thus also represents 
the locus of VL• 
If the requirement is to maintain the following relationship: IVGI :::: IVd (but note that VG "I-
Vl • otherwise no current would flow from the source to the load), then the allowable locus 
of VL is shown in Figure 3.11 on the following page. 
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Figure 3.11 The required locus of ZL on a phasor diagram 
This defined locus limits the permissible position of the phasor of the load voltage by 
forcing it to have a specific magnitude. If the phasor of the load voltage does not lie on 
the locus, it is possible to force it to do so by "adding another volt drop" to the circuit. The 
following example illust ates this concept. Suppose the load current is such that the line 
drop is as shown in Figure 3.12 on the following page. 
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Figure 3.12 Phasor diagram showing the effect of the compensator on the circuit. 
When an additional compensating component is connected across the load, it will "draw 
more current" (with the correct phase angle) and cause a "further" (in an opposing 
direction) volt drop, Vc = IcZs. This will result in a total line drop of Vs = Zs(lc + Id. This 
is also illustrated in Figure 3.12. 
It can be seen form Figure 3.12 that the current "drawn" or "injected" by the compensator 
has the effect of altering the magnitude of the load voltage such that it becomes equal to 
that of the supply voltage. In this example, the compensator current caused the load 
voltage magnitude to decrease so that it lies on its required locus. 
3.4 The Basic Equations governing the proposed fault-tolerant network 
The following question may now be raised: "If the load resistance and inductor magnitude are 
known, is it possible to theoretically determine the value of the capacitor magnitude required to 
fulfil the purpose of the proposed technology?" If this value can be calculated theoretically, this 
will lead to the manifestation of this theory in a practical circuit which can be tested in the 
laboratory. The practical tests can then be used to determine the validity of the theoretical 
development, and of the success of the technology itself. The equations that follow attempt to 
answer the proposed question and can be used as a springboard for a more detailed 
development of the proposed circuit. 
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The simplified circuit in Figure 3.5 (which is shown again as Figure 3.13) can be modelled with 
the equations that follow: 
·jwl::: jXL 11 12 
v'r 
... V
L 
V, r 1/jwC::: -jXc R 
... 
" Zp~lel 
Figure 3.13 A simplified circuit showing the proposed technology. 
Z :::: jRJ( 
parallel jX c - R 
Z ::::: XLXc + jRXL - jRXc 
total R- jXc 
~ ~(R-jXc) 
II ::: 1 :::: ----'-------
Zrotal XLXc + jRXL - jRXc 
Vz =V; -VL 
V :::: - jV;RXc 
2 XLXc + jRXL - jRXc 
... ----... -------... ----- 3.1 
by substitution and algebraic manipulation 
Assuming that 
And that 
Then 
v; :::: ALCJ>::: a+ jb 
V2 =BLO=c 
A ::: B is the "forced condition". 
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If a magnitude value of V2 is pre-defined, then a number of further equations can be solved. 
Setting the required magnitude of V2 to 230V, gives: 
A=B=230 
~(a2 +b2) = 230 
Note that the phase angle of the load voltage has been "set" to O. It is essential to find the 
difference in phase between the supply and output voltage, thus one can set one of the phases 
arbitrarily. Thus V2 consists of a magnitude only, namely 230V (Le c = 230 ). 
Substitute V; = a + jb into equation 3.1, gives: 
Algebraic manipulation is then used to transform the above expression into a "c + jd" form (in 
other words, the real and imaginary components are separated out). This gives the following: 
The real component can then be equated to 230 and the imaginary component can be equated to 
O. This gives three final simultaneous equations, which can be solved only once the values of R 
and L are known. These are the values of the load resistance and the inductive impedance, 
which is calculated to reduce the short-circuit current to twice the rated load current. The 
equations can be used to solve for the capacitive impedance which is needed to fulfil the 
conditions they set out, and the phase angle of the supply voltage, V1. The equations are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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One can use these equations to solve for a, b, and Xc. The equations can also be manipulated to 
include a complex (known) load and a series impedance consisting of both a resistive and an 
inductive part. 
In summary, the theory of voltage regulation and its particular application to the proposed circuit 
can be better understood by examining the simple equations that govern that circuit. The method 
of solving simultaneous equations that is proposed in this section is, however, complex and time 
consuming. Chapter Four examines a more practical means of calculating the required 
capacitance. 
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Chapter Four: The development of the laboratory protocol 
The laboratory tests of the proposed series resonant fault-tolerant network had the aim of 
answering two fundamental questions regarding the system: 
.. Does the technology cause rapid arc extinction when transient faults occur on the MV 
distribution line? 
.. Does the compensator meet its requirements, in terms of compensating for the extra line 
impedance, responding to changes in load, and maintaining a relatively constant voltage 
across the load before, during and after a line fault without instability? 
It is these objectives that determined the laboratory set-up which needed to create an appropriate 
means for testing them. and the nature of the tests that would be performed. Essentially. in order 
to performs relevant tests, the laboratory set-up must be able to: 
.. Simulate an MV line 
.. Create arcs on the MV line 
.. Create a large supply impedance 
.. Test the effects of the impedance on the arcs in a variety of conditions 
.. Determine how successfully the compensator maintains a constant load voltage 
.. Test the efficacy of the compensator in a variety of conditions 
.. Measure the duration and magnitude of the arc current 
.. Measure the uncompensated and compensated load voltage 
.. Switch in a variety of loads to test their effects on the arc duration and compensator's 
efficacy. 
The last paint is particularly important in determining the success of the proposed technology. 
Under a variety of conditions, the behaviour of both the arc and the compensator must be 
examined. The magnitude and power factor of a load determines the current drawn by that load, 
and therefore the volt drop across the supply impedance. By altering the characteristics of the 
load, the effects on the system can be observed and measured. Essentially, the laboratory set-
up must make it possible to perform all required tests, and those tests must attempt to answer the 
following questions: 
.. What is the behaviour of the arc when there is added reactance in the supply circuit 
compared with that when little impedance is present? 
.. What are the magnitude and duration of the arc current under no-load conditions? 
.. What is the behaviour of the arc under rated-load conditions? 
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.. What is the behaviour of the arc when the load magnitude increases or decreases? 
.. What is the behaviour when the load's power factor changes? 
.. What is the effect of the added supply inductance on the load voltage? 
.. What is the effect of the compensator on the arc and load voltage under rated conditions? 
.. What is the effect of changing the load magnitude and power factor on the compensator and 
arc? 
.. What is the effect of a motor load on the efficacy of the compensator and the stability of the 
system? 
This chapter describes in detail the development of the laboratory protocol and the laboratory set-
up itself, which must create appropriate conditions for performing tests in order to answer the 
questions above. The actual tests and their results are described in chapter five. 
4.1 The initial laboratory set-up 
Two of the main objectives of the laboratory set-up were to 
II simulate a Medium Voltage distribution line so that faults could be initiated on it, 
II create a "Iargen series inductance in the supply circuit (although the value of the actual value 
of this inductance was not initially known) 
In deciding on the various constraints impacting the laboratory set-up, it was noted that the type 
of system to which the proposed technology would often be applied is a single-phase network 
found in rural areas where loads are sparse and overhead lines are very exposed to transient 
faults caused by lightning. 
Then, in order to meet the above objectives and develop an appropriate laboratory set-up, the 
following decisions were made: 
II The proposed concept was tested in a Medium Voltage laboratory. 
II The tests were carried out using SWER (Single Wire Earth Return) transformers; in other 
words, the concept was tested in a Single-phase system. 
The resulting initial laboratory set-up was as shown in the schematic circuit in Figure 4.1. 
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215V T2 +240V T4 19.1kV T5 240V 
T1 
----=::- .J: I 
-
-
-
T3 -240V 
Figure 4.1 The initial laboratory set-up 
Each component, and its function, in the proposed circuit will now be described in detail. 
.. G - This is the generator that supplied the circuit. It is located in the Machines 
Laboratory. It has a rated voltage of 6.6kV and a rated power of 520kVA. It was decided 
to supply the test circuit by means of a generator as opposed to mains because the 
mains supply in UCT is prone to severe harmonics due to the large number of computer 
loads. The generator provided a clean, constant supply which ensured that any results 
obtained from tests were reflective of changes in relevant or known conditions. and not of 
those which were uncontrollable or unknown. The use of the generator also prevented 
extra loading on the mains supply which may have resulted in voltage dips on the 
building supply. 
.. T1 - The generator output is fed directly to this 300kVA, 6600/380V 3-phase transformer. 
For the purposes of testing, only two of the three phases are used. This transformer 
steps the voltage down to required level. The supply is then fed to the Medium Voltage 
laboratory via a double cable of approximately 70m. 
.. T2 and T3 - These transformers have two main functions: firstly. they add inductance to 
the supply circuit, and secondly they are used to deliver, on their secondary sides, the 
correct input supply for the SWER transformer (T 4). These transformers are identical. 
each being 3-phase, and rated at 48kVA, 380/425V. They are set-up quite unusually in 
the sense that they are connected in parallel on the primary side. but are then connected 
"in seriesn on their secondary sides. The primary sides are obviously fed with the same 
supply, but two of the opposite output (secondary) phases are connected to each other 
and then to earth. Thus at anyone time, each of the other (non-earthed) secondary 
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phases supplies a voltage of identical magnitude but opposite in phase (or 180' out of 
phase). If the one supplies +230V, the other is supplying -230V. The total series supply 
from the transformer is thus 460V. These transformers step the supply voltage up from 
215V (which is supplied via the cable from the generator) 
.. T4 - This is a 32kVA, ±240/19100V SWER transformer. This transformer also 
contributes to the supply series impedance, but its main function is to step the supply 
voltage up to a distribution line medium-voltage level. It essentially creates the MV line 
on which faults will be initiated. Although the HV side of this transformer is rated at 
19.1 kV, the actual voltage of the MV line during testing was approximately 18.3kV. This 
is because the compensator is rated at 230V and is programmed to maintain this voltage 
across the load (the transformer is supplied with +-230V). 
.. T5 - This is a 16kVA, 19100/240V SWER transformer. It no longer contributes to the 
supply impedance that lead::- to arc extinction (because it is located after the MV line . 
where faults occur) but does contribute to the overall series impedance that must be 
compensated for in steady-state. This transformer's main function is to step the supply 
voltage down to "reliculation" level so that a load can be supplied. Once again. because 
this transformer is supplied with 18.3kV, its output voltage is 230V, not 240V. 
.. C - This is the load-end compensator. This speCific compensator is designed to maintain 
the load voltage at 230V in the laboratory and 460V in the field. When it is used in the 
field at double the voltage, the rating of the compensator is four times larger. The 
compensator was initially designed to operate at a rating of 32kW at 460V (which is 
matched to the 32kVA transformer, T4). Because only one 16kVA step-down transformer 
was used, the load voltage is half of 460, or 230V. The compensator is therefore 
operated (in the laboratory) at 230V, requiring half its capacitors, and has a rating of 
BkW. The compensator's rated power factor was not specified. 
.. L - This is the load that is supplied by the network. Tests were carried out on the system 
using no load, rated load of 8kVA (this is now matched to the capabilities of the load-end 
compensator). and a number of other loads with varying ratings and power factors. 
These loads will be described in detail later in this chapter. 
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The fc>lowing photograph depicts some of the above apparatus' 
Figure 4.2 This photogreph shows the two 48kVA transform ers (T2 and 13) to the left (the 
two grey box-sheped transformers), the 32kVA SWEA transformer (T4) to the back right, 
end the 16kVA SWEA transformer (T5) to the front right. 
The ma'" p""pose of thi s prOpOsed network is to limit a short-circuit c~rrent in the system by 
means of a ;"rge ih\kJGta""e in the suppiy arGuit. Thi s will ens lire that any tran sient fa~lts on th e 
system are ra pid ly e<tong,Ji shed. For the proposed system, it was decided tMt tile SlJpply 
in<iuotartCe sh ould I mit the fault curre<1t to two times the rated steady' state current. Tllis cli rrent 
magnitl1de wi ll be ""able to sustain arcing fault s but"';l1 stil be ""ted as an abnormality 00 th e 
system. The metll od used to detenn ne the aotual value of this suppiy impedanc e will be 
presented in the next sectbn 
4.2 The equipment and method used to initiate faults on the MY fine 
I n steady-state conditioos, th e MY line s~p pnes the 16kV A SW ER transformer When a fault 'IS 
initiated on this MV line. it IS necessary to "'d ivert" the current f",wing through it so as to prevent 
Its flow to the load. ThIs Cllrrent needs to be di verted direotly to grOlJnd ir1 order to create a short-
GlrC"t, or earth fault. The MV line thlls supplies two separate circuits, one wI1i~h is supp l ed in 
tile steady state, and one wIl ich is sllpp li ed in fali it conditioos_ This is shown in Figu re 4,3 
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215V T2 +240V T4 19.1kV T5 240V 
T1 e) 
c load 
-=:--f1 
-
Path of short-circuit 
current to earth 
T3 -240V 
Figure 4.3 Test circuit showing path of fault current to earth 
The MV line is connected to a fuse link, which, in steady-state conditions, is unormally open" and 
is in turn connected to a capacitive divider (used for measurement purposes; it will be discussed 
in detail later) which features a horizontal electrode. This divider is placed on a table, and a metal 
plate which is connected to earth is placed a distance beneath the electrode so as to create a gap 
of specific length. The fuse, which is raised away from the link (to ensure the "normally-open 
condition") is attached to a rope which is fed to the measuring area outside the insulating cage via 
a primitive pulley system. The rope is secured using a clip. When the clip is released, the rope 
slides through the pulley, the fuse closes the link, and the voltage appears on the line connected 
to the capacitive divider and electrode. This initiates an arc across the gap between the electrode 
and the earth plate. Because a surge generator is not used to initiate the arc, it is initiated with a 
fine thread of Eureka, a copper-nickel alloy with high electrical resistance and low temperature 
co-efficient. This wire is attached to the electrode so that it hangs down, its end lying just a few 
millimetres above the earth plate (neutral electrode). This air in this very small gap ionises 
rapidly. This initiates the are, causing the thread (fuse wire) to bum and evaporate, resulting in a 
full arc between the two electrodes. 
The gap I~ngths across which the arc burned were decided based on the findings by Jojozi (see 
chapter 2). According to his research, at 20kV, 100% of arcs were self-extinguishing at 3Ocm. 
The arc gap was therefore set at 33cm. (The differential is due to the practical limitations of 
creating the arc gap using pre-cut pieces of wood on which the electrode rested). In order to 
obtain comprehensive results. tests were also performed with an arc gap of 45cm. This decision 
was based on the need to increase the range of results, to provide a comparative base for the 
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r8'StlKS!ll 33cm, ;md ai80 to deler. nine Ihe impacllha l lhis gap 1"1lIJ1h rod on the arc OOrallCl'l. If 
!he incr ..... "'" gap I"og(to decrease<:! the 81C duration ""1"08",el,. Iheo a cost-bene1l! analysis (lor 
1""4llem...,lation in (to" fi,,'<:J1 " 1IIy snow thai (toell"lCr'9llsed <XIsi ()j Insulation Is viable if il 
gu~r~nle .. s Ihal anv ~r~ ",,"s.od by Iranslenl eve nl. wil l not trip feedef bre1lke .s . 
Th is w t-up is dep"too in the fol low,,'Ig pllOlOIJ'uphs. 
Flgur .. 4.4 Thi s photograph s hows th,luse link whieh, lor stability purposes, i, mounted 
on Ihfl 32kVA SWER transform". The MV outpur is "on~ted to tl'1e base ofrl>e fuse link. 
TIM! top al l .... link ia connecte d ~I' ca-ble 10 lhe .. leclroOe (the cab le II shown II the lop 01 
the pholograph). n.. h .... hal hillen. cloalng t .... link, r,.. plting in "auU. The nylon . optt 
orsed to nil .... and drOp the fUM i .. seen " .......... "Ied 10 Ihll ..... 
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Flgu,o: 4,S Th is lig ..... show. the fuv. link in."- noo-maUV opitn posilion whi<:h . n .... 'u the 
s te3dv· ...... c condition of the sY" om. 
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e~cl.Ode . The divide. I. connecUtd 10 the fuM link. A d itutll'lCe benea U, lhe e ,," ciroO. is 
the .... Ull.' e le<trode (", . Ial "Iale) which is connected to . a.th . 
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4.3 Method used to evaluate the supply impedance of the proposed circuit 
The calculations presented in this section are vital for the process of developing the laboratory 
protocol. 
The reasons for, and aims of, the calculations presented in this section are now summarised. 
• The proposed circuit aims to reduce the magnitude of short-circuit currents. 
• This reduction in current magnitude aims to achieve rapid arc extinction. 
• The reduction will be achieved by a large inductance in the supply circuit. 
The following facts have been presented in chapter 2 and must also be taken into account when 
considering the specific aims of this section: 
• At 20kV, 100% of arcs across a 30em gap are unsustainable (Jojozi's results) 
• At 20kV, an arc across a 30em (air) gap will last, on average, for 350ms (Jojozi's results) 
• Protection systems take between 100 and 450ms to respond to earth faults 
• The shorter the arc duration, the more successful the technology will be (by removing the 
need for interruptions due to protection intervention) 
• In Jojozi's tests, the arcs tests at any voltage (e.g. 20kV) may have actually been initiated at 
a lower voltage due to the ionisation of the air in the gap before arc voltage built up to 
expected value 
• In the tests conducted for this thesis, the steady-state voltage will build up to the speCified 
value (±20kV) before the arc is initiated which might result in comparably longer durations of 
arcs initiated across the proposed 33cm gap. 
In order to achieve the aims of the proposed technology, the arc current must be limited as much 
as possible to decrease arc duration; the objective will be to reduce the circuit's short-circuit 
current to twice that of its rated steady-state current. To achieve this: 
• The existing inductance of that supply must be determined. 
• It must be determined if inductance must be added I removed in order to reduce short-circuit 
current magnitudes to the desired value. 
• The value of the total inductance will enable calculations to be performed in order to 
determine the required characteristics of the compensator which must compensate for the 
large supply reactance. 
This section discusses the process followed in determining the value of the supply impedance 
required to achieve the desired current limiting characteristics of the proposed circuit. 
In order to implement this process, the calculations presented in this section need to be as 
accurate as possible. Due to the large number of transformers present in the proposed circuit, 
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the per-unit calculation method was used to determine the existing inductance. For these 
calculations. the rating and power factor of the load and the series impedances of all other 
components must be known. This is because the load rating will determine the rated current in 
the system. This, in turn will determine the value of the required fault current (2 times the rated 
value). In these calculations. the load was assumed to be of rated magnitude (BkVA) and, for 
simplicity, purely resistive, i.e. BkW. (Note that an 8kW load at 230V will draw a steady-state 
current of 33.3A; the fault current then needs to be limited to 66.7 A). The impedances of the 
other components in the system were evaluated by means of short- and open-circuit tests that 
were performed on each piece of equipment. The calculations and their results are now 
presented briefly. 
4.3.1 The results of the open- and short-circuit tests performed on circuit components 
The open- and short-circuit tests were performed to evaluate the series and shunt 
impedances of all components in the proposed test circuit. The series impedance of 
some of the equipment used had previously been determined, namely that of the 
generator and the first transformer of the network, located in the Machines Laboratory. 
Open-circuit and short-circuit tests were carried out on the other components in the 
circuit. For the purposes of this research, only the series impedances of the transformers 
have been considered. The transformer shunt impedances (obtained in the open-circuit 
tests) have been considered negligible. The cable's impedance was determined using a 
cable manual. All of these results are now presented. 
Generator: 
T1 (300kVA 6600/380V): 
Cable: 
T2 (48kVA 425/380V): 
T3 (48kVA425/380V): 
T4 (32kVA +-240/19100V): 
T5 (16kVA 19100J240V): 
%Z:::: 194; 
%Z=4 
Zpu::: jB62 
Zpu ::: j13.33 
PVC insulated SWA, length = 140m; 
Z::: 0.122 + jO.1730 (impedance referred to LV 
side) 
Z = 0.144 + jO.12BO (impedance referred to LV 
side) 
Z::: 0.146 + jO.1240 (impedance referred to LV 
side) 
Z::: 0.127 + jO.360 (impedance referred to LV 
side) 
Z::: 512.73 + j843.370 (impedance referred to 
HV side) 
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To calculate the total impedance of a circuit that includes several transformers, it is 
necessary to convert the network to a per-unit system. This in effect, removes the 
transformer windings from the circuit. leaving only their impedances to have any effect. 
The per-unit calculations are presented briefly in the section that follows. 
4.3.2 The per-unit calculations performed on the network 
The per-unit method has been used in the development of the laboratory protocol for two 
reasons: 
.. These calculations will determine the actual value of the series impedance in the 
supply circuit. 
.. The calculated value of the supply impedance will enable a decision to be made as to 
whether further reactance needs to be added to the supply circuit in order to reduce 
the short-circuit current to twice that of the rated load current. 
These calculations are fairly complex and lengthy but are essential for the purpose of the 
laboratory set-up for testing. and they also ensure that one of the fundamental 
hypotheses is tested. This can be summarised with the following question: "Will a 
reduction in the magnitude of the short-circuit current - by the addition of inductors in the 
supply circuit - result in rapid arc extinction?" The essential pOints and results are 
presented here. Refer to Appendix B for the details. 
The load was regarded as being purely resistive for the calculations and was designed 
(and manufactured) with a rating of 8kW at 220V. This implies that the ohmic resistance 
of the load isSQ (this was considered constant, although the heating of the load did 
cause the resistance to increase during testing). A base of S::: 100MVA was used for all 
the per-unit conversions. Then the following equation is used to convert Z(actual) to 
Z(pu): 
100 Z =Z x-pu actual E2 
where E2 = V LL in kV 
Once the various voltage "zones· were established, the impedance values in that zone 
were multiplied by a constant which was obtained by dividing 100 by the square of that 
voltage to obtain the equivalent per-unit value. 
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This data is used to obtain the simplified per-unit system shown in Figure 4.8: 
Z:::: 911 + Z:::: 154 + 
~ = j9.288pu ZTj = j13.33pu Z = 1147 +j1173pu j913pu ,~ j253pu 
~ ~[====~I--{I==~:}I~-I~~==~==~=== 
Figure 4.8 Simplified per-unit system 
Thus, the per-unit impedance up to the MV line is: 
Z:::: 2058+ j2109:::: 2947L45.7° 
The aim is to ensure that this impedance is sufficient in magnitude so as to limit the short-
circuit current magnitude to twice that of the steady-state current. If one considers the 
load "zone", the base voltage is 230V and the base current (when the base apparent 
power is 100MVA) is 416666.67A. For a 60 load, the steady-state current is 38.3A. 
Thus the desired short-circuit current is 76.7 A. 
If I:::: 76.7A 
And lbase == 434782.6A 
Then I pu :::: O.000176pu is the desired per-unit current throughout the per-unit system. 
The desired per-unit impedance which limits the short-circuit current is: 
Zpu == 5668.6pu 
At present, (as shown previously). the impedance has a per-unit magnitude of 2947. This 
impedance needs to be increased in magnitude (to limit the fault current) by the addition 
of reactors in the supply circuit. It is now necessary to calculate the value of the required 
reactance. 
If the "final value" of the impedance magnitude is 5669 and the value of the resistance 
remains the same, then the reactance can be calculated as follows: 
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R:::: 2058pu 
Z = 5669 pu 
:. X == ..;r-(5-66-9-2 - 2058 2) == 5282pu 
The current value of X is 2109pu. Therefore, the required reactance to be added has a 
value of 3173pu. It was decided to place the reactors in the 205V "zone" of thA <:>."" .. 'v .... '" 
circuit. The most accessible ooint i.,..tha,,,o, ..... I.Jllnection as shown in Figure 4.9. 
L1 
48kVA 
trfrmr 
L3 
4 48kVA 
trfrmr 
Figure 4.9 A representation of the set-up of the reactors and two 48kVA transformers 
Then, for each parallel-connected branch, 
L =8.5mH 
For testing, four reactors are used in parallel (two reactors in parallel with each other in 
each parallel branch of the LV connection of the two 48kVA transformers). Each reactor 
is rated at 20mH @ 15A. Thus in each parallel branch, the total reactance is 10mH @ 
30A (this reactive value is acceptably close to the required 8.5mH). The photograph that 
follows shows the reactors. 
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Figur" 4.10 This photograph shows two olt~ add"d r,,8ciors that 8m conn"ct"d in 
p8ratl"t with Mch other. and in series Mth one of the 48kVA transform"rs. 
It is now n""ess~ry to reoOl1sider the pe r· unit system W1th the re(lCtar. included. The 
,mp",Jan..::" provided by the reactors In each brancl1 is 3.140 This impli es a total ad,Jed 
impe,Jance of t .570. The equivalent pe r· UI1it value 'so 
Xp " = 3736pu 
This gives a total per-unot react~n~e ~p to the MV li oo {which is th e impedance that will 
"Ppose the sh ort-cl(cul t current in the cas" of a fa ull) of 5846 po 
Then : 
II = 2()5~p" 
X = 5~461m 
c. / = 2()5~ "'- j5846,JU = 6198L70,(,pu 
The added reacta",e resu lts in the following tatal system ~ed~nc8 {which i"""des the 
t 6k V A step-'klWll transformer alter the MV linel ~s 1" 10,,," 
/I ~ 2058p" "'- 1 54pu = n 12p" 
X _ 5846{'u ->- 253pu = 6()99p" 
.' . Z 7 221 2 + j6iJ99p" = 6488L70 
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The circuit can now be represented by the following figure: 
Z:: 2212 + j6099pu 
R:: 11340pu G (V:: 1pu) 
Figure 4.11 The simplified per-unit system 
For the purposes of calculations and simulations, it was decided to convert this per-unit 
network to the equivalent system at 230V. In this system, the voltage source has a 
supply value of 230V, the series impedance has a value of 
Z = 1.17 + j3.2o. = 3.4L70 and the load has a resistance of 60. 
There are advantages to using the per-unit concept to calculate the series impedance of 
the proposed system. However, a disadvantage to using this method is that it is purely 
theoretical and any number of external or unforeseen effects has not been taken into 
account. All the equipment in the system is real and may have defects. For these 
reasons, it was decided to determine the total series impedance of the network using 
another method. Two different loads were connected to the circuit output, and the 
resulting voltage across and current through these loads were measured. The first load 
was a resistive load (in the form of heating bars) that has a rating of 8kW at 220V. When 
it was connected, the voltage across it measured 183V and the current through it 
measured 29.4A. The load was allowed to cool and was then reconnected. The voltage 
and current measured 186V and 31A respectively. An average of these results was used 
as the actual value. The second load was also a resistive load that has a rating of 4kW 
at 220V. The first time it was connected to the circuit, the voltage across it measured 
205V and the current through it measured 16A. It was also connected a second time 
which resulted in a voltage and current of 209V and 17 A. These values were used in 
simultaneous equations to calculate the practical value of the series impedance of the 
network. The calculations show the impedance to be the following: 
Z = 0.63 + j3.07o. = 3.1L78° 
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This value is applicable at 230V. A practical disadvantage of this method is the fact that 
the inductance of the added reactors is non-linear. Therefore, as the load (and thereby 
the current) varies, the reactance will also vary. 
The calculated and measured impedance values are slightly different. However, the 
similarity of the results confirms the approximate value of the series impedance. 
Because the second, more practical, method took into account any inaccuracies or 
unexpected behaviour of the components, its resulting value will be used in future 
calculations. 
In summary, this section has contributed the following information and results: 
.. The reactance contributed to the series supply circuit by the generator, line and 
transformers was not sufficient to reduce fault currents flowing through it to twice the 
steady-state current (when the load is 8kW) 
.. The magnitude of the required reactance to be added to the circuit in order to achieve 
that objective was calculated 
.. The theoretical total inductance of the supply circuit was calculated. This value will 
be used to determine the magnitude of the parallel capacitance required to 
compensate for the large supply impedance. 
4.4 The role of the compensator in determining the laboratory protocol 
In previous sections, topics such as arc creation and the large supply inductance have been 
discussed. The topic of this section is the compensator and the effect it has on the laboratory 
protocol. Essentially, testing the efficacy of the compensator is simple: connect it in parallel with 
the load and observe its effects on the load voltage. In these tests, the vital questions to be 
asked are: "Does the active compensator maintain the load voltage at 230V when a variety of 
loads are connected?" and "Does the compensator have any effect on the arcs that are created 
on the MV line?" 
4.4.1 Calculating the value of the compensator's capacitance 
Before the compensator and its role in the circuit are examined, the required capacitance 
of that compensator must be calculated. As will be further shown in this section, the 
required value of the capacitance will change as the magnitude and power factor of the 
connected load change. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, one of the main 
objectives of the laboratory tests is to test the ability of the compensator to respond to 
changes in load and to maintain a constant load voltage in a variety of conditions. The 
calculations used to determine the required value of the capacitance in the circuit must 
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take into account load magnitude and angle, and must also be able to respond to 
changes in these values. 
The calculations presented in this section are, in fact, "static" in the sense that they can 
be applied only when a specific load is connected and must be re-done when there is a 
change in load. The actual compensator is active because it is able to switch the correct 
number of capacitors in as soon as the load (and steady-state current) change. 
However, the theoretical calculations will give a broader understanding of the role of the 
capacitance in the proposed circuit. Note that these calculations have initially been 
performed using the "base" load of SkW. 
In chapter three, the equations which govern the simplified proposed circuit were 
examined in order to determine the magnitude of the capacitance required to 
compensate for a highly inductive supply. This method of calculation is complex and 
laborious. It was found to be more beneficial, once the circuit was understood, to use 
Microsoft Excel to model the circuit and find an appropriate capacitor value. The 
spreadsheet and its associated equations can be found in Appendix A The aim of the 
spreadsheet is to determine an appropriate value for the parallel capacitor largely by trial 
and error. Once the equations have been formulated and the various values of V1• land 
R have been chosen and calculated, by changing the value of the paraliel-connected 
capacitive impedance, the magnitude of the load voltage can also be altered. The 
capacitive impedance can be manipulated by the user until the value of load voltage 
magnitude is the same as that of the supply voltage. If a purely inductive series 
impedance and purely resistive load (of SkW) are still assumed, the following can be 
obtained from the simple spreadsheet. 
Firstly, the spreadsheet assumes that the supply voltage has zero phase angle. The 
magnitude of the supply voltage has been "set" at 230V, which is then also the "desired" 
value for the magnitude .of the load voltage. The resistive load is assumed to have a 
rating of 8kW at 220V. which gives a resistance of 60. (Obviously this value is not 
constant and will increase slightly as the load heats up. It will be assumed constant for 
the scope and purposes of this thesis). The rated load current magnitude is therefore I ::: 
230/6 ::: 38.3A. Twice the rated current is therefore Isc ::: 2*38.3 ::: 76.7 A. This fault 
current would flow through the inductor only, to ground. The required value of the 
inductive impedance is thus: Xt. ::::; 230/76.7 ::: 30. (Note that this required theoretical 
impedance is close in magnitude to the "actual" value of 3.40 that was calculated in the 
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previous section) This gives a series impedance of Z = 3LO == j30 and a reactance of 
L=9.5mH. 
In brief, this particular calculation is applicable if: 
.. The open-circuit voltage is 230V 
.. The series impedance is purely inductive and has a magnitude of 30 
.. The load is purely resistive and has a resistance of 60. 
Then. if Xc is manipulated to be 220 (Le. Zc = - j22 = 22L - 900). making C ::: 144.7IJF. 
Z parallel = S.8L -ISO 
ZTOTAL = 5.6Ll.SO 
II ::: 39.8L -14.8A 
VlNDUCTOR ::: 119.4L7S.2V 
Vww ::: 230.5L - 30V 
where 4arallal is the impedance of the load in parallel with the capacitor 
ZTOTAL is the total impedance of the circuit which is Zparallel added to the 
impedance of the series reactor 
11 is the current in thE! main series circuit 
VINDUCTOR is the voltage across the series reactor 
V lOAD is the voltage across the load 
Thus. with the capacitor having a specific value (when a load of particular magnitude and 
power factor is connected). the magnitude of the supply and load voltage are the same. 
According to the spreadsheet, if the series impedance is equal to the "actual" circuit value 
of 0.63 + j3.070, and the load remains a 60 resistive load. then a capacitance of 300IJF 
in parallel with the load will result in a load voltage of 226V. and a capacitance of 350IJF 
will result in a load voltage of 234V. The spreadsheet can be used to calculate the value 
of capacitance required to obtain a load voltage of desired value. 
Until now. only a resistive load has been considered. The spreadsheet can, however, 
also be used to show the effect of a complex load on the output voltage of the system. If 
the load has an impedance magnitude of 60, then the angle of the load can be altered 
from -90' (in the case of a purely capacitive load) through O' (in the case of a resistive 
load) to +90' (in the case of a purely inductive load). The magnitude of the 
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Figure 4.12 The uncompensated load voltage corresponding to various load angles 
II "s clem. from t!1~ gr"p!1, that afl i"(~lJcti·.~ lo"(~ (in ot~e, wo,,~s, " I03d with 3la:;gng 
pO'.H" f"cto') res"lls . ," 1"",,.- IJncomp"",oled 10"0 volt"9" t~ "n a rCSIstive or c.p.citiy€ 
lood. T~i, impi iM Ih"1 ,,'her. a Gompl~x load "ith a I"g"in" po'>'o'er hctc<";s %ppliec by 
t~c pr~o"cd circuit. tI'e com;J~.&atar will need to sw:tc:h in more capacitors ir, order to 
c""pffis"l~ for U,., g-~a lf'< '.dbUe (~rop. Thtl spread,heel can I:>c uscd to calculate how 
,""uch more or Ie" capar;;l""ce is ,&!:;u irAd for any loed tlmt is GOnncctcd to the circe it 
T he theoretical results presentee in this scetion provide an ur,dccstandil1g of wh«1 ;, 
cxpoctcd of the compensator, and whol C~"'"ctc,i'tic, the compcnS3tor ' ... 111 neeC ;r, 
order to meet t~ese expectatictls 
4.4.2 A d~toilcd d~scri ption of the pra~lical ~ompensalor 
T he compensator;s esscntlally 3n "ct've cap3cito', It therdore cctlsists of two 
!u fld"m~rJ al p;,1s: t'le power electror-ics ','..tich enscres Ihat it is ,lCtlYe' , '<rcd th e 
c;<p;<cito," · .... 1,>::1, ;He S'Nilc:f1eC ir, ,lI'C out deper,dir,g on t~e load. Th~ comptlfl,;;dar 
feAurHs fifl~en 50c F c;<;J;,c;to," ",t1ch ;<ce COi"HlACted ire V""II" Th~ :eso'.lJlion af tl1e 
GOmptlfls;<llar, is thus ~O~, m plyn :; that the comper1S3lor "" II s""tch ir, the number of 
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capocitors ThaT will ta ke the load voltage TO a value as clos~ to 230V as pOssibl€, but it 
will not be HXI% accurate in its regulati on. Th€ pOW€r €Iectron>::;s whi ch mon itors th€ 
m"gn itude of the load vo ltag€ cons<sts mainly ot thyristors and a DSP board. Th€ 
comp~IlS "tor is conr>€ct€d in p"",II €1 with the bad and is programrtl€d to maintain a load 
voltage 01 230V, 
When the compens ator is used in the tiekj at double the vc> tage, the ralir>g 01 the 
cOl'1lf.l e~s ator is lou r tim es larger, The cOl'1lf.l e~Salor was iro ti all y des igned to operate at a 
rati rtg 01 32kW at 4-GOV (which l~ trultched to th~ 32kV A t ra ns/ortner, T 41, B"'oose onl y 
one 16kVA step-down Transtor"",r was used, the load voltage l~ ha ll 01 460, or 230V 
The cOO1pe~ sator is therefore operat'i'd C" th e laboratory) at 23QV, requir ing hal! its 
capacitors, arid has a rat ing of 8kW 
Figure 4,13 This photogrftph shows the compensator. The 50~F cftpacitorscan be seen on 
the bottom two levels, whil e th e power electronic s cft n be seen on the top of the 
compen sator. 
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As explai~ od ~t tho star'. "I the c/lapler , on" or ,h" a:ltI. 01 the lal>orato<y le.l. was trJ 
dotermiroe tho pCliforma'1Ge of ;ho (:ompe~""lor lOi :h a ,'"",,,,Iy "I load s con""Gted to the 
systen, As prevklusr, oxpl~' nod_ 'Nhen a C(>rV I", load with ~ I~Qg: ng powor laGtor is 
com)ect~d, I h~ compensator has "mom to GOrlponsalo fo'· and it was imperative to 
as.c"'tai~ that lhe compensalc;.r crnl kJ stili tKJ effective in thi s, and other cC<1d ltlon s 
4,S A descriptio~ of th e tests performed 
In pr,,,';;:'us sedans, the voposed latKJra lory set-LI D has toon ~xaillined i<1 do lail. tach 
conponent has I)een discussed and a~ attOClJ I has been mado to m&et tho otl~ct;vos 01 th~ 
lallrJralor, set -up , ~am"',. th~ 
• Silll"ai ioo an MV i;~e 
• Croatioo of arcs on the MV line 
• Creation of a large sLlppl,. impeda'1Ge 
• Ensuranvc thaI th" crJltlponsato< whi:;h IOiIi maint"'~ a cr,"".tanl " ad volta ge 
Test. ~"w """d to be devebpoo w/,ich will deterni<1e the beha"i"ur 01 the arc 00 th e MV i'",e and 
the compor] sator "nder various GMd;ii,,",,s T h~ most signir,cant changing conditi,,,, \",11 b~ th " 
nagndude ard power /aGtor 01 the Gor'Jrl ",-,t"d ",ad Th"s, the lo ll"lOing a.peds ,1 th " te.ting 
probcol need to bo addrossed 
• 1 est the offocts of the impedance C<1 tho arc. in a varlet;' of Gorditklns 
• Test tho of/icacy of th" COITV"nsator 'n a var iety "I cooditi,,",,s 
• Measure the duration a~d lllagn itlX I" 01 th" arc current 
• Mea.ur" the 10&1 voltag" 
• S",tch i~ a ",,",iely 01 ioads to test ;he" elfects on the arc durat>:)n and compensator's 
ell;cac), 
Thes" ',biocti.,~s W~ ~ssentia ! y ach ieved by alt&ri"9 the cirCUit condlioJns (name~. the load), 
i~n: li~g an arc '''' Ihe MV li rle, ard llleasLXing the response 01 th e arc and GOnponsator, This 
secti{)-:1 wi:1 sl",,,,ar i,,, Ihe t"sts that ~eed to te p~rfo"'ed In order to te st the thesis' hYDothos's 
and d"scrib" the tonls and roethlds used for the moas Li remorts of component. ' mspon.os, Tho 
re sulls "I Ihe tests (interpreted fron the measuremonts) 'Nill bo do=ib"d in detail in Ghapter /i " e 
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4,S.1 A s!Jmmary of th e laboratory tests 
l r'itially, "'c" ·'.'." re i '"'ti3te ~ on the MV IlI1e wi,h ~o I Q'~ ccn~ oc,ed l1e&e tes ,s we,e 
C" ,,;ed cd ~ () ,,,,cerLlin ~he cu"""I-limi'ing ef'oc; of th e supply i ~~'Jctance before ,he 
exteo reacLlnce ".'.' % added 10 th e cj ,euil. One cf the dlsa~van,ages of these tests is ,he 
fo~ :O willg. \'",,,,, Ihe CCY1~"Uor n ~he MV lab is CKl Sed, the supp~ is ted ' 0 ,he "tep-up 
tra~,~orrne" ',.,.n·.ch re'ul~s in ,m ;~,,~e vo',tage buil~ -u p across t'1 e arc 9"P 
AI~hfx,gh l'1 e MV l'1e vo'tage is set at 'B .3"V, th e air in the a fC gap may b,ea" down at a 
1000'>'3 r voll"QE!"s ;~ is b\.oild ing up. This i~lies :nat .. 1Ih ,hese ,es,s ,t is ~ot poss;b'e '0 
g"ara~tuo the ;~it i" I K·.-:1 of "" arc "al , 8 3 '1/", or any o~her specilk: voltage. Nonelheles," 
t h<.,su tu,b ":m 10 Cf~)Iicr" Ihe arc-exlngu i'h i'>;l pro"erties of ~he " up" ly ci rcui~ " " d 
"rovir!e benchm" rk resu l~s wi~h ·'.·.'hich to compare t,lO '" h )(" tesb cC<"Jd~eted '''';,h :ne 
,HIded " upply re"ctance 
Te,b ·'.·.'ere ~hen per10nned wi'.h the added reac,a~ce a<1d a eonnocted load. The first 
bad ~o be con necled wa, ~h e rated 8kW res"tIVe load. The CO'lnected load cO'ltri bu,ed 
p:l,";"e'! 10 the lesls il1 Iwo ways. Flrst ~i it c'eated the CirCUit property ol ":oad voltage 
whk:h, "S" \; ~"I crite rio n of ,he pro p:l sed tochnology, should 'ernaln virtuaily coosta~t 
SeCf.-:1Q'y it "llawed a ste"dy-"tale coodi tioo to be achieved ....t1 ich """,b led the MV line 
voll"QE! 10 bc>ld up 10 lull voltage before th e fault was i~it"'ted (using the rope CO'ltrol 
"ulley ,,,,1,,,,,, "tyJ ~u s e lin ,,) 
Th'., ha".' Or ral~'(f loar! is mted "t S'<W "I 22CV "~~ w", in the form of e':l ht , kVV heatng 
bars cO<1 r'Je Gt'.,rj ill p"",I~el The ~"d ,,1"0 fealu'ed" f,m for cooling " '-'"p0"e,. The 
strUGturu d the lo"d re,ull d i ~ high flexibiWy bocalJ'i;e t'1 e b,, 's could be connecled "~d 
di;;corH'lecl ed "t " ~ y ti,m, "tyJ thi", i~ effect, pro\;ded eigh t ~i ffer""t resistive load, 
,"'>;ling h'xr, , kVV up to 8kW {in steps 01' kW). Th is was could tle used as an Bk\N 
resislive load , a 4kVV 'esisthfe load, and provi ~ed the res 'stive part 01 the cample , load 
hot v.'" ,, te"ted. II 'hOoJlr! be remerr,bered th " t the load was rated at 22CV a ~d that at 
23CV the ratngs ",e slight'! h ':l her The "8kW Ioa~ actually draw, about B.BkW a, 
230'1 w hil e the 4kW" load dra"", app'oximately 4.4kW 
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Figure 4.14 8kW resistive load 
lkW heatirtg 
bms 
Parallel 
coortections 
between the bars 
The CT that was 
used to measure 
the load current 
In orde r to deterrrone the efficaG~ of the oompensator. arcs were in,tiated ".,;toout the 
compensator oonr"lcted in the circuit. and then with it connected, This allowed a 
compmi&oo to be made between the two scenari<ls, It wOlj d also demonstrate the!lrlI 
e>teflt of the load VOltage r covery ooe to compensati<ln Before the actual compensator 
was connected. tests were performed usirtg a "passive compensator" in the lorm of 
capao itors wh " M were swHched m manuall ~, The purpose of these tests was to conlirm 
the theoretkoa l oa loulations that were carri ed out to determi rte the number 01 capacitors 
requ ired to raise the load VOltage to nov, Prffiliousr" ment im was mIIde of the bcel 
spreads Meet that was used for these calcu~t'ms, Accordi"'] to the spreadsheet, seven 
or eighi capacitors are requ ired when an 8kW load is coonected to the system 
TMe requirements of the cornpffisutor w'j l a~er as the load atters, Tests must therefore 00 
pertormed Wlth a variety of " ads being supplied by the proposed circuit The tests would 
deterrrone the flexNity, robustness and effkoao~ of the compensator. aoo ultimatety, its 
ability to pertorm as e>pected. They would also confi rm the corl!inued arc-extinguishing 
property 01 the system in a var"'t~ of conditiortS. As the magrl!tude of power drawn b~ 
the load ncreaseS (;o,ith the load IX'wer lactor remaini"'] constant). so the current flow to 
the load 'ncreases. Thl~ in-creased current will cause a greater volt drop acrOSs the 
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seci es inductance, pl"cir>g gre;;ler derrl ~"'!s "n Ihe c"'q"'n","~'. 5;[) ·';,,,ly."" the 
current dra,,,, ty the b;d (! ec'ea ' e', '0 :' ''' nU'11i; er 01 c~p;,cil "" ',"" Ic.' ",d " hy Ihe 
compen sator will (! ecre""e, fl llern" ti" ," )" "s t,,,, power I~c.tor G 1 Ihe lo"d d ec.r ea~ s, tne 
compeneator ',";11 ,"~ve to cOO'oen,,, le r",t her fa< the lagg ing n;;tLJre G' Ihe 'I'te'11, ;,~r! 
will have t~ sw,tcn io rrore capac::"". The,e 'Gen;;rio, wece te'ted by tn e connec l "'~ Gf 
a 4kW klar! (created by di sco r.~ ectiog lour of the hea:ing tars in Ihe rated BkW re,;s:ive 
Klad, leawl g 001)' four bars St l' co~nected in p~rallel),~ 1 GkW lo~c (cce~:&d ty 
CGI".~ ec:ing two 8kW hea:il".g kJ ad, ir. p,,~lIel~· a~ c a co'11plex lo~d vi:t1 a I~gg in g po'.yer 
f~ctar. All af tneee test s 'Nere cOI".duc:&d "';thout a~c theo w itn tn e cOO'peos3to, 
ca~nec.ted in ,he ',s,e'11 
T ne comple. I~ad would a ls~ be ratec at 8kV A i:o matcn tne rating 0' the bac -e~d 
U::""pe,,,,"~r ~t 230Vj aor! was r!eveKlpec 1m'll th e 8k'N resistive load. Becauee ,ne 
res istive kld was rated at nov aod w~ u lr! be used as a part 01 the c~'11plex " ad, th e 
ac tLJ~ 1 ~p p;"eot power", be dr;,,",~ by tne BkVA co'11 p1ex tl ad was eet al 8. 744kVA 
I~ i tiali" ~ ei~gle he;,tiog bM was d;sco~nectec :~ create a ,eeist ;ve Klad c1 7'<'.'1 rat 
nOV) ThS imp lies th~t tile reeist",".ce 01 that lOa d was 6.90. At 2J(JV, Ihis reSistive I~ad 
draws 7.67kW d powe r. This resistive lad ,",'Ould tn e<" be c~~nec ter! i~ par~ l e llG a~ 
;~ (!uct i ','e 'o;,d to rIe;"e a " ""1Plex kld w',;h a lagging p~we r facl'" Because Ihe real 
oowe' Gf th e ,e .. ,:i ... lo;,,! ~"(! the ,eactive po'.",r of t,,,, indLJCl ive klad are added 
togeth er to acnleve :he "set" apo~rent power of R.744kVA th e oow e' tr iang le c~~ i;e 
used to calculatec the rec; uired re~ct lve p~', 
Q 
P = 76GNI 
From th e p~we, "angie, it can be eho,",," tnat4.2kVAr of reac:ive power is required 
New, t,,,, fGII~,",;"9 parameters car be obtaioed 
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Q = 4,7.k VAr 
V = nov 
.. f = I~A 
", X = 12,(,£1 
.. /=40illf! 
PI = O.~7 
T~ a chi ~"e 111i'. fcur inducI "" were u""d. Two WrJo p.";t cod in """i0" 'M th eact, other (te 
incr~;tse 1 11~ va l u~ cI. tll& i nductanc~) ;tnd Were then pl;tced in parallel wi l ll the othe r two 
induc\((, Iwhief'. were a l '~ in ,...- i ~s wilh eacl1 otl>&r) to en'LX~ a >uffici en l current ralino 
The ICJUr inductors were nol id&nt.cal bu! w"'~ close &O:) "g11 in "truGl" r& " nd r'"ture 10 be 
u,ed ellec!ive:y as a grrup. This se l 01 induc lor, """ tl1~" pac&d i" parall&! with tile 
msb!i.e load on I'.t;c~. on ly seven ~.eati"G ba" w...-~ co"necjed The set-up can be 
remes ented in t~" Iclkl'.';ng fiGure' 
Reslslive Inductive C, C, 
klad I load 
p = 7,GnV',' ~ Q = 4,2kVAr C, C, 
r I 
Figure 4.15 The set-up of the comptex load: p.l. . 0.87 
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Figure 4.16 The four inductors used In the comple" Ioftd 
Tests were also conducted with a 16~W re sisti ve load. This toad ConSlste-d oi two oi too 
8~W resistive load con""cted in p"r"lIel The am of this test was to daterrnine tile 
behav iour oi the compe""ator when a hi ghly ovar·r"ted load ,s connected to the system 
The question to be answered by trHS te st is: W ill the comp""sator be able to copa ",th 
the volt drop c"us"<i by" ~"Urrel1t magnitude ",tad at twi ce Its own rating? " In ",her 
words. thi s test aimed to delerm;"" too limits of the compensator 
Finally. tests were pe rforme-d WKh a motor load. It was specifically des ira t>le to test th e 
system with an unloaded motor con""cted as a load. In this sitlJatim , two scenarios 
we re r:J interest: the t>eha""",r of the system and compensator when the motor w"s 
switch ed in, and then th e bellaviour oi th e compensator and th e motor., the usual f~ L<l t 
condition. The main purpose oi these tests was to contirm th e absence of 
ferromsonance in too system. The motor was also tested in parall el with a complex load 
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ThiS placed further demands on the c()f1lpensator whiCh now had to compensate for the 
suppy irxiuctance (which had a greater effecl because th e h;gheHated tolalload was 
drawing more current lha" the motor alone), lhe inductive nature of the unloaded motor, 
and the reactive pari 01 th e corTlplex load 
The rnator thai was ,..; e(I in lesls 'IS a single-phase inducli ,e un loaded General ElectriC 
CorTlpre.;sor Pump "";th a rating at 750W, ,,, one set of tesls , the load co"sisted 01 only 
the motor, In anotll er set of tests, the load comprised Ihe motor in parallel WIth the 
compe. load that was di sc LJ sse d abo.le (e.cept lhat the res istive part of th e load had 
only sl, heating bars connected to create a resisti ve load with a ratrng of 6kW at 2'?:OV 
Th is was done so that wil en the motor was added in paral .. , to th e Conlp le. ",ad, th .. 
total apparent power drawn by the load would remain cia" .. to SkVA) 
Figure 4.17 The single-phase unloaded motor that was used during testing. 
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4.5.2 Tile equipment and methods used to tak~ meosurements 
Til.., til.."" ":l·'"',,ele,, Iha, are ~f part'cular i,lIG-Gsl a-G I~e arc curm,lt, ace vOltage and 
til e v~bge ,Kross I~e load 
H.., ar,', ""r"e,',1 fI~ws betweoo th e I'.\':) eiec l-ooGs, a,ld this cu cm,lt is IllGasu-oo usJng a 
""'"();"l LEtt ""tr a r,,:to or 100'),1 The OU;Pj; voltage is measured across a 1 kO resistor 
wlli,',ll res,':ls in a 1'1 rat k> li,e, 1V = 1A:_ r ~ is oulpo,t 's IllGasu'Gd usJng a 1,:;()--nllz 
t,;;iloW ~''''II~sc')pe 
A "apa,',iliv.., ,! ivi,!w is Ils ",1 for the rreasure""nl of I~e ",', voltage _ He oUlput voluge 
,',an be des«ib",1 by th e rCrilowing equation 
~"':'7-
, " C, C 
(", ~ I OOpF 
Thi. divkJer redu ces IhG -napituoo of U',e arc vollage by a factor of 138 Tilis re,!c'ced 
volla;e is t~en fed to a H.g~ Vo tage D,ffere',tial Probe P52':;O w ith a ralio of 1 1175, and 
Iren the ~s.cilk>sco"., [ffoctiv~y. thiS ..,.,a'lS that til e ""'g',ilo'ues ~f all "ro YCrlta;e 
trerces "" th e os.cill~s.cope s~o uld be multiplied by 1 H~ and thG,l by 138 i.e by 1,b2 • 
10' 
The iO:ld voltage was measured using the sa"e volta;G probe In othG- '.\':)r~s, the cabiG 
fro'" :he (;;,,,:lcitive ~ivi~er is ~ isCOrtlocte ~ a,l~ a cablG con,loctG~ across the lO<1d is feel 
10 the probe In this sel-up_ ~U',er U',e aro y~ita;o or th,' k>a,! YCrl\er;o can b" n",'~2.r.;","! , 
"NhRl thG k>ad volt"ge !s ..,.,,,sureJ, bGoerusG tl", oupuciti,'" 'h ider is bypuss"u, II',,, 
,mgn',tu~e or Ihe YCri tagG lrace 0,1 the os"lI~scoPG ,1Ged only be mLJt,pliecl by 117~ 
He eqUipment ooscr!M aoovG is SilO"", i" tI", fol,=>winq pl',o;~;rupils , 
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Figure 4.18 This photograph shows the current LEM.the voltage Differential Probe. and 
the power supply which powers both of them. 
o 
••• l ( 
Figure 4.19 The A9ilent l00MHz oscilloscope 
-, 
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Chapter Five: The laboratory tests and results 
This chapter will describe in detail all of the laboratory tests that were carried out for the purposes 
of determining the efficacy of the added inductance in extinguishing power arcs, and the 
compensator in regulating the load voltage. The results will be discussed in Chapter Six. 
5.1 Arc tests on the no-load system 
The following circuit diagram depicts the lab set-up for the no-load tests. Note that the tests were 
performed on the system which features neither a load nor the 16kVA SWER step-down 
transformer. The arc gap was set at 33cm. 
205V 18.3kV 
T1 T2 
T1 - 6600/380 V, 300kVA transformer in the Machines Laboratory 
T2 - 2* 380/425 V, 48kVA transformers in parallel, in series with a +-240/19200V, 32kVA SWER 
transformer 
Figure 5.1 The laboratory set-up for the no-load arc tests 
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Figu,,, 5.2 The t'acos of a no-load arC test. The top trace is the arc Yoltage whilo the 
bottom trace is th e arc curr .. nt. 
The above 0",,; 1108(;01''' I,,,,,,,," are typ <;~1 ","ults of the no-load arc te sts. 111 tllis r\l lre liK' vo lt~"e 
sc~le j, lDOmVi~:vis< o" , tho current SClll" is 5Nd i ~i,,"n (as explaiood in Ci1apler Four, 1 V = 11\) 
and the time scale is 20Dm&idivis;o,,- II should be r<."lW.~I1I"HOO thut the voltage magnitudes ooed 
to 118 multlp ~ e~ Ily 138 ;,nd then by 1175 (i" oliK" wards, by lfJ2 150). As an examp le, at the 
vecy end or the "C>i;'ge 1';'00, the vall~g<.' trxe has a magnitlJde 01 O.14V. When mUI!ip i ed by 
1621 50, tr. s give, a pe~k voll~ge 01 n.7kV, wh >c h j" turn, giv,," an rms YOltage of 151<V. Th e 
tra ces,..-e triggered on currenl - in olher words, 1M o&Cil k}/jG(.~K.' starts to display both w aveforms 
only wh en al1 input from conneclion 7 is Jeloc!ed. Noto thllt til" '" t ruces were rocordM before 
the reactors ware adcec 10 lhe ci rcuii. In lhe M<! f>,ll"O. tho tim" :;c~lo ha~ decreased anc the 
two traces have been p.aced 00 lop of one ~r'JO!her 
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Figure 5.3 Th~ r~sults of a no-load arc test. The current magnitude is d~creasin!l' while 
th ~ vo1139~ ma9nitud~ is inc r~as in ~ 
This ,,~rtV.LJI~r ~rc bLJrnt frr ~poro 'imately 45Oms. E:ight tests 01 tros ~atu,e were oeriOfmed to 
g~ in cr)olJ~h dal~ 10 ,]raw "robabilistic eCXYJlJs<ons about th e resu;ts_ The arcs in al. the tests 
were sclf-e<tin gLJ;shing. TI,,, 10"'il"st arc (jJrat ioo was 7CIhls The 'escits 01 these tests are 
prcs,,.-,ted i~ AopeMi. D 
Wl,en the ~o-"ad tests we--e complete th e reactors were added to :he system Arc :ests were 
th,~) G(]r)dlJctud \..ith a eoonecte,] loa,] 
5.2 Arc tests on a system with an 8kW load 
Thcs" :es:s we--e condLJcted 
• withoLJt the load-end compMsator 
• with static compensat',>;; caJacitom, and 
• with the load-eM cornJ"'1sator 
The lo towng figOJrc dcp;cts tl'e cir~'Uit an wl, iel, the arc test, were COMLJeted 
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Tl - 6600/300 V. JoJDKVA lransicrme' in thu M"ch ,-lO> L"~)0IAory 
n.lV 
I 
, 
T? 4-:>Orr,H @ ~5A react"rs in paralle:,:r c.o()i~L5 V_ ·WkVA t'a~sform€rs i~ paralle l. in se.oBs 
wit:-, a ~-L~G.ilnGOV, 37<:VA SINER ira"srm"rer 
13 - 1910D/240 V. WkVA SWFR tr~n,fo" nor 
L ilkIN kmj 
C _ lo"r)-o~r) Gorrl~><~ ''''I()" (""ia~16 ,c\iy e 0' p",ita"",;€) 
Figure 5.4 The circuit representing the 8kW system on which arc tests were performed 
T I)6 step-down 51'1 ER transler",,,' ar:d tKW bad WErO ccnr:EJGted 10 t:',o sy>tem ~nr) "res wu'u 
in;I;,\e,! (Jr] 11)6 MV lioo. :-1il "' lIy. thE GOnlpe~s",x was ~ot ccnnucter), The "re q"D W~" ,,)( to 
:,,"'rTl "',,! 11)6[; 45cnL as di"CU">E~ in chapter 4, sectb~.j 2 
T',e 1010"""9 \"""e8 are the resu'ts ()f an arc test carried c'Jt when the arc gap was set at :J3cm 
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Figure 5.5 U""on'P<Jnuled load voltage (uppe, trKe) and arc current (Iowar Irace) before, 
during a nd after II 33cm arc ; 8kW pu re resist;"" load 
1 he wHa [IC ~,.all' ,n !hoo P"'''ws fio:JU'C '5 :>OCmVidl"sio<1, 1>& curre n: "",-,10:: " ".Ndml\ion and till' 
lim .. scale'~ l00r'''''dI .. SIO'l tlefom the arc'~ ~,rt:at.o<l. "M lead v"lta~ .. (rrn5 vulucl i&. ~ccord'ng 
10 :he trace. a;>pro. ,m;'llely ,8()V T h'" i~ Ih .. 'I'I>U~ til Ine voK drop m;ro"" lho I."go. se<iots 
im::>&dancc. 'Ilhen U'I' fu,,", Ii ..... doses. the an;'~ "'~-alttd lind In .. ffiSlJ~ng """,, Inull ca,,,,,," tne 
load voil<lQC la ",..>11:';1% for tIla durnj"" of Iho (I'C, Whfn Ihe a ,e aXtinguishes, the bnd vdbJc i ~ 
quICkly roslor f!(j In its p:-a-Sorcit1g va ~Jc wi,d , 0; ~ II I w .. 11 CEo IO"" tha expc , \c d val\lC of 2:1.OV. TI,e 
Me has a dur"l "'" of just lau Ihan 2C(lm. TI", ;ldclo.d _.e. inct. c\ "1"ICC nas ro""ltfld In a {3~ i dly 
seIf~xb""J,, "h i"'J r,..,.,.lI' ao: 
Th .. 'an""",,!! W'ce5 a'elna .... suKs of an "'"e ~t;t ~-.Mtod oul wh ... , Inc me g.lP was set III 45cm 
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Fig ure 5.6 U Ilcom ~enl3te d load voltage (uP r>e r tracel a rid arc curretn, (lower ' raCOl) before . 
d""ng a nd afte r a 4 5c:m ",e; BkW pure ,esi s ti"" load 
I-or Ihc lest wmch del'~red Ihc above """-'H. Ihe arc Ij)8P ~ incr~SOtd from :l:lcm 10 4~cm_ It 
is Ol~"""' .. d !h .. 1 U'e arc 8Ci"CISS tm~ ga~ would De Sl)W-oxtingu,sh,ng bac.a>.lS8 me lxm ga~ ,s th" 
"",,,, .. t-c,,,,, """na'O()' ,n Ine s,m"" :hal a snMer gap Is more Ilk"', '0 s>.lPl""1 the D>.Irn,ng 0' a 
po we r arc. In HlI$ 1~ 'I:C>.l~ r test, th~ ~rG 1"''''1 10' approxinat"ly 150IlI s T ~ arc toSlS wP.' .. 
perto rmFX1 and in ali of tllO t.:tst, th" a,cs were rapidly se lf· .. ,ting,; shing Th9se 'QSL"t ~ of th"se 
tests c"" iJ., fo"I(I ,n Appomb D, 
Te~ls were then carlie<l 0'" on lite sy:;t~n WIIn a pas""" con~"r\s.ator A<;;cord,ng 10 lit" 
Calcuiahon5 a capacitance (,n a 50~F re,;ol",,,,n) of 35O!IF would be s>.JII.;u:nllO r8'SO th .. load 
voH",!" up to a l8\let close 10 '"Pt d me ""lU"OO 230V $""..0 !>.~ .. capac'IO', WefQ O)nn""ted 
Irl ;la,al fe-l and me connecte<.l ~"t , ..... , II>a<I connect..-c! 'rl r'3,a':e! w,th the f)<.W ~d W hen the 
system wa~ i'J rMM red, all of Irw c3 i'J acitnr. we'e ~ffecl "~ Iy "Switchad-in i mm edt~I .. ly Th ~ 
T~ l olHi ng Ira"" s ,,~ th e ~Q$" II (1 g 'o.a d yolta~ 
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Figur~ 5.7 The resulting load vOltag e when a "passive compensator"" Is placed in parallel 
with the 8kW load 
I he above l';1ure ShO"NS Ihm the 'oad voltage rises to up~ro,imatcly 232V almost 
inslantanoously. I r-<s test conlirms the calcu latbns used to pred'"t the value 01 ca~ac:itance 
required lor compersat,on. which 'NCrC ~mforrr<ld ir ch"ptm four, "c~tion 4.4.1 An arc was th en 
initiated 0" this particular system. The resulting traces lolke',,-
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Fig wre 5.S "Pas3ively-comp&nSaled" load voltage (upper trace) and arc current (lowe' 
trace) b"fore, during and after a 33cm arc; 8kW 'esistiv,", load 
Who" tho arc has o<ti "g(ji~hod, 11'10 " ad vOIi'!l'J on~() '9,;n ,jsus to its raqLired level almost 
in"t1nt1"GOU~~. Tho pow", .rc h., a dU'ation of approximalery t 50018. 
The coolpen.alor was then Gonrl€c:ed to the sy.tem '" parallel with the 8kW "a~_ 'il'llen tile 
contaclar in the MV laboratory was do ed, the s:eacy-state "Y5:em was pO\ .. 'ere~ by:OO 
geoerator. The inltia; load vob.ge was approximately 1 ~OV. Tile compensator sl' ... ilclle~ 'n seve" 
50"F capacitors unlil it "b"",vod' that:ho kiM volt1~ was as close to 230V as the limited 
resol"l;)n WQu l,! al k:",.' Tile compenSo'ltor wou l,! then s:op swi tch in g tel Co j),"'llars ,..,,! :I){) load 
vOltage would rernai" at a value 111at IS well v.,:hin Ihe accepte~ ll1arg;" of +-10%. When the IOld 
vOltage was steadY,:he arc would be 'nitia:ed. O"ce ""aio tests ".'ere performed On the syslern 
~dh a" ,.-c gap of 33cll1 and tl1en " .. ,th a" arc gap of 4~~m 
The fo :low'lng traces SllOW:he resub of two tests perfor'OOd wi:h an arc gap of 33ctr 
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Figure 5.9 Compensat~ d lo~d voltage (upper trace) and arc current (lower trac~ ) before, 
during and afler a 33cm arc; 8kW pure re sistive load 
In the above f igure, the vol'Ege scale is 200mVidi'"",on, tile ()lJrr",,,1 ",'ale i& 1 Aldivis lO n and the 
'jme scale is 200msidiv'", on The arc ~'tJrren l fiOVIed for approx, nate ly ?OOns before it self-
exti"[JJi,hd 
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Figure 5.10 Compenslted load voltBge (upper tr B~' ) .nd arc current (!OWI' trace) before, 
durirog and after 3 Hem ar e: e~w ""re resistivft load 
The ~bove r .. sun 81'0 s~ lin arc I"",, lI¢ormod on 1hE! system w.m a 33<:", lite gap Tn .. arc 
lnob"',,~ in Ihi~ les.! bl'l1ll 1(0"" !ot. .. o! 4COms Whon the arc ... bng.Jish.-.d. Iho load vOltage again 
b-uill up In awrol<im 8tely 233V ~" U., c""'ll6l1st1l(" """Icr.e<j in ~s c"p""'I("~, 
The Irace " that fol low s hOW till! reSLJ't~ 01" t<JS! ptl,f,)w",d with an arc 9"D OJr 45e rn 
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Fig ure 5.11 Compensated load vollage (u pper trace) and arc current (lower trace) before, 
during and aller 3 45cm arc; 8kW pure res islive load 
In the above l i:;ure, the volt~ge sc~1e i. 200mVidivi. ion, the current scale is tA!divi s",~ aM the 
tme .cale is 200m. id,vi . oo. In this particular test, the com~ensato r switcl100 in ",",ven C"~"ators 
aM tl1e 1000 volta:;e stal:<'lseC at 229V before the a'c was i~itia ted. The arc lasted for just over 
200ms. The inW",1 spike IS once ~"aln e;iCent in the arc current Further res ults of these tests ",e 
~re"en:ed in Appendix D 
5.3 Arc tests on a system with a 4kW load 
Tests we<"e ~e<"furmed on the system with a 4kW ~ U'e re",.:ive 10~C connected The eifec, of this 
change woulC be the h~l;ing of the s:eooy-state cu rren t Crawn by the system This would , i ~ 
tlm<.>ry, reduce the de<l'J;J rKh pb"ed <Xl 'he cum ~>Cflsalor due tu til e reduced w 't drop across the 
ser",. impedance Tests were ,)e;1ur moo <Xl th e sy.tem with an ~rc "a~ len:;th of 33cm anC then 
of 45cm ~nC were pcrform<:Xi first "';1I"~Jt anC thefl "';:h the c:ompenwtCf coonected The 
f,Jlowifl8 ""ure de,)ict s the "irc<1;1 Ofl wil;,,11 the test. were ,mr rurmoo, 
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Tl - 66'Al!380 V, 3<lQ',VA iral1sfnrrner in (h6 Ma01 ie8s Lat;oratory 
T2 - 4-:>OrnH@lSA''''''"tor' '", p~r"lIcJ, 7 3ROi42,; V, 4Rk'vAtr~""ormerg in parallel In series 
wHh • ~-2 40i19200V, J2'"VA SWER I"nsfoc"",,,r 
T3 - jQ1CJOi24CJ V, 15kVA SWER l,"n,forrne' 
L - 4f;'.',1 \oad 
C - load -end oompe!1 sator (va'iabls ",,;Iive capa(Jtance i 
FIgure 5.12 The CirCUit representing the 4kW system on wh,ch 3rc Ic~~~ were performed 
The Ulow;l1g t,,,,;cs "how the reslJ ll" 0' the "rc tests puL')rrneJ on ll1u 'y"tem '~ithout tile 
oorn lx, n>.]lor The fi"t test w'" puL')rrrlW on tile sy'te", ieQtlJ"ng a 4,;';;m arc gap length whi le 
the sooond test wa' cmri"d out on thu system wilen a 33c(11 ",e gop had I:>een cre . led . 
, , 
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Fig Ure 5.13 Uncom pensated load voltage (upper trace) and arc current (lower trace) 
befor~, during ~nd after a 45cm arc; 4kW pure resistive load 
In :he ,';I)Ove f;g·,,,e. the Voltage seal€ is 2OCmV/div;s,)n, :h" GJ"Gn~ ,,"~I" is ~Ndiv i ",>" ,md the 
t im" "G"ie is 200ms/division. Before ~ho ace is initlat~, ~h" lI()G<xnp"'\S~t~ lo"d '1dV,"e h", ~ 
m"9"it',J~e of "p>,'oximat"y 200V Tho '101~dqG ma"nit',Jc" is not ds I(m ~s Ih ~ 1 or '.he 
LH>c<>mpeflsated koa~ vOlt .. go wt1Gn tl", SkW load was GG<Hlecled Tile ,He h"s" C',"~I'>" of just 
I"s" ~hiI" 400ms 
Figure 5.14 U ncompensated lo~d voltage (upper trace) and arc currant (lower trac~) 
before, during and after a 33cm arc; 4kW pure resistive load 
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In 1'", "'c',i,,,," liUlJ'c, til" lWGO'rlr:.e,.,;.:,tc,' load voliuye h% u m;.'"nillJCi<, 01 a"praxh1al€ly ~oov 
TIl" pOwc, urc; blJ""~ l[)r ul xx,1 2oorr," ,,,,10'" ""II ""i,,",,i~hinu I" ull tilc :"s;~ 0; oa1', 33cI11 an~ 
~5c'11, th€ pOwcr ure;, w,,,.-,, n;p,J ly ,,,If "xti"",,i,nil"U cuc:o :I~, ;;dd"c M".-ie, imp€donc€ il" ;he 
sup~ly c'rcll;t 
The corcp€nsota, wos lhel" canl""cled il" purollel witil the .:.k'N klad . The folklwirg l,ac€ silOWS 
tne .,ad voi;aU" as it bllilc', c" wn"n nll' louc i~ "'.\;U,cc· in for ;I~, steady-sta;e op€ratKl" 01 tn e 
sysl€'l1 (il" oth"r word~ tdorc th" o,e; i" ini liut',,"). II" tni" test tne comp€l"sator switched ir ;hree 
copocitors or,j tne volt'iJ€ N;1 1l up la a steady va lc e al 229\/. 
Figure 5.15 The ste3dy.st3te I03d volt3ge when the 3~tive compenS3tor is connec\"d in 
p3r311 e l with 3 4kW re s istive I03d. 
Tile ","d "~"'J" do,," not t·u il,' up t" il> '~"qui""j ',al" c i"~;"nt"'",oll~ly ow;allse th€ 
GOI11p€ "salor is prc>",an1Tl€d to switd, il" one e;apacitor at a time ",'hil€ cantlncocsly rcor i;Q'i ng 
too w,qni;lIoo of ;he vo';al€ Tile ocild u" is, however. fai rly ,apid oecallse orjy lI1r€ e capac itors 
for 1;;.0~Fl are ~wite;hed il", 
TI1e loll a",; nl) tr",,,, ~how" th" "1>ull> 01 "n arc; tc~1 GOncuctec 01" :ile ,y"t€m win, Mtil tne ~~W 
",ad al"c' GOmp€ l"sator COl" nec;oo, and witn a n are; 'l-"P lenl)th 01 33c'11 
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Figure 5.16 Compensated load vOltage (upper trace) atld arc current (lower trace) befor~, 
during and after a 33cm arc; 4kW pure resistive load 
In the above I ,qure, the volt"",,, ","ale is 200mV/d y;sK>n, the ClI"""( ","ale is 'A/div:sion ~nd Ih" 
time ","ale is 200msldMsion. rllrt~"'" re~lIlts can I:>e fOllrJd in Appendi, [) 
5.4 ~c tests on a system with an 8kVA complex load 
T~e lechnical del<Jils of thu laooratory set-up for these tests ~ave been described in the prevbu, 
chap!",. In summary, inductors were piamd in pamllul ~,;Ih a resistive kJ ad to create a campl"< 
10Dd wit',,, mtj"9 of 8.I31<VA and a IDg'Gin~ pow"", factor of Dbout 0.87. 0""" "goin, thew tes\!; 
were carriud all: on t'1e P'r>poSl>d ~%t"m wilh awl *,," wil~O'J1 t'le cOrr(l en~alor cort1E>Cted. FCO" 
UDC" f.CUflvr;O, lil" arc" w,,<u ,,,it'at,,d "cto", a qap d both 33cm and 45cm. A select on 01 these 
rU~lllh ",ill flOW lx, iJfU"-,,,lud The foll{)" ""9 fKJ"ru (hpd" h' eirCt,;) {)" w"i"~ Ihe tu,ts were 
earri,,,J Ollt 
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Tl - 66l;':~ij8G V, ycu',VA 'rar,stormer in tr.e Machines Laborato;y 
T2-4'2GmH@"'Areactorsie,oara l eLrj8lV425\/, 48kVA irar,Srormffs in o8rali el ,,"""'" 
""th l\ '-24C/192CQV, ~?yVA SWFR trardorc"c, 
lj- 191CO,2,:G V. 15kVA S'N!::R transformff 
L - S"VA loa,!, p.!. ~ C.R7 
C - lo"d-cnd ()QrTlllCr.,"'~()r (variablo 8dive (;a pl\(;;t" n~,<,) 
Figure S.H The circuit representing the 8kVA system on which arc tests were performed 
figure 5.18 U ncom pensatcd load voltage (upper tr~c,,) ~nd ~rc current (lower tr~ce) 
before, during and after a 33cm arc: 8kVA complc~ load pI = 0.87 
tG:; 
~ 
I , 
-' I 
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I" Ih e pr evious f.gure. t"e to~ t'ace dc~icts t~,~ load vo,tage and ~he bo~tom trace revcsents lhe 
W" courr~n t TI1e vollag~ sc~ l e is 20CrlV/di.is,on, t"e clirrent scale is fN,jj .is"'" ~nd tl1 e t"'l~ 
"co~l~ is 2COn13o'di.i"""" In Us part;cular test, ~he arc bu'nt for abO<jt 200ms tmwnslr~ting onc~ 
again, tl1e """"t've arc-€xtingoj isl1ing nature of t"e system 
T,,~ ,/lmpensalor wa s t" en conn~<::ed in parallel ,.,;t~, t"e e<VA cC<'lplex , .,ad. The follo,·.ing 
Irace shows the load volta~~ as i: bu'kJs LIP w1en t1e load's SWltc"ed in la' the steacy-state 
opwa lion 01 t,,~ system (in ot"", ",'O'ds before t"e arc is ,nit la~ed). In tl1i s le31, th ~ coomp~ns~tor 
"wllch",I;" thirt".,,, ,al,a"lors an,] the vollag~ blJiit up to a 31~a,] y v~lue of 232'1. T,,~ lime """ I ~ 
"""" in Ih~ figlJr~ i,; Y](»1ShIvi31on. This lar9'" scal~ r~3Ll!ts i" a f~irly un",ea' im ~9'" bu t ullow, 
more of tl1e wa.~tmrl to be observed, th<n enabling t,,~ compl"'~ loat .01l~9'" j)<j il d-up 10 b~ 
.i~w."d. Th~ total t'rle laken b r the load .cAtage to 'each its maXiM jm level ;3 appro xim alely 3 
seconds 
;,::--- Agllent Tecbnologles 
-I. _>I,', ~ ~--' ., 
Figure 5 .19 The 5teady·s~a~ e load voltage when the ac~ive compensator is connected in 
parallel wi~h an 6kVA complex load. 
T"e fo r ,wi r.:J trac~s SIK"" tl1e 'esc:ts of an arc test carried OJ: on t~'" systeO', across a 45cO', ~a" 
with the co""'p""s~tlY u ",necoled to tl1 e system. The r'st figure SIK""S tl1e r~3Lllts on a time sca l ~ 
or 51-'Jms,'rJvi,;ion so th~1 I"~ en l ir~ sc~n~r'o ca n be obs",ved an,] tl1 e sec,;<)oj !i goj re SI10WS th e 
same test on a time scale of 20Cm"J~vi",on so t l1at more detai l can be observed 
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Figur~ 5.20 Comp~nut~d load volt~g ~ (upper trace) and ~rC ~urr~nt (Iow~ r tr",, ~) b ~for~, 
during and after a 45cm ~r~; 8kVA compl~ x lo~d pI" 0.87 
during and alter a 45cm arc ; SI<VA complex load pI" 0 .S7 
The above fi~u rc ' 'how. once "'I"'n. the :ra" " i"nl n;':LJre or :he ;lr" - il bLJr,,\ rCor I,,", Ihan 200m, 
Before Ihe [lre is in il "':ed. the bad ''':a~e h;,,, a ,iatje maf" ilude Cor approximaiely 2]4V aner 
,",vc!.e "ap::ilor, (or &O C\JF) h;w" "wild",1 in Ar.Af Ihe ace has "xtinguish",!. II, ,, (oompensYor 
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,,~a'l, ~o s,,, .. ilc:, in c,w"c::ors oo~ at a ~me until all twe lve are ooce agat'l coon ecte:t At th,s 
s'_",; e, ~"" loae 'mltage once aga,n has a tr,a[¥1 itude of 231V. This "S'Nltcling-ir oroc ooure" lak ~s 
ju,1 un·j..-- 3 seconds. Ir 01"1..-- 'Nards, the rmre caQacitors t, at the compen,atar :,as to s,,, .. ilc:, in 
(i,' 0111 er ,,,,,me,, 111 e "w~ r V1 e unootr,oensate·j YO ltage)_ t:'1e long ..-- it ,,, .. ill tak e lor th~ load ',olta';~ 
to buikj up 10 ~he requiroo ',a!ue. In this test t, e load curr...,1 rneasured 38A (tl1is '",'as measured 
uSi"g a CT " '1(! amm~ I "'- il1 s",-ies W" :'1 the loa·j) 'M1>C:'1 imo i es a total "a·j rat n g 01 8. b'92<VA. 
TI", r~,~ ,"' ,,, .. ,,,- ab>orbee by ~11 e "a·j was 7_""-'11. Tois 'rr,~ i es an actual p::!W"-- factor of U.&J 
Tr., pow~ r lactor dol I""e 10 charge sll(;htl}' as the testing oeme urlol·jee t>e cau,~ Ihe 
rc,i5\;J no> of th~ r~,istive 0"'1 01 th ~ corr.~e. "".j woul e b"l)il1 ~o i[)(;rea,~ in '",Iue as ti1 ~ 
1cati"(1 b;Jls i,'cr~a""d in 1"""I""" lure 
Th ~ 1<:>10;'" n9 tr;lce, shew th e resul ts of an arc te,t carnee ou t on th e system aclO" a 330m g"p 
wilh ~he compensator conn ected to the sys t",.,' , Only the result ;o., th the lirne scaie of 
5OOmsidNIS ':m is preserted Th<s a!lo ..... s the entire "event" to be observed 
Figure 5.22 Compensated load voltage (upper trace) and arc current (lower trace) before, 
during and after a 33cm arc; 8kVA complex lo~d pf= 0,87 
The ubo',c f~l\Jre dcpd' a ','ery simi:ar ' ~su l~ to ~r., pw'iC<." te". TI1is resull ul "J features" ','c ry 
t",,,"i~'lt ;Jre. In ~h',s ~~s~ ti1e coo',pe<lsa lor al30 s,,, .. ilchM in ~'''~N~ capacilors ~o raise ti1e load 
'iollag~ W 10 2Y--V_ In thi s " airular te st {conducted a~ff th e ore,;ou s tesn th e total cu",..,t 
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"b""bcd "Y tho kl"d h"d In~rG"scd to 40A while tM tot~1 roa pow...- aDsorb"d by U", load Ind 
ircrc"wd to 8kW, 
The ;ok w,inq rGslIiI si>:.1\''''' purticul"r rGslit of" tes: performed across ~ 45 sm arG 8ap 
.;:;::- Agllcnt Technologici 
, 
Figure 5.23 Com pensated load voltage (upper trace) and arc current (lower trace) before, 
during and after a 45cm arc; 8kVA complex load pI_ 0.87 
In til:s parl , 'LJl a, I"s[, th" w:;:s "' lr" rTl H!y l"""i i ~nt ""d "'lin~uiY1 es aLTKlSt immediately. The 
load Yoltage co'li'ipse" rapi(! y and th"" do." not r"CO'.'ff to its '''Ojir,,1 c-QrTlpensal€'d valu e d 
234 V. Tilis "n,,"ual, and LJne'pecled beha. iour, i" di s"'J%"d in cln p~Hr , ix Further resu lts c~n be 
found in Appendi' 0 
5,5 Arc tests on a system with a single·phase unloaded motor load 
A var."ly of ~HS" w"r" pw;ormwi ,Xl Ih ~ syslHrTl · ... tJil<l" sif'ql". ph"s~ unlo"ded 7G1JoN molar lo~d 
was connecl"'!. Tile,,, I"sis aim 10 delerrTl ' ,e!l J<l OOil3V Oo 'H '" Ih ~ malar "nd lhe CO,Tl\lcns~\or 
during Iwo distincllransiool eyools. s,,;tcI1in; and arcing d,,,, 10 a Iransiool f"LJIi, lr1ili" l y. lh" 
maiO' wa" Gooneci€'d a, a "ad and a swkH :lg mecl1 anism wa" connoclffi . , 'Ki~s ,,;Ih il The 
"yslem wa, powered and Ih" mola r load was then ,'.'flch€'d in . This ~""I 'HaS Pf"fa rmed so Ih"1 
the rJ,arad.,..i"l;cs ollhe motO' Gould D9 de!eemined. The rol lo· ... ir>9 6rcLJ i~ dia~r",n d"Pds lh" 
sel·up foe 111e le"1 
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205V 18.3I<V nov 
i 
~G) " I 
, 
~ l 
11 - 6500iJ.8() V :llYJkVA trans/cymer,; " the Moc:hr les laboratory 
T2 - 4'20rnH@15Are"ctorsll1paraileL 2· :l80; 42~ V, 48kVA "ansformers in paralleL In senes 
with a +-24U/192IYJV, 32kVA SWE'R tr" ,,,farmer 
T3 - 191 OOi240 V, 16KVA SWlR trans/orlner 
M Singl"-phas" unloadfK1 750W m::,..or 
Figure 5.24 The laboratory set-up 
_______ I 
Figure 5.25 The char~cteristic motor vOltage (upper trace) and curr .. nt (lowe, trace) 
In I;,,, previoos figure, the top trace represents the mator w " "(JG a,>d the batt<."" IrllOe rC;JrCSCflts 
the motor o r rent When the molo; is SWltc:heC in, "large start-u" "'Urlwl is observed Ithc tip of 
t;1B ..... aveform is cu: off due to thc moaslI""9 characteristics of:r.c "'Urrenl LE'M). It is :hcn "ic", 
t;1at :he steacy-statc motor current ms a (j s:"lild wavoform. Thi ~ is a ",,"r"c\eriMic of this 
partlDUlar molor. II may be CUG 10 1'10 "";J"'*~ which is co(\rlG"I~'! """OS" S<ngl,,·,"'"s" rTl()lor~ 
••• 
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W~"'l teeds to 'mpllfy" any 'la'monISS present in tl1 e volt'ge produced by tha g&r""ator T~e 
lo,d vOltage '1% a nngnitJde of 'pprc<imately 210V. TI1e vcllage is higher li'<ln p'avi~ LJ' lads 
b;;{,au,a ,'", ""'hr 'la, a rating of only 75f:W and ;1)€raiQ'e dr"w, a rel,,;iva!y '<nallor clJrlen!. 
The nox~ In~1 hat w"" Garried O<.JI wa, I~'" 0' ,"';Id, ng in ho 'hOle r whon t~o cenlpnnsolor is 
already CO'lrloc.ted (acro"" - n~-k>ad -j. When 11'e rool~r i, switchod in Ihe ce''l'ensator is able 
'0 'e'fJOr'Jd dfndi"ely to Iho Gl.rr(.llihal i, dr"wn by ti'n h "d. fI "'~ilc~b in threo capac ltor~ and 
1'><:, ho,,' volHqn s lo bilises"~ 2.13V. TI'e folk>,.,;,:g ,,';ag'a rn ~epi cls t'><:, set-lJp fer t~ test 
205V I 
-_ .. _--
18.3kV 23GV / 
1 
, 
" 
i n c 
1 
, 1 
, , 
, 
T1 G6COI.,eC v, .'I)~ kVI\ Iransforrh!" in lI'n Mach i, ... ," LaboralOl)' 
12 -4-2lX:"l 11 @ 15A re,clcrs in para l eL 2- J&Ji425 V, 4!!kVA transfc'me rs in v""l!el, In ,a,",,, 
wilh a +-240/19200V. 32kV 1\ SWER tran,fo","" 
T3 - 1911)~/240 V. 1 GkVA SWFR Iransferm,," 
M - single-phase lInk>ajed 75GW = ter 
C - "Glive k>ad-and c~rnr"",,,alor 
Figure 5.26 The laboratory set-up 
T~a ,",xt nglfe SNW' 1'1e rasulls of switclling in tl1e metor when ;he compensatOl i, alrnady 
connected In OIdar to \oiew 1'", fUI ,tart -up c~rrant m ""nituda_ th e 1 kO re"i"~~r ",;r~"s the 
c,,, rent LEM w,,' replaced with a 5000 rosido, . T'1 is "",,--,Its in" c~rranl rati~ of 12 (in olhor 
WOlC·S. al va~es of c~rrant m""nitude s'>cu,; b& m~lt" li ed oy 2, inde"d of 1 j 
sw:tch 
, 
, 
, 
, 
M , , 
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Figur~ 5.27 Th~ compensated motor voltage (upper trace) and current (lower trac~ ) befor~ 
and after the motor is switched in. 
In the above I:gure, the voltage scaie is 5OC",V/(livi,;on, the current scElie is SA.'di,:s:cn and the 
time scale is 5OmfO'd ivision 
I" tha "axt test. tha motor was s' .... tched in when the cWl'ensator and complex lead 'Nere already 
connected. The complex lead t~~ '.vas used in previous tests 'Nas altered hy raducinG the 
resistive "pari " rra,,, 7kW to 6kW (hy the di&coooocl>::>n of one heat;ng ban in order to "make 
room " for the ,,,atar's 75rJN in powar This enSured that Ihe total "Pparent power drawn hy the 
load ram ained l'fJrrox< "ately 8kV A The inductive "part" of the coo1plex load rOOl'" ned th e Sa ''' a 
as that for previous tests. The G"'''pie. bad was lested 00 its own and was found to draw a 
current or 31 .4A (at 233Vj. This implies th~ It draws a 10\" apparent power of 7. 3kVA. The total 
real power absorbed hy this conlJ le< load was found to I", 6 7kW This partkular con1plex ~ad 
therefore has a power ractor of 0.9_ The circuit diao:Jram depleting this test i~ sl1OI'm in t~e rrgure 
tl1a: follows, 
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G) 
-~ .. _- 18.3I<V 2%V 2:)JV 
1 
, i , , 
n , n ! c , ,-"~ T 
, 
, 
, 
----l I I I ---.- I , 
___ -----.J 
T l - 560CilSG v , lOCkVA transrDrme r in tre Machioos LaboratDry 
" 
4 ·2G'Tl H @ 1 ~,II , ,,ac:to,~ in ~<lr <l 1l ~1 , 2· lSGi425 V, 48kV II tr<lnsform...-s 'n puralld, in sorios 
wit h a ' -24CiI 9~V, 32kVA SWER trunsform...-
T3 - H1C0i24U V, 16kVA S'NER transformer 
M - Singl€-~h<loe l~110",.'ed 75'JW moto, 
C - Act :vo bad-"nd comp0<lsutor 
L - Com~l€. loa·j, pf - 0.8 
Figure 5.28 The laboratory set_up 
Befo re the motor is s',,,,tched in_ the compensator is connect"G across ti',,, r;orTl~I€. kldd The 
baG druws sufficient corr""t for the compensator to ros~O!lG to and the resu ltit'lg 10aG waveform i, 
sinuooidal The cOOlpensator s,.,;tches in 8 capacitors at thi s Wige ",re' th ~ kr ad ~oitdge 
stooili,,,s at 233V At this stage, th e motor IS s, • .,; tched in The Idlm";ng figure (.' ~~id~ the reol't~ 
of th is test 
," 
, 
, 
I 
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Figur" S-29 The co mIMn5l1tfilioad voItag. (uPlMr trace) and m<>lor CUrr.llt (lowe r trat.) 
~ elor .. and alt. r 11>0 me tor is aWltched in. 
TI,,, fi,"'1 arc l e~s Coamed WI O~ thQ ~~tc'" ,':mIId (0 det~rmlne \tte bella·"o,-" of lho motor "nJ 
wmp<msat", in the e\lent ot ~ :r~n"(.>"'t fault. fn ~1fI tim tes!. the compen","O' un<J motor w<fQ 
conne<.."l<xJ in ~arallfll across Ihe terrnln,,15 of Iho I 6f., VII SWER IranslOO"Tl8( and an erc w .. s 
in~",ted on tho MV <J,aln~ul;on line. fhe 81"<;' ..... $ IM,alod ucruss born 8 33Gm snd e ~5cm g8~ 
10 Ih .. "":;:or1<J 1C~I. Ill'" IIrr_o, w"', .. ioibaled on the MV "n., "'~h too COt1lI""!I8lor. motor and 
co<"~I,, , load r_n~r.11!d to the 'yste",. A ",,0'1>1{) of 1M """'fts ,,;11 now t.e p<eMnted but lurti>c!" 
ro."lt~ "Un t« found n Appendix D. Bo:;~,, "C tho fuS "IIS Show the arc Clirrent (as opposed to the 
n'Iot '" "unent), thll 500n resostor SOfOS> th e """,,'1 LEM was repla ce d I'Ioith th e orig ina l 1kQ 
reso.wr This impl19S 1I1at \t\6 current «<to ,~ onoo "!iR·n ,. I 
rho folb..,n~ figurfl dllplcts Ihe result>; Of a 33<;m 1IIC:est ~P.rIo(med on the sY5leUllYrth only !he 
compcrlWw, and mOlor c.onnected 
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.:a. ... -.... - .. .. . 
Figure 5,30 The compensated load voltage (upper trace) and arc current (lower trace) 
belor .. , during and alter a 33cm arc; 7fAW single-phase unloaded motor 
I n ~he lIlJOvo f'<Jure, the "oi~u ge sc,lie is 2:;()rnVidi"is"n, the curront scule is 1 A/rhision " nd th e 
tim e ~c,,!e is 100msid ivi~ o n, The 'HC wus ini~iu~l-.,j ucross u 33cm qaOl A~ oolDre, the IDad 
~oit" goo dips in rrl,>gnitu de fOf the dur~~ion 01 til e "",,we.- "<c, wili cll is e'trerrloly short 
(,~)p roxi,'lU~O :y 2:;()rrls) duo to the ourren t -lirrli~ing nlltore 01 th e ~yste rrl Wh en the urc hus ~eH­
ox tl ngoi shed, the ioud vo:tu goo roco~e'S to its u r>cOf"pensu~ed "uluo (;n this c""" ''POlrOXImlltely 
21 OV1 ufter wh idl ~he COfrillenMtor irrrrrl edi" toly bl'9in~ s",~d' n9 in c"p"Cltors for ~he p"rpose~ 
of forthe' ",,:">]e ''''Alvery. Ti,e wmpens~:or swi:dres in :h ,oo Cilp~cilors (or 150 ~FJ lind ~Ile 
lo,,,j volt"ge ''9,,,n stul;: i",-,~ "t232V :n ~hi~ clIse, ~lle voltu ge reco~e"y process t,>ke~ iu~t under 
Tile follow:ng l;gures smw the resLJ ts of ~n ~r<o lesl ,.a r,ciad out on Ill e systerrl (~cm~s ~ 3:krn 
9"P) with tl,o <OOfTII",nf.ator, ,'lO:O' ~ryJ (~ I:e'ad) cor"p lex load conn ecled (in oth e.- wore!:c, lI~ 
tdore, ~Iv, lol,~' '~ti n9 01 :I,e io~d w~s "Js l 'J nd e.- BkVA ,,;u, ~ powe, 1""':0.-). Ti,e li""t f'<Jur e 
sllow~ :he resua~ on ~ :irne sCille of 5OC,',Mdivision so Ih~t :Ile I":: volt~ge-rew"e ry e~e n~ GUn be 
"",wed The sewnd rgure shom :he s~rrle 'e~ oa~ on ~ :irne sCillo of 100 rrl",'di~is ",,) So thu~ 
rrlo ro r!et,'1 ClIn be ob~erved_ 
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Figu re 5.31 The com penut~d load voltag ~ ( upp~r trac ~) 3n d a rc curran! (lower trac,,) 
before. during and after a 3km ate; 7SOW sing l ~- pn8se un loaded mo tor:lnd com plex I"ad 
w ith pf " 0.11 
F'\Iurc 5.32 T"" compensated load voltage (upper IrKe) and a rc c .... renl (lowe r trace) 
before, dunng anti :>fIcr a 33cm a rc : lSOW ,.in\lle -pll»e unloadoo molor and complex load 
with pf "O.g 
University of Cape Town
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Chapter Six: A discussion of the results 
A sample of the results obtained from the laboratory tests were presented in Chapter Five. A full 
set of results can be observed in Appendix D. In this chapter, the results will be discussed so that 
conclusions can be drawn in Chapter Seven. 
6.1 The no-load arc tests 
The results of the no-load tests were presented in section 5.1. The results show how the voltage 
across the arc gap collapses as soon as the arc is initiated and the arc current begins to flow from 
the positive to the neutral electrode. The arc voltage does not have a sinusoidal waveform. but 
instead a distorted rectangular waveform. As the arc current decreases in magnitude, so the 
voltage across the arc gap increases, signalling the imminent extinction of the arc. The limiting of 
the fault current prevents the continued buming of the arc, and its actual extinction is signalled by 
the disappearance of the arc current. The voltage across the arc gap then cqntinues its steady 
increase (with a sinusoidal waveform) until its maximum value is attained (in the laboratory, 
another arc would not initiate because the trace wire would not have been placed between the 
electrodes ). 
Table 6.1 provides a summary of the results obtained from the no-load tests. 
Arc gap % Self- Arc duration (ms) Max arc current 
(em) extinguishing (A) 
Min Max Avg 
33 100 420 700 540 5.B 
Table 6.1: Summary of no-load arc tests 
These no-load arc tests were performed before the added reactance was placed in the supply 
circuit. Although 100% of the arcs that were initiated were self-extinguishing, the arc current was 
larger than twice the steady-state load current. (Note that the current is measured at the MV line. 
i.e. at 19.1 kV.) Because the arc current is close to seven times the full load current, the response 
time of the feeder breaker (according to a generallDMT curve [9]) will be just under 300ms.The 
average duration of arc burning is thus longer than desired. If a fault was registered by a 
protection system for this length of time, the feeder breaker would trip. 
6.2 The arc tests with an 8kW resistive load 
This section discusses the results obtained from the uncompensated and pompensated arc tests 
with the BkW resistive load connected. 
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6.2.1 The uncompensated 8kW arc tests 
Before these arcs are initiated, the uncompensated load voltage (rms value) is, on 
average, approximately 180V. This is the result of the volt drop across the large series 
impedance. When the fuse link closes, the arc is initiated and the resulting earth fault 
causes the load voltage to collapse for the duration of the arc. When the arc 
extinguishes, the load voltage is quickly restored to its pre-arcing value which is still well 
below the expected value of 230V. The added series inductance has resulted in a rapidly 
self-extinguishing power arc. 
The initial spike that is present in most of the arc current traces is likely to be due to the 
inductive nature of the circuit. Inductors inherently oppose sudden and large changes in 
current and try to maintain a constant current through their windings. When the fault is 
initiated, it immediately causes a larger current to flow through the series R-L supply 
circuit. This results in a transient response, which causes the current spike that is 
observed. 
Apart from the initial spike, the RMS value of the short-circuit current is, on average, 
approximately 1.2A. This is the value of the current in the 18.3kV "zone". This implies 
that the magnitude of the circuit impedance (up to the MV line) in the 18.3kV "zone" is 15 
2500. According to the measurements described in Chapter Four, the magnitude of the 
total supply impedance in the 230V "zone" is 3.10. When transferred to the 18.3kV 
"zone", this impedance becomes 196000. This value is significantly higher than the 15 
2500 that was obtained from the current trace. 
This could be due to a number of factors. Firstly, the measured impedance (of 19 6000) 
includes the impedance of the 16kVA SWER step-down transformer (which does not 
actually contribute to the limiting of the short-circuit current). The per-unit calculations 
can be used to determine the supply impedance up to the MV line (and according to 
these calculations, the arc current in the 18.3kV "zone" should be approximately 0.9A 
which is lower than the actuaI1.2A). However, while the per-unit calculations show the 
total supply impedance to have a magnitude of 3.40, the measured supply impedance 
magnitude is 3.10. This implies that the calculated impedance is higher than the actual 
impedance and that the expected fault current of O.9A should be lower than the actual 
current, and is a fairly inaccurate "benchmark" for the comparison of expected and actual 
current values. 
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Another possible reason for the difference in "expected impedance" and "actual 
impedance" is the likely saturation of the four reactors that were added to the supply 
circuit. In Chapter Four, the non-linearity of these reactors was demonstrated. In the 
steady state, the contributing impedance of the reactors is as expected. However, when 
the fault condition is initiated, a large current flows suddenly through the reactors causing 
them to saturate, thereby reducing the magnitude of their effective reactance. This 
causes the actual impedance of the system to be lower than expected (measured and 
calculated). 
Table 6.2 provides a summary of the uncompensated arc tests with an 8kW resistive 
load. 
Arc gap % self- Arc duration (ms) Max. arc current Avg uncompensated 
(cm) 
33 
45 
extinguishing (A) load voltage (V) 
Min Max Avg 
100 130 180 150 1.4 180 
100 150 520 250 1.4 180 
Table 6.2: Summary of uncompensated 8kW arc tests 
The table shows that 100% of the arcs initiated in these tests were self-extinguishing. 
This, in itself, is not particularly noteworthy. However, the duration of arc-buming is 
significantly shorter than in the previous tests. As well as this, the magnitude of the arc 
current is also lower. These values indicate that the added series reactance is limiting 
the arc (or short-circuit) current severely which impedes the sustainability of the arc. For 
this reason, the arc duration is impressively short. On average (for both arc gap length), 
the arc duration is less than that required for breaker intervention. 
Interestingly, the tests perfermed with the longer arc gap (45cm) provided the result with 
the longest arc duration. One would assume a longer arc gap to result in an even shorter 
arc duration. It appears, though, that in this case, the longer arc gap has not resulted in 
the expected or predicted behaviour. This is possibly because the sample size is smaller 
than required to show statistical consistency. 
However, this also illustrates the somewhat unpredictable behaviour of power arcs. 
There are no "guarantees" in these tests. In fact, the longest arc duration is longer than 
desired. This illustrates the fact that the proposed technology may not be effective in 
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100% of cases in preventing an interruption, even if the fault current has been sufficiently 
limited and the insulation length adequately designed (for the particular voltage at which 
the fault may occur). 
Another notable result is the unacceptably low load voltage, which has been discussed 
briefly. The load voltage has, on average, a value of 180V. This is 22% below the 
required voltage of 230V, which would, of course, imply extremely poor quality of supply. 
This low voltage is the result of the large volt drop across the supply impedance. Thus, 
although these results show the technology (thus far implemented) to be successful in 
limiting the fault current, they also show the negative effect that this current-limiting 
characteristic has on the system (specifically the voltage delivered to the customer). The 
section that follows discusses the results when the compensator is connected in parallel 
with the load. 
6.2.2 The compensated 8kW arc tests 
In these tests, the initial uncompensated voltage was also, on average, 180V. When it 
measured a low voltage, the compensator would switch in capacitors until it load voltage 
was as close to 230V as the limited resolution would allow. The compensator would then 
stop switching in capacitors and the load voltage would remain at a value that is well 
within the accepted margin of +-10%. In these tests, the compensator switched in a total 
of either seven or eight capacitors (350I..lF or 400I..lF). If seven capacitors were switched 
in, the load voltage stabilised at 229V. If eight capacitors were switched in, the load 
voltage would stabilise at 234V. This differential may be due to a slightly different initial 
voltage supply from the generator. It should be noted that the generator was turned on at 
the start and off at the end of each period of testing. The generator voltage was 
displayed on an analogue voltmeter and thus, despite best efforts, the actual generator 
voltage output may have differed slightly from one testing period to another. 
While the arc is burning, the load voltage collapses rapidly before increasing steadily in 
magnitude. When the arc has extinguished, the load voltage once again builds up to a 
level close to the desired value of 230V as the compensator switches in either seven or 
eight capacitors. 
From the results, it can be seen that each power arc burns for a different length of time 
(and this applies for all arcs at all voltages and all gap lengths). This is due mainly to the 
stochastic and unpredictable nature of power arcs. In each test, the conditions are 
slightly different. The generator voltage may be set to a slightly higher or lower value, the 
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trace wire between the electrodes may hang slightly lower or higher thereby causing the 
very initial arc gap to be slightly longer or shorter. Each arc is initiated at a different point 
in the arc voltage waveform, causing each arc voltage to have an initial magnitude that is 
slightly larger or smaller (this is known as the "point of wave theory"). All of these factors 
influence the characteristics of the power arc and will result in various arc durations. This 
does, however, simulate the variety and unpredictability of conditions that would be 
experienced in the "real world". Lightning may strike an MV distribution line at any time 
and therefore at any point in the line-voltage waveform. 
Table 6.3 shows a summary of the results of the compensated arc tests with an 8kW 
load. 
% self- Arc duration (ms) Avg Max Avg time to Avg 
extinguishing uncompensated current recover load com pensated 
100 
100 
voltage (V) (A) voltage (s) voltage (V) 
Min Max Avg 
200 490 330 180 1.48 1.67 231 
120 320 207 180 1.45 1.66 292 
Table 6.3: Summary of compensated 8kW arc tests 
Once again, as shown by the results, 100% of the arcs are self-extinguishing. These 
results show very clearly the double benefits of the proposed fault-tolerant technology. 
As with the previous results, the arc durations are generally low, as are the maximum arc 
currents (at each gap length). Once again, this result is due to the large inductance in 
the supply circuit. However, the load voltage, which, left uncompensated, is, on average, 
180V, rises to approximately 230V when the compensator is connected in parallel with 
the load. Thus the negative effect of that reactance is negated by the compensator which 
manages, very effectively, and without fail, to maintain the load voltage at the desired 
value of 230V. 
The other value of interest is the time taken for the load voltage to recover. Once the arc 
has self-extinguished, the load voltage takes a finite amount of time to rise back to 230V. 
The compensator is left without power momentarily when the arc is burning, but as soon 
as the arc extinguishes, it turns back on (with no capacitors switched in). registers the 
post-arc low load voltage, and switches in capacitors until it reaches an acceptable value. 
This process takes, on average 1.46 seconds. Thus, although a full interruption may not 
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result from these very short transient faults, a voltage dip will be experienced while the 
load voltage is reduced by the arc, and recovering afterwards. This type of voltage dip 
will be acceptable for many households, but will be detrimental to factories and sensitive 
electronic equipment. 
Note again that the arc durations are not 100% consistent and that occasionally, an arc 
burns for an unexpectedly long time. Once again, this does not appear to be directly 
related to the arc gap length. 
6.3 The arc tests with a 4kW resistive load 
This section discusses the results obtained from the uncompensated and compensated arc tests 
with the 4kW resistive load connected. These tests were conducted to observe the effects of 
connecting a load to the system which is rated at half the rating of the compensator. 
6.3.1 The uncompensated 4kW arc tests 
The compensator is rated at 8kVA. The tests conducted with an 8kW load are within the 
rated limits of the system. The current drawn by the 4kW load is half of that drawn by the 
8kW load. The relevant question is: "Will the lightly-loaded system have any significant 
impact on the technology?" 
Before the arc is initiated, the uncompensated load voltage has, on average, a magnitude 
of approximately 206V. This uncompensated voltage magnitude is not as low as that of 
the uncompensated load voltage when the 8kW load was connected. This is because 
the circuit current, and therefore, the volt drop across the supply reactance, is not as 
large. This system behaviour was predicted. 
Table 6.4 presents a summary of the results of the 4kW uncompensated arc tests. 
Arc gap % self- Arc duration (ms) Max. arc current Avg uncompensated 
(cm) extinguishing (A) load voltage (V) 
Min Max Avg 
33 100 200 440 320 1.3 206 
45 100 200 400 300 1.3 206 
Table 6.4: Summary of uncompensated 4kW arc tests 
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As expected, the main effect of the under-rated load is the fact that the uncompensated 
voltage magnitude is not as low. 100% of the arcs are self-extinguishing and the arc 
durations and arc current magnitudes continue to be low. 
6.3.2 The compensated 4kW arc tests 
When the compensator is connected in parallel with the 4kW resistive load, it registers 
that the load voltage is unacceptably low, and switches in enough capacitors to increase 
that voltage to approximately 230V. In most cases, the compensator switched in 4 
capacitors which resulted in a compensated voltage of 232V. In a few cases, the 
compensator switched in only 3 capacitors which raised the voltage to 228V. 
When the arc is initiated, the load voltage dips rapidly and remains unacceptably low for 
the duration for the duration of the arc. When the arc has extinguished, the compensator 
switches in three or four capacitors again and the voltage build up to a value close to 
230V. In all of the tests (performed with an arc gap of both 33cm and 45cm). the arc was 
rapidly self-extinguishing. 
Table 6.5 presents a summary of the results obtained from the 4kW compensated arc 
tests. 
% self- Arc duration (ms) Avg Max Avg time to Avg 
extinguishing uncompensated current recover load compensated 
100 
100 
voltage (V) (A) voltage (s) voltage (V) 
Min Max Avg 
360 600 500 206 1.4 1.36 231 
180 450 294 206 1.36 1.48 231 
Table 6.5: Summary of compensated 4kW arc tests 
The most noticeable result here is the fact that the arc durations at 33cm are generally 
somewhat longer than those at 45cm. 
Otherwise, all results are as predicted: 100% of arcs are self-extinguishing, the arc 
current is acceptably small, and the compensated arc voltage is always close to 230V. 
6.4 The arc tests with an 8kVA complex load 
This section discusses the results obtained from the uncompensated and compensated arc tests 
with the 8kVA complex load connected. As explained, this load has a power factor of 0.87. The 
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objective of these tests was to determine the behaviour of the compensator and arcs when a 
more demanding load was connected. One can expect the uncompensated load voltage to be 
lower then 280V (the voltage when the 8kW load was connected). One can also expect the 
compensator to switch in more capacitors in order to compensate for the extra volt drop across 
the supply impedance. 
6.4.1 The uncompensated BkVAarc tests 
With an 8kVA complex load of lagging power factor 0.B7 connected to the system, the 
uncompensated load voltage sits at a level of approximately 156V. The lagging nature of 
the load contributes to the lower load voltage together with the large supply impedance. 
Table 6.6 provides a summary of the results obtained from the uncompensated arc tests 
with the BkVA load. 
Arc gap % self- Arc duration (ms) Max. arc current Avg uncompensated 
(cm) 
33 
45 
extinguishing (A) load voltage (V) 
Min Max Avg 
100 200 520 360 1.1 156 
100 170 1BO 175 1.15 156 
Table 6.6: Summary of uncompensated BkVA arc tests 
As with the other uncompensated arc tests, it can be seen that although 100% of the arcs 
are self-extinguishing. and the arc duration and arc current are small. the load voltage is 
low. In this case, the load voltage is lower than it has been in previous tests. This test 
results in the largest volt drop across the supply reactance. The maximum arc current is 
similar to the values in other tests. This indicates that the load does not affect the arc 
current, which behaves independently of the load side of the circuit. The current 
magnitude is dependent on the current limiting capabilities of the components in its path. 
The arc duration is, once again, longer when the gap is shorter. The pattern of longer arc 
gap length resulting in shorter arc duration is becoming more consistent as more results 
are examined. 
6.4.2 The compensated BkVA arc tests 
As shown, the uncompensated load voltage is 156V. The compensator, when 
connected, switches in twelve capacitors which increases the voltage to 234V. The 
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compensator switched in 12 capacitors (or 600I-lF) in all the 8kVA tests that were 
conducted. 
When the arc has extinguished, the compensator begins switching in capacitors. 
Because more capacitors need to be switched in, the load voltage recovery time is longer 
than in previous tests. 
Of some significance are the tests which resulted in a transient arc (in other words of 
extremely short duration) and no further response from the compensator. When the arc 
is extremely transient in nature, the power supply to the compensator is suddenly 
removed. The compensator is occasionally unable to cope with this rapid removal of 
power supply and extinction of the arc and appears to be electro-magnetically 
incompatible. The power to the compensator is never re-instated and the compensator 
essentially turns off. It is then unable to switch in any capacitors, and the load voltage 
remains at its uncompensated value. The extreme transience of the arc is likely to be 
caused by its initiation at a specific point in the voltage waveform. This type of test (on a 
complex load) was carried out approximately 40 times and this particular event occurred 
approximately 10% of the time. 
Table 6.7 provides a summary of the c mpensated arc tests with an 8kVA complex load. 
Arc duration (ms) Avg Max Avg time Avg 
extinguishing uncompensated current to recover compensated 
100 
100 
voltage (V) (A) load voltage (V) 
voltage (s) 
Min Max Avg 
190 500 318 156 1.44 2.7 234 
120 290 184 156 1.42 2.48 234 
Table 6.7: Summary of compensated 8kVA arc tests 
In these results, 100% of arcs are self-extinguishing. As the pattern now confirms, the 
shorter arc gap length results in the longer arc duration. Once again, the maximum arc 
currents are virtually unchanged from the previous results (but still lower than the open-
circuit results, due to the added supply reactance). The load voltage recovery times are 
almost double those of the 4kW arc tests and about one and a half times those of the 
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8kW arc tests. This shows clearly the fact that if the compensator needs to switch in 
more capacitors, it will take longer to do so. 
6.5 The start-up tests with an unloaded single-phase induction motor 
These tests did not include the initiation of arcs. Their results depict the response of the 
compensator to switching (another transient event). They also indicate the stability of the 
compensator during these conditions. 
6.5.1 Switching in the motor only 
This test illustrates the characteristics of the motor. When the motor is switched in as the 
load of the system, the load voltage has a magnitude of approximately 210V. The 
uncompensated load voltage is higher than in previous tests because the motor has a 
rating of only 750W and therefore draws a relatively smalier current. resulting in a smaller 
volt drop across the series impedance in the supply circuit. 
6.5.2 Switching in the motor with the compensator already connected 
This test was conducted to determine the stability of the compensator. It was expected 
that the compensator and system would be stable when the motor was switched in. An 
unexpected benefit of the test was an indication of the behaviour of the compensator 
when a load with a rating well below 8kVA is connected to the system. 
Before the motor is switched in, the compensator is connected across the 16kVA 
transformer on its own and there is no load present to draw a current. This creates an 
unusual situation for th  compensator to respond to because it is unable to monitor the 
level of reactive current flowing into the load. In an attempt at a response, the 
compensator vacillates rapidly between switching in two and three capacitors. This 
behaviour takes the no-load voltage up to 247V. This is unusual, because when there is 
no load, there is no current being drawn by the system, and therefore no volt drop across 
the series impedance in the supply circuit. Nonetheless. this is the measured response 
of the compensator in the "no-load" condition and it results is an extremely distorted 
voltage waveform. 
When the motor is switched in, the compensator switches in 3 capacitors 100% of the 
time. This consistently results in a load voltage of 233V. As soon as the motor is 
switched in, a very large load current (the start-up current) is drawn. The compensator 
"understands" that a load has been connected, is able to monitor the reactive current 
absorbed by the load and responds by switching in the capacitors required to deliver 
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reactive current. During the motor start up, the load current is very large and the 
compensator is able to deliver a sinusoidal load voltage. The steady-state motor current 
has a much smaller magnitude and while the compensator is able to monitor and respond 
to this current, the resulting load voltage is slightly distorted. Once again, this is due to 
the fact that the load has a rating that is well below that which is "expected" by the 
compensator. Although the voltage is slightly distorted, it is acceptable in comparison to 
that which is the result of the no-load condition. The steady-state motor current is also 
highly distorted but this is a characteristic of this particular motor (as explained 
previously). An important observation is that when the unloaded motor is switched in, 
there is no subsynchronous resonance experienced by the characteristically resonant 
system (due to the series inductance and shunt capacitance). The system is completely 
stable throughout this transient switching event. The compensator was stable and 
responsive 100% of the time. 
6.5.3 Switching in the motor with the compensator and complex load already 
connected 
In these tests, the motor is switched in once the compensator has already been 
connected in parallel with the complex load. Before the motor is switched in, the 
compensator switches in eight capacitors, ensuring a voltage of 233V across the complex 
load. This response occurred 100% of the time. 
While the motor is drawing its large start-up current, the load voltage drops slightly. This 
condition lasts for, on average, approximately 150ms. When the motor is drawing a 
steady-state current, the compensator responds by switching in another capacitor 
implying that a total of nine capacitors (or 4501JF) are required for the compensation of 
the motor and complex load. The load voltage stabilises at 230V. This response also 
occurred in 100% of the tests. 
Once the motor has been switched in, the load voltage continues to feature a sinusoidal 
waveform because the connected loads draw a total apparent power that is very close to 
the value expected by the compensator. In other words, the rating of the motor and 
complex load together ensures that a large current flows through the system and the 
compensator. The compensator is able to respond more predictably to this situation than 
that where the rating of the load is well under that of the compensator itself (in this case 
BkVA). 
In these tests, the compensator was stable 100% of the time. 
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6.6 The arc tests with a single-phase, unloaded motor 
This section discusses the results of the uncompensated and compensated arc tests with a motor 
load. 
6.6.1 The uncompensated motor-load arc tests 
Because the motor is rated at 750W, it draws a very light current. For this reason, the 
volt drop across the supply reactance was not very significant. The uncompensated load 
voltage was approximately 210V. 
Table 6.8 gives a summary of the uncompensated motor-load arc tests. 
Arc gap % self- Arc duration (ms) Max. arc current Avg uncompensated 
(cm) extinguishing (A) load voltage (V) 
33 
45 
Min Max Avg 
100 250 350 300 1.4 210 
100 200 320 260 1.3 210 
Table 6.8: Summary of uncompensated motor-load arc tests 
These results continue to give evidence to the fact that arcs initiated across shorter gaps 
are of shorter duration. In this case, the difference between the average durations at the 
two lengths is not significant. This indicates, once again, the fact that it would not be 
possible to conclude with certainty that every arc initiated across a 45cm gap will have a 
shorter duration than those initiated across a 33cm gap. 
6.6.2 The compensated motor-load arc tests 
When the compensator was connected in parallel with the motor load, it regulated the 
steady-state load voltage by switching in 3 capacitors. This maintained a load voltage of 
232V. The compensator behaved in this manner in all of the tests conducted in the 
laboratory. 
As with other tests, the arcs were rapidly self-extinguishing due to the low arc currents. 
When the arcs extinguished, the capacitor, once again, switched in the three capacitors 
to regulate the load voltage. The load voltage recovery (after arc extinguishing) took, on 
average, 1 s. 
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Table 6.9 provides a summary of the results obtained from these tests. 
% self- Arc duration (ms) Avg Max Avg time Avg 
extinguishing uncompensated current to recover compensated 
100 
100 
voltage (V) (A) load voltage (V) 
voltage (s) 
Min Max Avg 
220 500 360 210 1.35 0.95 232 
200 210 205 210 1.5 1.05 232 
Table 6.9: Summary of compensated motor-load arc tests 
In 100% of these tests, the arcs were self-extinguishing. In all tests, the load-end 
compensator ensures that the load voltage recovers rapidly after each transient event 
and maintains the load voltage at 232V. The compensator and entire system were stable 
in every arc test. The fact that the load was a non-passive motor did not have any affect 
on the arc or the compensator, which both behaved as they would with any other load. 
The only feature of the test to have any notable impact was the low rating of the motor 
(load). 
6.6.3 The compensated motor and complex load arc tests 
Before the arc is initiated, the compensator is connected in parallel with the unloaded 
motor and the complex load. In all of these tests, the compensator switches in nine 
capacitors and the voltage across the total load stabilises at 230V (the sinusoidal nature 
of the load voltage waveform, due to the higher load rating, can be observed both before 
and after the arc). 
Once the arc has been extinguished, the compensator begins switching in the nine 
capacitors one by one, while continuously monitoring the magnitude of the load voltage. 
When the voltage reaches a value of 230V, the compensator stops the switching-in 
process and the load voltage stabilises. Once again, it can be noted that the transient 
nature of the event did not induce any subsynchronous resonance even though an 
unloaded motor is connected as a load to a "resonant" system. 
Table 6.10 gives a summary of the results obtained from these tests. 
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Arc % self- Arc duration (ms) Avg Max Avg time Avg 
gap extinguishing uncompensated current to recover compensated 
(cm) voltage (V) (A) load voltage (V) 
33 
45 
voltage (s) 
Min Max Avg 
100 180 200 193 171 1.6 2.6 230 
100 170 240 202 171 1.3 2.4 230 
Table 6.10: Summary of compensated motor-load arc tests 
Because the load consists of 6kW of resistive load, approximately 1 kVAr of inductive 
load, and 750W of motor load, the total rating of the load is close to 8kVA, but is lagging 
in nature. This draws a greater current than the 8kW resistive load but less than the 
8kVA inductive load (without motor). Thus, the volt drop across the supply impedance 
results in an uncompensated load voltage of 271V. As mentioned, 9 capacitors were 
required to regulate this voltage to a level of 230V. The load voltage recovery time is 
fairly long because of the large number of capacitors to be switched in. 
Interestingly, in these tests, the average arc duration across the 33cm gap is Slightly 
shorter than that across the 45cm gap. The results disturb the consistency of the gap 
length vs. arc duration pattern thus far. At the end of this chapter, an overall view of this 
pattern will be presented. 
6.7 The compensation of the voltage across a 16kW load 
In this test, the compensator switched in all of its capacitors in an attempt to increase the voltage 
to 23OV. However, the 16kW load was too over-rated for the system, and the compensator was 
able to maintain a load voltage of only 159V. In this case, the volt drop across the supply 
impedance due to the sizeable current drawn by the load, was too large for the capabilities of the 
compensator as it was rated, designed and manufactured. The compensator was designed to 
have a rating of 8kVA at 23OV. The supplier did not specify the rated power factor of the 
compensator. The tests conducted for this thesis confirm that although the compensator is able 
to regulate the voltage across an 8kVA load with a power factor of 0.87, it is unable to regulate 
the voltage across a 16kVA load with a power factor of 1. 
6.8 General analysiS of the results 
In this section, some of the overall characteristics of the tests conducted for this thesis will be 
examined. The first feature to be discussed is the effect of arc gap length on arc duration. Table 
6.11 provides an overall summary of these results. 
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Gap length Min duration (ms) Max duration (ms) Average duration (ms) 
33 130 600 315 
45 120 520 230 
Table 6.11: A summary of gap length vs. arc duration 
This table indicates that overall, arcs initiated across a 33cm gap have a longer duration than 
those initiated across a 45cm gap. 
Another relationship that is of interest is that between the load and the load voltage recovery time. 
A load with a high rating or low power factor will result in a greater volt drop across the supply 
impedance. This, in turn, will result in a lower uncompensated load voltage. The compensator 
will therefore need to switch in many capacitors, leading to a long voltage recovery time. Table 
6.12 illustrates this. 
Uncompensated load No. of caps to be switched Time taken for load voltage 
voltage (V) in to recover (15) 
156 12 2.6 
171 9 2.5 
180 7 1.67 
206 3 1.4 
210 3 1.4 
Table 6.12 Relationship between the uncompensated load voltage and the load voltage 
recovery time. 
As indicated, this table illustrates the fact that the lower the uncompensated voltage, the longer 
the time taken for load voltage recovery. It also shows that the relationship is not linear. The 
compensator takes, on average, 2.5s to switch in both 9 and 12 capacitors. 
Another point of interest is the limits of the load-end capacitor. As has been discussed 
previously, the compensator has a rating of 8kVA at 23OV. The tests do indicate, however, that 
the compensator's limits are "flexible". When a load of 8kVA with a power factor of 0.87 is 
connected, the compensator switches in 12 of its 15 capacitors. Although tests were not 
conducted on a load with a lower power factor, the results create the expectation that at 8kVA a 
power factor of lower than approximately 0.84 would be beyond the specifications of the 
compensator. Tests also confirmed that the compensator could regulate the load voltage across 
an 11 kW load, but not a 12kW load. This, then, appears to be the limit of the compensator. This 
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was not analysed extensively because within its specified limits, the compensator behaved as 
was predicted by regulating the voltage at 230V. 
Finally, the overall arc durations will be examined. In chapter 3, it was mentioned that a feeder 
breaker takes over 1 second to respond to an earth fault with a current magnitude of 
approximately 2 times the full load current. The following data provides a summary of the all the 
arc durations which resulted from the tests conducted once the extra reactors had been added to 
the supply circuit. 
• Overall, 78% of arcs lasted for less than 400ms. 
• Overall, 68% or arcs lasted for less than 300ms. 
• Overall, 33% of arcs lasted for less than 200ms 
• 45% of arcs across a 45cm gap lasted for less than 200ms. 
• 24% of all arcs across a 33cm gap lasted for less than 200ms. 
The no-load tests indicate that the arc durations are significantly longer without the inclusion of 
the added supply reactance. The following statements can be made concerning the no-load 
tests: 
• 87.5% of arcs lasted for less than 700ms 
• 62.5% of arcs lasted for less than 600ms 
• 37.5% of arcs lasted for less than 500ms 
• 0% of arcs lasted for less than 400ms. 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusions and recommendations 
The conclusions and recommendations presented in this chapter are based on the results and 
the discussion based on them. 
7.1 Conclusions 
• The system that was set up in the laboratory was an effective testing station. This is because 
it successfully facilitated the tests that were required to determine the behaviour of the 
proposed technology. The laboratory set-up: 
o Simulated a MV distribution line and a "reticulation network" with connected load. 
o Allowed faults to be initiated at a voltage that had built up to a specific steady-state 
value. 
o Created arcs on an MV line 
o Created a large supply impedance 
o Tested the effects of the impedance on the arcs in a variety of conditions 
o Determined how successfully the compensator maintained a constant load voltage 
o Tested the efficacy of the compensator in a v riety of conditions 
o Measured the duration and magnitude of the arc current 
o Measured the uncompensated and compensated load voltage 
o Switched in a variety of loads to test their effects on the arc duration and 
compensator's efficacy. 
.. The large series impedance in the supply circuit of the system was generally effective in its 
current-limiting and arc-extinguishing abilities. 100% of all arcs initiated in the tests were self-
extinguishing. All the arcs had a duration of under 520ms. (when the extra reactance was 
added), which means that the supply impedance results in desirably low arc durations (which 
will prevent feeder breakers from tripping) 100% of the time. This is true because the series 
impedance also reduces the magnitude of the fault currents to approximately two times the 
full load current which, in turn, results in a response time from the earth fault relay and feeder 
breaker of over 1 second (according to the IDMT curves). As shown in chapter six. 78% of all 
the arcs lasted for less then 400ms which is well below the expected relay response time of 
over 1 second. In comparison to the results of those tests conducted without the added 
reactance (the no-load tests conducted for this thesis). both the fault current magnitudes and 
the arc durations are, on average, low. In the no-load tests, none of the arcs lasted for less 
than 400ms, and 37.5% of the arcs lasted for less than 500ms. As well as this, the average 
fault current magnitudes of the no-load tests were seven times the rated load cIJrrent of the 
system. 
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• The technology is effective in improving the quality of supply of the supply to the connected 
load (or customers). The load sees fewer full voltage interruptions in its supply because the 
proposed technology prevents the relevant feeder breaker from tripping in response to every 
transient fault. Because the customers experience fewer full supply interruptions, their 
effective quality of supply in this regard will be improved. The technology will not, however, 
prevent the brief voltage dips that will be experienced while the arc is burning. These voltage 
dips will have a negative impact on the quality of supply in terms of dips and depressions. 
Because the dips will be brief (approximately 400ms), their effect on the domestic and 
commercial customers' perception of quality will be limited. However, these brief dips would 
still have a negative impact on major industrial plants. It thus seems apparent that the 
proposed technology should only be used in rural or domestic networks (as initially proposed) 
• As shown in Chapter Six, the arc duration is dependent on the arc gap length. In other 
words, in general, a longer arc gap will, on average, result in an arc with a shorter duration. 
• The load-end compensator is successful as a load voltage regulator and is able to switch in 
capacitors quickly to maintain a constant load voltage of 230V. The compensator's success 
is limited to those scenarios where the current drawn by the load is within the rated limits of 
the compensator (both in terms of magnitude and phasor angle). The compensator is rated 
at 8kVA at 230V. When the system's load is within the compensator's specified limits, it 
regulates the voltage to a level well within 10% of 230V in 100% of the tests. 
• The compensator behaves predictably in both steady-state and transient (switching-in and 
fault) conditions. It was predicted that the compensator would successfully regulate the load 
voltage and would be stable during and after all transient events. 
• The compensator does not have an effect on the magnitude of the load voltage during the 
power arcs because one of the effects of the arc is that the voltage across the compensator 
is reduced suddenly and significantly, which effectively turns the compensator off. The short 
circuit caused by the fault results in the rapid and short-lived collapse of the load voltage 
which cannot be prevented or improved by the compensator. 
• The compensator has no effect on the arc duration or the magnitude of the arc current. The 
arcs burned for similar periods of time (at a certain length) during both the uncompensated 
and the compensated arc tests. In other words, the arc behaves independently of the 
compensator. Although it was not expected that the compensator would affect the behaviour 
of the arcs, tests confirm this assumption. 
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.. The time taken for complete voltage compensation depends on the magnitude and power 
factor of the load. The voltage across a load with a high apparent power rating or low power 
factor will be low in magnitude (due to an increased volt drop) and will require more 
compensation. The compensator will need to switch in more capacitors and because the 
compensator switches in one capacitor at a time, the more capacitors that need to be 
switched in, the longer this process will take. 
.. The compensator has operational limits specified by its design. The compensator is rated at 
BkVA. It is therefore expected that any load with an apparent power rating above this (in 
other words, with a magnitude greater than BkW if the power factor equals one, or with a 
power factor below one if the load's magnitude is 8kW) will result in a system that cannot be 
regulated by the compensator. However, its operational limits are of a wider range than this. 
Although the compensator's rated power factor was not confirmed, it can be concluded that at 
8kVA, a power factor of 0.B7 is within the compensator's limits. According to tests, it can also 
be concluded that when the load's power factor is equal to one, the compensator is unable to 
regulate the load voltage for a load magnitude of greater than 11 kW. If the load's magnitude 
is greater then this, or if the power factor of the load is below a certain (unspecified) level, the 
compensator will try to restore the load voltage to 230V by switching in the maximum number 
of capacitors that it features, but will be unable to raise the voltage sufficiently. The 
compensator is bound within the limits created by the physical number of capacitors that it 
features. 
.. The compensated voltage magnitude is not dependent on the arc gap, the arc duration, or 
the uncompensated arc voltage. The compensator acts independently of all of these 
. 
conditions. The compensator only monitors the load voltage and will switch in capacitors until 
that voltage is within acceptable limits. If the required voltage is set at 230V, this is the 
voltage that the compensator will work to achieve, regardless of the voltage's starting point, 
or any event that has occurred (e.g. an arc). 
.. The compensator appears to be electro-magnetically incompatible in very few cases. This 
occurs specifically when the load is complex in nature with a lagging power factor. 
.. There is no subsynchronous resonance evident in the system. The system is stable when an 
unloaded motor is switched in, even though the system is "resonant" in nature. The 
conclusion to be drawn is that the system and compensator were never unstable, regardless 
of the load type or the nature of the transient event. 
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.. The load-end compensator delivers a distorted load voltage waveform when there is no load 
or a load that is rated below the level expected by the compensator. 
7.2 Recommendations 
.. It is recommended that the following further tests be carried out in the laboratory: 
1. The concept should be tested on a system to which more than one step-down 
transformer is connected a (two transformers would be a viable and manageable number 
for a laboratory). Each transformer should. in turn supply more than one load, each one 
being of a different type (e.g. one resistive and one motor etc). This should be carried 
out in conjunction with the variation of the number and position of compensators in the 
system. This should determine whether or not each load needs it own dedicated 
compensator for its voltage regulation. It will also determine the interactive behaviour of 
numerous components (including the compensators) in the system. 
2. The concept should be tested on a three-phase system, if required. The technology as 
developed from the tests featured in this thesis could be successfully applied to SWER 
systems. The results in this thesis can not. however. be assumed to be a reflection of the 
behaviour of the technology in a three-phase system. The technology may be beneficial 
for three-phase overhead systems in rural or peri-urban areas which are regularly struck 
by lightning. The compensator would have to be developed into a three-phase 
compensator and may have to extend its functions so as to include load balancing as well 
as voltage regulation. 
3. The proposed technology would achieve its fault-tolerant characteristics if: 
.. The arc duration is reduced to less than 200ms 
.. The load voltage recovery time after a transient event is less than 1 second. 
To achieve these objectives (and develop a viable technology). research should be 
continued in order to improve the current-limiting properties of the supply circuit, and to 
increase the speed with which the compensator switches in capacitors (which can be 
researched by power electronic or DSP specialists). Research should include tests in 
which the series impedance is increased such that the fault current is limited further 
(possibly to one and a half times the steady-state current magnitude). and the arc gap is 
increased further (possibly to 50cm and then 55cm). The results of these tests will allow 
a cost-benefit analysis to be done. A question that could be raised is: "If all arcs burn for 
less than 200ms when the arc gap is increased to 55cm. will the cost savings resulting 
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from the consequent decrease in power interruptions outweigh the costs of the increased 
insulator lengths, the compensator and the added supply reactance?" 
4. The response of the compensator to a continuously-changing load should be determined. 
In the "real-world" loads are constantly changing in magnitude and power factor in "real 
time". The response time of the compensator to the continuous changes would need to 
be examined. A rapidly changing load will require the compensator to have switching 
speeds similar to the speed of load change. A quick response time will result in a more 
constant and steadier load voltage. This could be achieved in the laboratory by 
connecting several loads in parallel, each one connected to the system via a switch that 
can be operated from outside the live chamber. The tester can then open and close load 
switches rapidly to determine the compensator's behaviour. This switching can be 
interspersed with faults that would be in initiated on the MV line. A system of this nature 
would determine comprehensively the response of the compensator to a complex and 
continuously-changing system. 
5. Further investigation should take place into the apparent electro-magnetic incompatibility 
of the compensator when a complex load is connected to the system. The possible 
causes of this incompatibility should be researched further in order to determine what 
changes need to be made to the system to prevent this incompatibility from occurring. 
• When points 1, 3 and 4 have been researched in the laboratory, a prototype should be 
developed and tested in the field on a SWER system. Specific decisions should be made 
regarding the required magnitude, structure and position of the supply inductance that would 
be added to a real supply system. The compensator's rating should be altered for field 
performance and it should be re-programmed to ensure that its voltage regulation is more 
rapid and that its ·voltage level" is correct for its application. The field tests would expose the 
technology to a greater variety of conditions. The impact on the system of wind, humidity and 
cold weather can be determined. Obviously, the laboratory is an "ideal" environment and the 
behaviour of the technology in other conditions could be predicted, but will not be known. 
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Appendix A: The spreadsheet used to calculate the required compensating 
capacitance 
Note that "a" and "b" indicate the values used in complex figures in the form of a + jb 
Source Inductance capacitance load series R load load load 
Voltage 
Volts ohms ohms magnitude ohms angle a b 
230 3.07 1.06E+01 6 0.63 0 6 0 
omega inductance capacitance 
314.1593 henrys farads 
0.00977211 3.00E-04 
For parallel cap and load: 
Z1Z2 Z1+Z2 
Magnitude 63.6619772 Magnitude 12.1893 a 6 
Angle -90 Angle -60.5124 b -1.06E+01 
Z I;!!rallel 
Magnitude 5.222774459 a 4.546229 
Angle -29.487581 b -2.57083 
Z series 
A 0.63 Magnitude 3.133975 
B 3.07 Angle 78.40323 
Z total (with series resistance) 
a j 5.176228841Magnitude 5.200242 
b 1 O.49916816jAngle 5.508269 
Current 
Magnitude 44.2287133 a 44.02448 
Angle -5.5082693 b -4.24549 
Voltage across series iml2!dance 
Magnitude I 138.611687Ia 40.76907 
Angle j 72.8949631jb 132.4805 
Voltage across the load 
Magnitude I 230.996594 a 189.2309 
Angle I -34.99585 b -132.48 
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Appendix B: Detailed per-unit calculations used to determine the series 
impedance of the proposed circuit (refer to section 4.2) 
The per-unit method has been used in the development of the laboratory protocol for two 
reasons: 
• These calculations will determine the actual value of the series impedance in the supply 
circuit. 
• The calculated value of the supply impedance will enable a decision to be made as to 
whether further reactance needs to be added to the supply circuit in order to reduce the short-
circuit current to twice that of the rated load current. 
These calculations are fairly complex and lengthy but are essential for the purpose of the 
laboratory set-up for testing, and they also ensure that one of the fundamental hypotheses is 
tested. This can be summarised with the following question: ·WiII a reduction in the magnitude of 
the short-circuit current - by the addition of inductors in the supply circuit - result in rapid arc 
extinction?" 
The main obstacle in the per-unit conversion was the two 4BkVA transformers which are 
connected in parallel at the source end and in series at the end which supplies the 32kVA SWER 
transformer. The transformers were each used to step a voltage of 205V up to 230V. It was 
decided that the easiest method of calculating the per-unit impedances of these particular 
transformers would be to halve each transformer's actual impedance, placing one half of each in 
parallel with each other (representing the LV connection) and the other half of each in series with 
each other (representing the HV connection). 
(O.5)ZT2 :: 0.12 ... jO.640 
{O.5)ZTl = 0.13 ... 0.620 
So, the two transformers can now be "separated" into two parts: the LV connection is represented 
by an impedance of 0.36'" jO.320 (obtained by placing 0.72 + jO.640 in parallel with 0.73 + 
jO.620) and the HV connection is represented (on the LV side) by an impedance of 1.45 + j1.260 
(obtained by placing 0.72 + jO.640 in series with 0.73 + jO.620). Transferred to the HV side, this 
impedance becomes 1.B + j1.570. The load was regarded as being purely resistive for the 
calculations and was designed (and manufactured) with a rating of BkW at 220V. This implies 
that the ohmic resistance of the load is 60 (this was considered constant, although the heating of 
the load did cause the resistance to increase during testing). A base of S::: 100MVA was used 
for all the per-unit conversions. Then the following equation is used to convert Z(actual) to Z(pu): 
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100 
Z pu = Zactual X E2 
where E2 = VLL in kV 
Once the various voltage "zones" were established, the impedance values in that zone were 
multiplied by a constant which was obtained by dividing 100 by the square of that voltage. For 
example, in the 205V "zone", the impedance values were multiplied by 100/(0.2052). or by the 
constant 2380. 
T1 steps the voltage down from 3560V to 20SV (which is supplied to the 48kVA transformers via 
the cable). thus the generator has a voltage output of 3560V which is 1 p.u. Figure B1 gives a 
summary of the voltage "zones" and the impedances. 
V zone5 :::: 
ZTl 
Vzone1 :::: 
3.6kV 
Zcable:::: ZT2IfT3 :::: ZT2+T3 :::: ZT4 :::: ZT5 :::: 0.23kV 
0.122 + 0.36 + 1.8 + 0.127 + S12.73 + Constant :::: 
jO.1730 jO.320 j1.S70 jO.360 j843.370 1890 
Vzone2:::: O.20SkV Vzone3 :::: 0.46kV zone4:::: 18.3k 
Constant:::: 2380 Constant:::: 473 Constant :::: 
0.30 
T1 (ideal; 
winding only) 
T2 and T3 
(ideal; 
winding only) 
T4 (ideal; 
winding 
only) 
T5 (ideal; 
winding only) 
Figure 81 The voltage zones, multiplication constants and impedances used for per-unit 
calculations 
This data is used to obtain the simplified per-unit system shown in Figure B2: 
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ZT1= Z=1147+ Z=911+ Z=154+ 
i1 ~ ~~nll j1173pu j913pu, ~ j253pu ~~ ____ ~~[=====r--{I __ ~-I---[I ~~~~~ __ ~ 
V =1 pu Z = 11340pu 
Figure B2 Simplified per-unit system 
Thus, the per-unit impedance up to the MV line is: 
Z:::: 2058+ j2109:::: 2947L45.7° 
The aim is to ensure that this impedance is sufficient in magnitude so as to limit the short-circuit 
current magnitude to twice that of the steady-state current. If one considers the load "zone", the 
base voltage is 230V and the base current (when the base apparent power is 100MVA) is 
416666.67A. For a 60 load, the steady-state current is 38.3A. Thus the desired short-circuit 
current is 76.7A. 
If 1== 76.7A 
And lbase :::: 434782.6A 
Then I pu :::: 0.000176pu throughout the per-unit system. 
In the case of a fault on the MV line, only the impedances up to that fault will have a limiting effect 
on the fault current. Thus, one can consider these impedances to form a simple series circuit 
(together with the voltage source). If the voltage and current in that circuit are known, one need 
simply apply ohm's law to obtain the impedance. In this case, the voltage is 1 pu and the current 
is O.000176pu. 
So 
Vpu Zpu=-
lpu 
1 Zpu=----
0.000176 
Zpu :::: 5668.6 pu 
This is the required per-unit magnitude of the total impedance up to the MV line. At present, (as 
shown previously), the impedance has a per-unit magnitude of 2947. This impedance needs to 
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be increased in magnitude (to limit the fault current) by the addition of reactors in the supply 
circuit. It is now necessary to calculate the value of the required reactance. 
If the "final value" of the impedance magnitude is 5669 and the value of the resistance is 
remaining the same, then the reactance can be calculated as follows: 
R == 2058pu 
Z == 5669 pu 
:. X == ,Jr-(5-66-9-2 - 2058 2 ) == 5282 pu 
The current value of X is 2109pu. Therefore. the required reactance to be added has a value of 
3173pu. It was decided to place the reactors in the 205V "zone" of the supply circuit. The most 
accessible point in the circuit was immediately before (or on the LV side f) the two 48kVA 
transformers. Because these transformers are connected in parallel on their LV side, the 
reactors, too, would be connected in parallel to each other. In the 20SV voltage "zone", the 
constant that was used to convert actual impedance to per-unit impedance was 2380. This 
constant can now be used to obtain the actual reactance form the per-unit reactance. 
x :::: 3173 == 1.330 
2380 
For each parallel-connected branch. 
Z = 2 x 1.33 == 2.660 
Z == mL = 2.66 
Z 2.66 L==-=-==8.5mH 
m 314 
For testing. four reactors are used in parallel (two reactors in parallel with each other in each 
parallel branch of the LV connection of the two 48kVA transformers). Each reactor is rated at 
20mH @ 1 SA. Thus in each parallel branch, the total reactance is 10mH @ 30A (this reactive 
value is acceptably close to the required B.SmH). It should be remembered. though. that the 
magnitude of the reactance is dependant on the magnitude of the current. The resistive load that 
was used for testing has an approximate resistance of 60. At 230V. this load has a rating of: 
V2 2302 
P==-=--=8817W 
R 6 
Looking back at the two 48kVA transformers, the LV parallel connections are each drawing a load 
of approximately 4.4kW. The voltage supplied to each transformer is approximately 205V. 
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Therefore, the current flowing into each transformer is approximately 21A. This current will also 
flow through the reactors that are connected in series with each transformer (but parallel to each 
other). The following figure shows a simplified representation of the connection: 
L1 
20SV 48kVA trfrmr 
L3 
4 48kVA 
trfrmr 
figure 83 A representation of the set-up of the reactors and two 48kVA transformers 
Each pair of parallel-connected reactors is rated at 10mH @ 30A. However, as shown, when the 
load is rated at approximately 8.8kVA, only 21A will flow through the reactors. The reactors were 
tested to determine their dependence on the magnitude of the current. These tests show the 
reactors to be non-linear in nature in the sense that as the current through them increases. the 
magnitude of their impedance values decreases. (Refer to the test details in Appendix C). 
However, at 21A. the impedance of each parallel pair of reactors is 10.2mH, which is acceptable. 
It is now necessary to reconsider the per-unit system with the reactors included. This will assist 
in providing a complete and succinct representation of the entire complex system. As mentioned. 
while the required inductance in each parallel branch is 8.SmH, the actual inductance is 10mH (or 
20mH per reactor). Therefore, the impedance provide by the reactors in each branch is 3.140. 
This implies a total added impedance of 1.570. Once again, the constant used in the 205V 
"zone" is 2380. This can be used to convert the actual value of the reactance to a per-unit 
equivalent. 
X:::: 1.57Q 
Xpu :::: 1.57 x 2380:::: 3736pu 
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The total resistance of the system remains constant; in other words R:: 2058pu. The added 
reactance is 3736pu which can be added to the original reactance of the system (2109pu). This 
results in a total per-unit reactance (up to the MV line) of 5846pu. 
R == 2058pu 
X ==5846pu 
:. Z = 2058+ j5846pu == 6198L70.6pu 
The magnitude of the resulting impedance is 6198pu as opposed to the required value of 5669pu. 
In the case of a fault, this impedance would limit the fault current, and the expected per-unit 
magnitude of this current would be: 
Vipu Jpu==-
Zpu 
1 Jpu == --:::: 0.000161pu 
6198 
This value is slightly lower than the "required" fault current magnitude of O.000176pu. The fault-
current magnitude can be converted to the actual expected value in any of the voltage "zones", 
For example, in the i8.3kV "zone", the expected value of the short-circuit current is O.9A. 
The impedance of the final 16kVA transformer in the system (located after the MV line) can now 
be added to the impedance up to the MV line to obtain the total supply impedance of the network. 
R == 2058pu + 154pu :::: 2212pu 
X == 5846pu + 253pu == 6099pu 
:. Z = 2212+ j6099pu == 6488L70 
The circuit can now be represented by the following figure: 
Z :: 2212 + j6099pu 
G 
(V=1pu) 
Figure B4 The simplified per-unit system 
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For the purposes of calculations and simulations, it was decided to convert this per-unit network 
to the equivalent system at 230V. In this system, the voltage source has a supply value of 230V, 
the series impedance has a value of Z = 1.17 + j3.2n == 3.4L70 and the load has a resistance 
of SO. 
There are advantages to using the per-unit concept to calculate the series impedance of the 
proposed system. However, a disadvantage to using this method is that it is purely theoretical 
and any number of external or unforeseen effects has not been taken into account. All the 
equipment in the system is real and may have defects. For these reasons, it was decided to 
determine the total series impedance of the network using another method. Firstly, the open 
circuit (no load) voltage was measured and found to be 225V. Then, two differe t loads were 
connected to the circuit output, and the resulting voltage across and current through these loads 
were measured. The first load was a resistive load (in the form of heating bars) that has a rating 
of 8kW at 220V. When it was connected, the voltage across it measured 183V and the current 
through it measured 29.4A. The load was allowed to cool and was then reconnected. The 
voltage and current measured 186V and 31A respectively. The second load was also a resistive 
load that has a rating of 4kW at 220V. The first time it was connected to the circuit, the voltage 
across it measured 205V and the current through it measured 16A. It was also connected a 
second time which resulted in a voltage and current of 209V and 17 A. These values were used 
in simultaneous equations to calculate the practical value of the series impedance of the network. 
The calculations show the impedance to be the following: 
Z = 0.63 + j3.07n == 3.1L78° 
This value is applicable at 230V. A practical disadvantage of this method is the fact that the 
inductance of the added reactors is non-linear. Therefore, as the load (and thereby the current) 
varies, the reactance will also vary. 
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Appendix C: The results of the tests performed to determine the 
dependence of the impedance of the added reactors on the current they 
draw 
To obtain the required supply impedance in the proposed circuit, four reactors are added in 
parallel (two reactors in parallel with each other in each parallel branch of the LV connection of 
the two 48kVA transformers). Each reactor is rated at 20mH @ 15A. Thus in each parallel 
branch, the total reactance is 10mH @ 30A (this reactive value is acceptably close to the required 
8.5mH). It should be remembered. though, that the magnitude of the reactance is dependant on 
the magnitude of the current. The resistive load that was used for testing has an approximate 
resistance of 60. At 230V, this load has a rating of: 
V 2 2302 P=-=--=8817W 
R 6 
Looking back at the two 48kVA transformers. the LV parallel connections are each drawing a load 
of approximately 4.4kW. The voltage supplied to each transformer is approximately 205V. 
Therefore, the current flowing into each transformer is approximately 21A. This current will also 
flow through the reactors that are connected in series with each transformer (but parallel to each 
other). The following figure shows a simplified representation of the connection: 
L1 
205V 48kVA 
trfrmr 
L3 
4 48kVA 
trfrmr 
Figure C1 A representation of the set-up of the reactors and two 48kVA transformers 
Each pair of parallel-connected reactors is rated at 10mH @ 30A. However, as shown, when the 
load is rated at approximately 8.8kVA, only 21A will flow through the reactors. The reactors were 
tested to determine their dependence on the magnitude of the current. These tests show the 
reactors to be non-linear in nature in the sense that as the current through them increases. the 
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magnitude of their impedance values decreases. The following table shows the average results of 
the tests performed on the reactors. The table shows the values obtained when a voltage source 
is applied to a single reactor and the voltage is increased from 10V to 140V. The voltage and 
current values were recorded; the impedance and inductor values were calculated using these. 
v (V) I (A) Z (0) L (mH) 
10 0.99 10.1 32 
20 2.6 7.7 25 
30 4.2 7.1 22.6 
40 5.96 6.7 21.3 
50 7.7 6.5 20.7 
60 9.4 6.4 20.4 
70 11.11 6.3 20 
80 12.93 6.2 19.7 
90 14.9 6 19.1 
100 16.5 6.1 19.4 
110 18.3 6 19.1 
120 20.2 5.9 18.8 
130 22.2 5.8 18.5 
140 25.2 5.5 17.5 
Table C1 Results oUests performed on the reactors; each is rated at 10mH @ 15A 
The results show that there is a fairly linear range between approximately 6A and 20A. The 
inductance can be regarded as 20mH for these values of current. Therefore, when 21A is flowing 
through each parallel pair, 10A will flow through each reactor (the. reactors are assumed to be 
identical in nature). At this value of current, the reactor provides the 'expected' inductance. 
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Appendix 0 : Resut!s of all tests conducted ill the laboratory 
Fig 1 Ale vollag" Irace of '&S( 1 
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-;:::" Agilent Technologies 
• • 
- -""--, , 
rig 7: Arc clirrent d test 4 
rig e Arc voltage of test 5 
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Fig 9: Arc current of test S 
• • ,:1<\0: echnologles ~:~ 
I >;J 10: A-c vobge of test r, 
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Fig 11' Arc current altest 6 
. . 
. '. Agl!ent Techno! 
Fig 12: Arc voltage (upper trace) and arC currHn t (ICM'Hr Irace l of te,t 7 
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Fig t3, Arc voltage (up.oe, tc.ce) .nd arc cu",..,t (lowe, trace) of les~ B 
D) Arc ~os~s ",ill' BkW Iwe. uncorriJ""",,~ed (added reactors Were cOr1nec~ed), ~es~s t - ~ ,tiC 
gllp of 33""'. tusts 6 - 10: ,tiC 9<'P 45cn' 
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'"::~" Aqllc,,\ Technoiagle! 
Fig 15: Lc.a d vo lt ~'lC (l 'Pr", r trece ) anc arc current liow,,", tr ~CA ) ot test 2: rtaP 01 ;>,;>,o:;m 
" Aqlle!!l T~ch"o ll)g'n 
, 
Fig 11';. LD&d vOlta"" IUf'lX" lIace; liM lIr~ W"re,,1 now,," lIa~e) ot 1CS1 3; Qa;> ur n~" 
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... :;. Ayden! Technologies 
Fig 19: Lmd voltage (upper tmce) a.od arc current (bwer trace) of test 6: gap of 45cm 
.;:;~. Agilen! TechnologIes 
Fig 2~: Load vall,,9€' (uwer t'ace;> a.od a'c anent (:ower trace ;> of test 7: gap of 4Scm 
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{: .. Aqlicnl TcchnQIQql~s 
Fig 21 Load volto8C (uppC't t"".~1 ~nd ~rc (.lIrr~nt (tower tr""~) 01 test 8; g~p of 45c"" 
.' Agllen1 Tcchnl.lll.lglC~ . 
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-
H g 23: Load volt,,'lC {u~pcr tru ce ) and ace c" r",nt (h we' t race l or (es( 10; gap c:J 45<;m 
D3 : Arc tests with 8kW load. compensated. 
tests 1 - 5: arc gap of 33cm; tests 6 - 9: arc gap of 45<;m 
.. Aq,lcnt 010 , 
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Fiy 26: LO<ld volUy& (UP"M l rar.&j and arc curr&nl i: l ow~' lrac~} of l~sl 3, ga" of 33r.rn 
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F'9 27. Load v~ ta(/<' (LJ ~r"' r !rac~) and Mel CIH'OO I ('owe.- traC(l) of 10M 4; ga p 0/ 33cm 
l~ ,~ 
-
I 1921$. I 010<1 vOll3(le (U~r<-" II.""') sno OIrc curr~-n1 (0.-_ trace; 0' test f,. !lap 01 33cm 
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F'SI 3C. LOiId VO"II~ (U;>p<l' '''ICII) and afC cu·,""'1 (I"'....". tmc;o) 0' lesl 7:!lII~ ol-lGcm 
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D4: Ar~ tS l lS with 4kW load, uneomP'ltUl ~lcd , added reactor5 conn""icd j<1: tests 1 & 2: 
~fC gap of 33cm; laSIS 3 & 4: a,e gap of 4S~m 
., '. ' , 
-Fig a:J Load ""~l:Iga (UP\'ff I~) "nd 3lccu.renl ~"""'" IF.tC<'I) of test 1. g~ of 33cm 
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·~.. A~llcnl Tcchnoloqlcs 
Fig 35" l<lad volla90 (upper Iracoj a f1 d arc cum.)tl l (I<N.-er tracc ) ct lasl ~; gap of 45cm 
. :. A'l'l cn l TCClmolllqles 
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0 5: Are lU is with 4kW 101d, eompen~~tc d. t ests'· 4: are gop 01 3lem: t"st~ 5·9: .... c gap 
01 4Sc," 
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F'!; 4() Lood vohaQt' lupper trace) "nd arc C<lrre1l1 (Icy.~", trace) 011"'" 4. Gap cf 33un 
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• A'l,lcnl TcchnoIQ~I"' 
Fig 41 load IIOK8>i6 (upper trac;,,) ~Id "'~ Wlnln! (lower trao(!) 0: 11)$1 5' gap of 45cm 
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Fig 43: Load vo~l"gc (UPi·'/W" l'loa) anc mc "u rr~ I" (lower trace) of tes t 7, 9RP or 45cm 
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Fig 45: Lo.1(1 volt,'g<'! (upp<" t'a,"",,) 0"(1 arc Currant ilOl'o"Or tr"r.~1 d TIiRt 8; gap of 45cm 
06: Arc Ift. 18 wtlh 8kVA toad. pl . 0.87. utlCOOlpolnuled ; lests 1 • 2: ~ r c g3p of 3lcm; t .. sls 
3·4; arc gap of 45cm 
r .... 
-
Fig 46 L09d votl;>g<'! (IJI¥' trace) end &'C cur_I ilow,.. 1'8Cft) n/lfISI 1. Gap of 33cm 
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Fig 47 Lead '~tagc (ur'f"'f lraC<l) and a rc WrfC nt {Iow"- tra<.fI) 01 t~st 2: gap of 33G<n 
,:". Ag.len1 Tcclmoloqlct 
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H'l 4g- I o~d voila".. (lippe, trUC<:l) e nd arc current (lower trace) 01 tlls t 4: gap o/45cm 
07- Arc tests with SkVA load , pl = O.B7, ~ornp~n""ted; tests 1 "~: arc gap of 33em; tests 6· 
10: arc gap of 45c: m; lost 11 _ 12: tr3nsiellt '"'c c~rr8nt spike 
~ .. 50: I roC volla9" I'Jpper mlw) uM ",c curre nl (Iowa Ira oo:, cl !e~1 1 gap 01 :l3cm 
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F" 51 Loac vOitage {upper trace) and arc GJrrent {lower trace) of test 2; gap or 33cm 
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F;; 53- Loa.1 ""':age lu~' tracoj aM a rC o.. rrent (",WOf tru col 0( test 4, gsP 0' 33cnl 
Fig 54 Load wli:a;; e :uppe ' I'So,O) I,ll(! a rC r. urren: :1",,,,,,, :,oca ) r:J lest 6; ~ap vl3.m 
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Fiy 55: Lu,"! ',oltage (upper tr~ce) anc 'He cu rwnt (Ial.,er traca) 01 tast 6; gap 0I45cm 
Fig ,>6 Load vol\"9a (lIPP"- tr~c") "od arc current (!ower tr~G") ,'1/ tast f; yap ,'1/ 4,~;r1l 
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FKJ 57 Loae volt"9" (uppe' tr ,tC<'I) Me 3,(, OJ""" lllo· ...... ' lmoo) ,:I t". t 8 gap 01 45cm 
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F..;; 59 . Lo !Od voltage (UPP"'" Ir-~) and ale current !lowef lraOlJ) Qf !Q~I Ie !I<';> of 45cn, 
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08: Slng •• ·phasc u .. ro~d"" tnduclio .. motQf-sta" up vollag.;md cum:nt 
MfWWvVI/IIJVI/\A/I/WvVvWv 
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HI! 52 1.4010' voI:a9" (upper lraoo) end molar CU'le n! 11""''<:11 trace) 01 IftSI I 
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D9: Single"phase unloaded induction motor start-"p voltag€ and curren t; compensator 
switched in beTore motor is started up 
. . Aq,lonl Technologies 
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010: Slngle.ph3se unloaded Ind~etlon moler·start up vOltage and current: co mpensa ter 
and complu load swltcMd In befor~ mOlo' is started up 
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01 1 Arc tests with unloadtod motor load. ur><:omp<, nsated; test 1: arc gap of 33cm; tests 2 
- 3: arc !lap of ",Scm 
Fig M: ~Qad volta!)<' (LJ~pe' t'ace) a nd (tr<, c.we:11 {I'''' .. e' t,ac(lj <:I t~"t 1. g.ap 01 33cm 
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Fig 119: Load vultHQ't lup' ..... tracel and arc C<.nrCf1t (lO'Hcr t ",,"*,) oIl ~O'.t 2: gap of 45cm 
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D12: Arc los t. with un load<>d motor load , co mp(o nsated; t"sls t · 2· .... c ga p 01 J:J.cm: t"51~ 
3·4' are gap 01 4xm 
FIg 71 l uM vOltage (Up;I!l< trace) .1'IC arc CUtTellt (lower tr:.ce) ot test 1, ga;:t 01 33Gm 
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Fig 73: Load .0113£" (upper t'ar-e) 'Hld"cc current (lower lr"ee) dtes! J: gap of 45cm 
.. ....... 
-
Fig (4 Load voll,*" (LJP!",r lrae,,) "ne ,tce <'urrent (bwC'f t"",cj d test 4: gap ol45cm 
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013: Arc tests with unloaded motor load and inductive toad, compensated; tests 1 - 3, arc 
g3p of 33cm; tests 4 - 7, arc gap of 45cm 
Fig 75: Laad voltage (upper trace) arod arc current (klwer trace) af test 1; gap of 33cm 
Fig 76 Load voltage (upper trace) and arc currect (iowcr trace) of test 2: g"P of 3:3on 
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r"l II· Load voltage (upper trace) and arc current (lower trace) 01 test 3: gap of 33cm 
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